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"Re-vision--the act of looking back, of seeing with fresh
eyes, of entering an old text from a new critical direction--is for us more than a chapter in cultural history:
it is an act of survival. Until we can understand the
assumptions in which we are drenched we cannot know ourselves. And this drive to self-knowledge, for woman, is
more than a search for identity: it is part of her refusal of the self-destructiveness of the male-dominated
society."
Adrienne Rich
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through the conventional mainstream channels.

RESEARCHING WOMEN OR WOMEN'S RESEARCH:

Perhaps we thought:

look like "them" and work as "they" do, "they" will listen.

Why and how was this work done?

But they

did not and if women in Alberta were "given" anything at all,
usually insignificant.

Origin and Purpose
I do not know what to call these sheets of paper covered with
words.

They are not: a paper, a document, a piece of research, a study,

a report, a handbook.

Conventional language fails again.

It is an

The change which seems

ferent shapes.

less "nice", and often

attempt at putting together a multitude of pieces of information about

confrontational.

organizing and organizing strategies, in a form which both records;

organizations.

allows women to learn from each other; allows us to become better at and

strategy for change, other strategies have risen in importance.

increasingly more direct in matching our strategies with our goals;

As

while

those forms have taken on dif-

Lobbying has become more direct,
It

it was

to have occurred since

then and which appears to continue to develop in Alberta is that,
women still engage in forms of lobbying,

if we

is no longer primarily done by large high profile

lobbying becomes

less valued as

the most effective

A key concept in this transformation appears to be that women are

to save time and energy, so that we can direct that

no longer prepared to accept at face value that the terms on which

time and energy increasingly more into action (instead of burning our-

society is structured will be genuinely responsive to the concerns of

selves out on figuring out what to do) and so that we may become more

women, nor that authentic change toward true equality and freedom can be

creative still.

achieved effectively through working in accordance with those terms.

allows us, perhaps,

That describes the purpose of this piece of work.

But why was this

suffragette mothers and grandmothers.

work done at all?
It started with my own experience, or perhaps I should say, the way
in

which I experienced and observed women's organizing in Alberta over

the past ten years.

Actually, feminists never believed that.

It seemed to me that our organizing for social

change had undergone a transformation, starting, perhaps, about five

We only had to remember our

But perhaps we dozed off for a

while: things had looked up with the advent of human rights legislation,
equal opportunity, and affirmative action,

although in Alberta we only

talked about the latter and never got it.
Things changed.

The economic recession and the rise of neo-conser-

We are on a

vat ism, no doubt, had, and have, much to do with the stand-still or

course of organizing for change away from "their terms" and increasingly

deterioration in the Alberta government's work with respect to the

more on "our terms".

status of women.

years ago.

Our strategies have become less conventional.

Well into the seventies,

women tended to organize ourselves into

fairly conventional organizations which spent considerable time and
energy on lobbying the various levels and branches of government.

These

were sincere attempts to affect legislation and to effect social change

Another factor,

one which I

think is much more

interesting, is that in my experience and perception, women's understanding of the vast and increasing gap between "their terms" and our
own has evolved incredibly.

We have outstripped "them".

It is not just

that we don't want to follow the conventional modes of interacting with

5
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decision-makers according to ancient,

established criteria,

it

is also

tures of society as women's issues or issues of concern to women.

that we are increasingly incapable of living with the lies in our own

peace is a womens issue.

lives and

build-up and war,

society.

in

This means that many of us can no longer stomach

the forms of lobbying for legislation and

legislative reform which con-

Thus,

Although all people are affected by arms

women and our children suffer and die from decisions

which are not ours.

Housing and medicare are other examples of issues

ventionally were based on the deceitful assumption that one simply had

conventionally viewed as people's issues.

to convince decision-makers of the justice of requested changes and that

sizing", lay-offs, cut-backs, roll-backs, and zero percent increases

corrective action would follow.

have the greatest impact on women.

If we lobby at all, the contemporary

forms can be better described as sharp negotiations with each party
starting from a different concept about how society should function and

well-entrenched structures

is a slow and frustrating process for women.
try.

These are all working policies of

this Alberta government.
All of these transformed perspectives as well as others have made
for changes in our organizing: our organizing process,

about women's place and role in those respective visions of society.
Working through and with conventional,

But "privatization", "down-

Some of us continue to

Others have turned away from such strategies for change and are

and our strategies for action.

Our struggle continues.

the old ways have ceased to work for us.
thrown our way.

At worst,

our organization,

At best,

we get penalized.

We know that

we get band-aids

Somewhere in the middle,

now focusing on working primarily with and among women--forms of public

things get put on hold because we are judged to have come far enough for

education and grassroots organizing which may extend to the general

the time being.

A smaller but also steadily increasing number of women contem-

Women active in organizing for change, and facing the fact that new

plates, supports, or is actively engaged in forms of direct action or

ways have to be developed for which there are no ready-made blueprints,

civil disobedience.

no sure ways of predicting results or consequences, have been inventive

public.

Another related
ti ve.

phenomenon is

that of women's broadening perspec-

This can readily be observed geographically.

provincial,

and municipal jurisdictions

large extent,

where we focus ourselves,

be confined by arbitrary boundaries.

in

While federal,

Canada still determine,

to a

we no longer allow ourselves to

Our concerns,

networks stretch across and around the globe.

our struggles,

our

Women are also breaking

out of a narrowly-defined concept of what constitutes "women 's issues".
This change can be described as one which moves from viewing as women's

and creative, under the stress of small numbers,

few financial

material resources, and the urgent need for action on a multitude of
issues.

Many actions based on "new ways" have met with responses which

can be interpreted as successful or relatively successful.

In other

instances,

And,

actions have been ignored or have back-fired.

time by having to re-invent wheels already invented elsewhere.
Drawing on experiences of women, women's organizations, and others
involved in organizing,

expressions and dynamics of the

could be useful in saving time between "stimulus and response",

political and economic struc-

too

often, groups under pressure to act, have acted too fast, or have lost

issues only those which affect women directly or only, to viewing all
social,

and

I have attempted to put together a paper which
in

7
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aiding in the weighing of risks and consequences, in helping to identify

women's studies which has helped to create this new emphasis and to

potential pitfalls, and in throwing light on what are "their terms" and

1e g i ti ma t e it" .

It is intended as a basic "document" on which women can

what are ours.

build, elaborate, and to which experiences and actions in the future can
be added.
ing.

It is not intended to be the new "gospel" on women's organiz-

I hope that its contents will stimulate debate and be critiqued by

every woman.

Each one of us ultimately decides on her own forms of

act ion.

Indeed,

"experience" has become the core source for the generation
3
Budd Hall , in

of information for many researchers, female and male.

discussing the participatory research approach, views the people as
experts.
groups:

Participatory research focuses on a wide range of oppressed
·
·
t s, 1 a b our, i"ndi.genous peoples, and women are but a few
immigran

examples.

With respect to women, Hall quotes Spender

4

to whom it is

crucially important:
Research Methodology
Until not so very long ago, I might have taken a different approach
to this "study".

Instead of making women's experience

the essence (as

it should be) against which all else is compared, this might have become
the

sort of paper which uses

the "conventional" approach.

that women begin to create our own means for producing
and validating knowledge which is consistent with our own
personal experience. We need to. formu~ate our o~n y~rd
sticks for we are doomed to deviancy if we persist in
'
. .
measuring ourselves against the male standard. This is
our area of learning, with learning used in a widely
encompassing, highly charged, political and revolutionary
sense.

By "convenNot only is the validation of women's experience in research neces-

tional" I mean that women's behaviour is judged by criteria set by men.
sary to set the record straight, it is also a new paradigm with "ourMan's position of power does not only assure his relative
superiority over the woman, but it assures that his standards become generalized as generically human standards
that are to govern the behavior of men and women alike. 1
In all likelihood,

I would have researched literature on "human" organ-

izing, making that the essence.

Women's organizing strategies would

II

selves as our own sources .

5

Callaway argues that the splitting apart

of conventional conceptual foundations,
the world

replaced by an attempt "to see

from women's place in it", has led to "new approaches in

methodology, theory construction, and modes of expression".

It opens up

then have been "measured" against that--male--standard, very probably

the potential for "the imaginative power of sighting possibilities" and

falling way short of receiving a passing mark for effectiveness.

helps "to bring about what is not (or not yet) visible, a new ordering

But

this did not happen.

No Canadian feminist researcher can

of human relations".

The connection between this kind of research and

afford to ignore the work of Canadian women scholars such as Dorothy E.

women taking well-founded political action to change our position in

Smith and Helga Jacobsen who have written about the exclusion of women's

society is clear.

Helen Callaway 2

We can never emerge from our struggle if we continue to allow our-

that some social scientists are talking about "the age of

· d ge d b y men, or more subtly, by generic human standards.
selves to be JU

experience from conventional research methodology.
reports

experience" in research.

She suggests that "perhaps it is the work in

we cann"ot allow ourselves to remain submerged as "humans".

Despite

8
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assertion that all human beings are equal, women know only too well that

known.

we are not supposed to be really equal.

what.

We know all that.
areas of our lives.

We also know that we can take control in many

One of these is research methodology.

our political action, our strategies and our methods.
between these two areas has already been shown.

I have not always stated exactly who said

As far as I can judge, the omission of such specifics has not

harmed the paper as a whole.

Another is

The connection

For similar reasons,

Finally, this documentation of strategies does not pretend to be
exhaustive, complete, or the final word.

It is the reason for

It is one of many beginnings.

The selection of the women's groups who participated in this

why the "research as re-vision" approach is the only valid one in this

"study" was subjective, not arbitrary.

and other contexts where the experience of the oppressed has been sup-

organizations are organizing,

pressed.

Since I had no intention of conducting a general, and thus, by defini-

We change ourselves from "objects" to "subjects".

Having talked about what this "paper" intends to be, I must also
state what it is not, or what it does not do.
First,
action.

Many other women and women's

often using new and creative strategies.

tion, superficial survey, numerous groups and examples of strategies
could not, and were not included.

Some criteria for selection were:

it only addresses organizing in the sense of strategies for

groups which focused on some goal or an interrelated set of goals more

There is a wealth of literature around which addresses organi-

specific than the general goal of "improving the status of women";

zational structures and the process of organizing.
latter area,

Especially in the

women have produced some excellent materials.

One paper,

groups which had been active for some time; groups which were engaged in
attempts to affect directly legislation,

structures,

or attitudes;

and

published recently in our neighbouring province of Saskatchewan and

finally, groups which fitted one or more of the distinct strategies dis-

funded by the Department of the Secretary of State, is an easy-to-follow

cussed by Pam Blackstone, in the context of fighting pornography, but

and easy-to-apply manual for improving organizational effectiveness.6

applicable to all of women's actions for change.

Other "how to" manuals address the logistics of meetings, media releases

guishes: Law Reform and Enforcement, Education, and Civil Disobedience. 9

and so on.

With these criteria,

A well-known example, again from Saskatchewan, is the

"Problem-Solving and Action Planning Kit".7

nal strategies

8

There are inter-

which affect tactics and their effectiveness, chosen by

a group to influence the external environment.

I have limited this

paper to strategies directed externally.

organize for action,

Time and resources

However, in my selec-

tion I ensured a diversity of goals, anticipating variety in strategies
used.
Analysis of strategies used was provided by the women's groups.

I

hope that further analysis will be done with the help of some models and

Second, here and there it has been necessary to exclude information
shared by the women with whom I talked.

I selected a number of groups.

set limits to the number of participating groups.

The process of organizing consists of strategies.

Blackstone distin-

The reason is simple: if you

you don't want all your strategies to be publicly

examples provided in this paper.

No critique or analysis of groups or

their strategies will be found in this paper.

However, some general

comments will be made about women's organizing strategies and patterns

10
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vis-~-vis

iz1ng.

the Alberta environment and some general

Only

in

theory about organ-

the case of the National Household Careers Corporation

h a s t h e i_~~~~ be e n d i s c u s s e d ex t e n s i v e 1 y.

E 1 s e w he re I ha v e ma d e t he

assumption that the issues are known and understood.
In

the discussions

with members of women's organizations,

I pro-

vided a focus by asking them to address

some specific broad questions,

such as: What was the problem or goal?

What was tried and did or did

not work?
actions?

Why?

How did this

lead to your current strategies and

How is your choice of strategy connected to the Alberta

social, political, economic environment?

What are your conclusions,

what have you learned about your organizing?

Discussions generally

flowed openly from then on and became open-ended around the

focus

pro-

vided.
Although there will be general Conclusions and Recommendations,

no

recommendations will be made with respect to the strategies for action
used by the groups interviewed.

To do so would be presumptuous.

would negate the foundation on which this piece of work is based:

It
that

each woman has her own experience and determines her own perception of
her relative position in society;

that we know our evolving minds,

and

determine our own strategies and methods.
One last comment.
bit,

Although,

here and there,

this is not an academic paper.

proven or proven erroneous.
and judgement.

it may look like it a

There are no hypotheses to be

I have done what I could to avoid criticism

If my personal biases are visible, so be it.

never claimed to be "objective".

At any rate,

I have

the paper is biased as it

is by the selection of content for which I take full responsibility.

"First they arrested the Communists--but I was not a
Communist; so I did nothing. Then th ey came for th e
Social Democrats--but I was not a Social Demo c rat, so 1
did nothing. Then they arrested the trad e uni o nist s -and I did nothing because I was not one. And then th ey
came for the Jews and then the Catholics, but I was
neither a Jew nor a Catholic and I did nothin g . At last
they came and arrested me--and th e re was no o n e left t o
do anything about it."
Reverend Martin Niemoller,
Nazi Prison Survivor.
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That seeking of support for one's concern is both a maJor purpose

FRAMEWORKS FOR THINKING ABOUT ORGANIZING

of organ1z1ng, and a function of organ1z1ng.
Feminists as well as other interest groups have a long history of
organizing.

We do it, by now almost as a second nature.

We organize

In these respects, it is

immaterial whether a woman acts as an individual, whether a group has a
limited or closed membership, or whether it aims at expanding its mem-

because we realize that something is missing or amiss in our lives and

bership.

because there is something to be gained, to be held onto, or to be

that it is normally more effective and less draining to do the work

opposed.

together with others, and that we want support for our goals.

In the women's movement, we find an enormous diversity of ways of
being organized and of methods used.

Yet, the distinct groups are part

What we have in common is that we want to change something,

step, of course,

is to figure out how to mobilize that support in order

to present the issue in public, as strongly as possible.

of the women's movement and have certain common callee tive interests.

count in our political and economic systems.

As a category of people in this world, who are treated less than equal

and methods enter the discussion.

to those in power, women also have much in common with other similarlytreated categories.

The next

Numbers do

Th a t i s wh e r e s t r a t e g i e s

It takes time to build a powerful organization.

That, at a 11

times, remains a problem in the face of the multitude of serious issues

In order to think about strategies and methods of organizing for

with which the women's movement is faced, none of which remains static

change, we need some frameworks in which this thinking can take place

and controllable, and all of which demand our attention right now.

productively.

often, we want women to mobilize around specific issues.

No doubt we are aware of what we organize for or against.

Most

Far less fre-

But we may by now be so used to the concept of organizing that we do not

quently, issues are used as a deliberate tool for the mass organizing of

often enough take the time to re-articulate why acting in an organized

women.

manner is important, and how these "why's" are connected to the strategies we use.

problems we face.

It starts with the individual who arrives at a crucial stage in her
understanding of what is happening around her.

It seems that this tendency is inherent in the work we do, the

She decides whether she

But the trap is not inevitable.

Mobilizing around an

issue and mobilizing for mass support are not different pieces of
action.

Rather, they are inseparable.

That means that we must pay

She can act alone, she can

serious attention to how we organize and look at each action as one

join a group, she can start a group, or she can be part of the formation

which is not an end in itself but is a part of a long term and very com-

of a group.

plex piece of organizing.

wants to act on that understanding, and how.

tion.

Even if she acts alone, she does not really act in isola-

There will be others who share her concerns.

that she is not involved with an organized group.

The difference is

What she has in com-

mon with organized groups is that she seeks support for her concern.

That takes ti me.

It takes time to get a handle on the enormity of

our endeavours, it takes time to collect the information and to analyze
it, it takes time to plan and to figure out the internal and external

l5
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resources of a group,

and it takes time to develop our internal struc-

tures and e xternal relationships.
Few groups,

because of their real or perceived limited resources,

seem to take enough of that time.

This may also be connected to our

tradition of organizing around issues and of mobilizing our support
around these issues.

More often than not, there is a spoken or unspoken

demand on us to support and participate in visible specific actions.
Far less often do we take the time to think about how actions fit into
the larger scope of things; about consequences actions and action plans
may have; about what spin-offs we can initiate or expect and how we can
use them; and about how to follow up on actions to our long-term advantage.
It is not a luxury to take the time to think.
requirement of good organ1z1ng.

It is a crucial

It is not necessary nor is it useful

that everyone do this kind of thinking all the time.

It is crucial,

though, that some structure be considered in which thoughtful, solidlybased,

long-term strategizing can take place.

clearly indicate:
a. Law Reform and Enforcement:
Some women are lobbying for strengthened "obscenity"
legislation and for a shift of emphasis away from sexual
explicitness to violence and degradation, and the sexual
exploitation of children. Such efforts are aimed at
f e deral, provincial, and municipal jurisdictions, as we ll
as various regulatory bodies. Women are also seeking
better enforcement of present and proposed legislation,
for without enforcement any legislation is meaningless.
b. Education:
This strategy is broadly defined as any activity which
raises awareness or creates public debate: leading workshops, seminars, and discussions; picketing, leafletting,
rallies, boycotting, street theatre, research and
writing, letters to the editor, conducting media interviews, debates, and editorials.
c. Civil Disobedience:
This strategy is more commonly known as "direct action".
These are activities which are generally considered
property damage or harassment. Use of this strategy is
restricted only by the limits of imagination and personal
willingness to face the consequences. Spray-painting
and fire-bombing are "direct action" strategies, as are
destroying porn materials, glueing locks, barricading
store fronts, and any other disruptive or "nuisance"
tactics. These have been widely used, all over North
America, in the battle against porn
Needless to say,
1
such actions are criminal offenses.

That structure and straMost frequently,

groups employ these strategies

some combina-

in

tegizing, of course, should be compatible with the nature and ways of
ti on.

They may emphasize one more than the other, but they seldom

internal organizing and external relationships of the group.
employ one to the exclusion of others.

Of the three, civil disobedi-

ence, although an old practice, has most recently gained new credibility
Strategies for Change
as the others fail to bring about results fast enough.

It

is also, not

The broad strategies by which we gather support for our concerns
surprisingly, the strategy least frequently employed.
and by which we try to effect change are few in number.

Within these
out that "these three strategies vary

broad strategies,

Blackstone points

in

effectiveness;

they carry vary-

there is no end to the shapes the actual actions may
ing degrees of personal risks for women undertaking them.

take.

We see them

But, basically, these shapes or specific strategies can all be
as basically complementary rather than mutually exclusive."

examined within three distinct approaches.

They are described by BlackThe acknowledgement that all three strategies are important, inter-

stone1 in the context of the fight against pornography but they are not
related, · and complementary needs to be emphasized in view of the sad but
restricted to organizing around this issue, as the group interviews

16
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not unusual splits within the women's movement.

Any one of us may have

heard the judgements or made them ourselves.

And if we have not yet

. on t h e upswing.
.
4
is

Will must finally culminate in action. Consciousness
shapes reality, not by mystic vibrations or subtle waves
alone, but because it leads to action. Action may be direct
(working for a political candidate, confronting rapists,
resisting the draft, running a women's centre) or it may be
symbolic (organizing marches, rallies, and protests), depending on the situation. Both are necessary. When we take
action, we reclaim our content, our sense of our own authority and value.

passed judgement, we may have asked the questions: What is "politically
correct"?

Which strategy is more effective?

ible with our essence as women?

Which one is more compat-

Are you a mainstream or a radical

feminist?
These are serious questions.
so.

They can cause rifts, and have done

They have undermined our ability to mobilize and to make alliances.

Organizing and taking action, of course, have to do with power.
1

But what kind of power?

A question looming behind us, among us, and

They have blinded us in our ability to select the most effective stra-

before us, bigger and far more fundamental than the questions about

tegy or combination of strategies.

"correct" strategies but at the bottom of our rifts,

selves over whose approach is more
spokes in our own wheels.

They have made us fight among ourv~lid.

They have caused us to throw

While we quarrel among ourselves we cannot

we want power by claiming a piece of the existing pie or by creating a

. 5
new pie.
Saul Alinsky 6 organizes for bigger pieces of the existing pie.

devote enough energy to making the changes we want.
This is not to suggest that we must all lobby,
engage in civil disobedience.

educate others, and

It is to suggest, however, that if we are

fully:
From the beginning the weakness as well as the strength of
the democratic ideal has been the people. People cannot be
free unless they are willing to sacrifice some of their
interests to guarantee the freedom of others. The price of
democracy is the ongoing pursuit of the common good by ~ll
of the peep le.

consider all strategies as having validity and a potential for success.
They do different things under different conditions:
All of these strategies have different advantages, disadvantages, and personal risks, some obvious, some not.
There is room in this battle for all of us, whether our
focus is law reform, education, or direct action. Each
of these strategies strengthens and enriches the others.
Without all of them, we will win only partial victory.2
It is a pleasure to quote from Starhawk 3 , a modern witch, probably

flection,

analysis,

Her words emphasize re-

and mobilizing of forces as components of organiz-

ing, and validate all strategies open to us:
Energy within groups and
and when it ebbs we need
use the downswing of the
and building support for

movements • • • ebbs and flows-not feel like failures. We can
cycle for observation, education,
the actions we take when energy

He

believes that the free democratic society can be influenced success-

serious about acting as the strong force we are, we would do best to

considered one of the most radical feminists.

is that of whether

He argues that such a society, because of its movement and change, is
rife with contradictions and "it is in these contradictions and their
incessant interacting tensions that creativity begins."

He goes on to

say:
As we begin to accept the concept of contradictions, we see
every problem or issue in its whole, interrelated sense • . .
This grasp of duality of all phenomena is vital in our understanding of politics. It frees us from the myth that one
approach is positive and another negative. There is no such
thing in life. One (person's) positive is another (person's)
negative. The description of any procedure as "positive" or
"negative" is the mark of a political illiterate.
He defines a "free and open society" as "compromise".

To Al insky, as an
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o r gani zer ,
e nt

in

" co mpr o mi se i s a k ey and be autiful word.

t h,· pr ag ma ti cs o f o pe rati o n.

v it a l br ea th e r,
l OO pe r ce nt,

u s u a ll y th e vi c t o r y .

don't know what will work but they do know that the prevailing system is self-defeating, frustrating, and hopeless.
Th ey won't act for change but won't strongly oppose thos e wh o
do.
The time is then ripe for r e voluti on.

It is always pres-

i s making th e d e al, g e tting that

It

If yo u start with no thing,

de mand
Those who, for whatever combination of r e asons, encourage the
opposition of reformation, become the unwitting allies of the
far political right.

th e n compr omis e for 30 pe r ce nt, yo u ' r e 30 pe rcent ahead."

Co mpr o mi se i s no t a co n ce pt t o whi c h th e wo men's movement has bee n
He warns that once we have power, our "failure to use power for a more
f a vo ur a bl y in c lin e d.

But, in vi e w o f th e ris e of the New Right around
equitable distribution of the means of life for all people signals the

us

and

Gr ee r

fe mini s t s s u c h a s Be tt y Fri e dan

(The Second Stage) and Germain e

C~~~-~.'.:!.i_Q~~li~J:'_ ) amongst u s , 7 we should at least take a second

end of the revolution and the start of the counterrevolution."
This is wh e re the concept of "compromise" has to be considered

l oo k a t o ur po siti o n on co mpromis e .

If we don ' t,

we stand to lose more
again.

than we ha ve g ain e d.

The

counterrevolution

against

women's

rights

has

already

Th e re is a g r e at diff e r e nce between being co-opted
started.

and s e llin g o ut o n th e on e hand,

and making conscious,

rights.
co mpr o mi ses o n th e o th e r.

We must,

of course, never doubt that we have a right to those

well-calculated
But we would be fools to believe that nobody is going to con-

And if we cho o s e not to compromise, we should
test them seriously.

We have fought for so long to make the advances we

be ve r y c i e ar o n wh y we r e fus e and realize that there will be a price to
have over the centuries.

Our strategies have focused on how to get

pay .
ahead.
Alin s k y of f e r s tw o r e as o ns

And we have found ourselves,

in recent

years,

ill-prepared for

f o r his view that organizing for change
the backlash.

s hou l d t a ke pl ace "within th e syst e m".

First, "it _1s necessary to begin
I believe that this is where we can learn something from Alinsky

wh e r e th e wo rld i s if we are g o ing t o c hange it to what we think it
who says that "a major revolution to be won in the immediate future is
s hou ld be ."

Sec ond,
the dissipation of man's

Any r evo luti o nary chang e must be pr e ceded by a passive,
aff irm a tiv e , non-challenging attitude toward change among
th e ma s s o f o ur people. They must feel so frustrated, so
de f e at e d, s o lost, so future less in the prevailing system
that th ey ar e willing to let go of the past and chance the
futur e .
Or g aniz e rs c an onl y bring about
peo ple,

this reformation by working among

specifically the middle and lower income classes.

to communicate with them," says Alinsky,

"If we fail

"if we don't encourage them to

form allianc e s with us, they will move to the right.
anywa y , but l e t ' s not let this happen by default."

Maybe they will

He goes on to say:

A ref o rmation means that masses of our people have reached a
They
po int of disillusionment with past ways and valurs.

from that of all others."

illusion that his own welfare can be separate
That holds true for women, too.

al 1 convinced that we have understood,
that whenever we make a step forward,

collectively,

I am not at

and sufficiently,

we upset the status quo and some

other interest group will perceive our gain as its loss in one way or
another.
ly,

I am not at all convinced that we have understood, collective-

and sufficiently,

that a prolonged focus on making gains for women

exclusively is going to lose us valuable allies.
that, at the moment, as a movement,
counteract the counterrevolution.

And I know for a fact

we have no collective strategies to
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I am not arguing for giving up, watering down, or submerging our
focus.

I am arguing for a broadening of our perspectives,

for increas-

ing our efforts to rally mass support through networks and alliances and
coalitions,

through working more often and more productively with other

lobbies, may finally force politicians to seek a middle way
through the mine field.
Politicians may finally have no
choice but to transcend the either-or dilemma.
The impact of such a mass movement of converging and diverging
streams may,

indeed,

have as a result some real change.

But meanwhile,

interest groups who are, in their own ways, affected by the general

the difficulty remains for each organized group to determine its direc-

counterrevolution,

tions and to operationalize them.

through admitting that we can't expect to make it on

our own, as other groups are unable to go it alone.
percent of the population,

Women may be 51

but not all women are with us.

Many are un-

To determine

the kind of "pie" we want

for ourselves and for

others, we must determine whether we want power "over" and "of",

or the

and others,

power "to"--the concept of empowerment, "the drawing of power in the

again, have positioned themselves in opposition to what we consider

form of energy from within ourselves as individuals and as a callee-

women's freedom.

tive. 119

decided,

others don't give much thought

those facts,

It has,

for some time,

to women's rights,

been time for us to recognize

and to re-evaluate the use of our strategies and concepts

vis-a-vis an increasingly reactionary society.

disaffected,

is that of determining the nature of the "pie" we want.

is not necessarily a matter of a right and a wrong pie.
which "pie" stomps the least on people,
empowers people most equitably.
questions.

in

It is one of

or more positively,

what "pie"

There is no ready answer for these

Individual and group directions will be found through

our own experiences and those of others.
found

It

However, the notion of "pie" is central to the arguments

that will follow.

The Aquarian Conspira_£Y,

quote appears

Many inspiring thoughts are

by Marilyn Ferguson. 8

energies, and pose or expose the traps and pitfalls associated with the
choice.

Another evaluative process, already happening among many of the

One particular

to tie a lot of loose ends and different streams of

thought and conviction together:
Traditionally, we have wanted to identify our friends and
enemies.
Lobbies, political realities, and the media, playing both sides against each other, usually force politicians
into taking black-and-white positions. But sooner than we
may suppose, Radical Center will be a viable point of view.
The rising number of new movements, all demonstrating and
pressuring, combined with traditional special-interest

This choice, in itself, will determine directions, channel

Since I do not believe that feminists, fundamentally, want a

role reversal by usurping the hierarchical, authoritative kind of power
now in the hands of a male-dominated system, a discussion of that option
is a waste of time.
Greta Nemiroff 9 gives us some very clear insights into how empowerment works.

Seeing women's anger, vented and then dispassionately exam-

ined and well-directed, as "an impetus to consequent and effectual
action," she outlines the steps women must take to make our attitudes
manifest.

Starting with "d isci pl ined sel f-apprai sa l" th rough conscious-

nes s-ra is ing, this process is shared with others and perpetuated.
there,
We must move towards viable and appropriate action. We must
define our ideological rationale and identify a specific
historical and physical location.
It is important to recognize the indispensability of groupings, alliances and networks in carrying out the tasks we set ourselves. When we
get together, we must define not only our col!ITionality but
also our differences.
It is essential to articulate our
"bottom lines", where we are prepared to compromise and
other necessary conditions of our participation. All too

From
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often women's projects break up after a massive investment of
energy because ideology, goals and areas of possible contention have not been addressed prior to the undertakings. Women
must check our tendency to rush into "doing", into that kind
of "busy-work" which may be a thoughtless replication of male
self-validation in that place which men like to refer to as
the "real wo r 1d". . . It is es sent i a 1 for each one of us t 0
identify her arena for both short and long term action . . .

that they do not have control over the final shape of law reform and its
enforcement, and that this final shape may look better but can also conrain the potential for backlash and fall-out.
Those who oppose this strategy will normally argue that it is useless, because it does not change the power base.

From the identification of a suitable arena, we can then move
to specific goals, alliances and strategies. Always, though,
we must foster self-monitoring and the evaluation of both our
internal processes and external effectiveness.

Any minor change is

cosmetic, and is made with the interests of those in power in mind.

The

power base, rather than being re-distributed, is consolidated and vali-

Our processes are our most valuable asset.
If we create them
from our own historical and socially acquired strengths rather
than from the lessons we have learned from our oppressors, we
can excel.
If we ape those structures and processes developed
for the perpetuation of the patriarchy (such as parliamentary
procedure, for instance), we will be doomed to recreate the
conditions of our own oppression. Women's energy, then,
should be directed to our own empowerment and the transformation of the social order.

dated.

To be sure, we must analyze and comprehend the "system" in all
of its tawdry effectiveness, but we must also develop the
strength to reject the few pellets of co-optation it offers
us.

is no point in throwing the baby out with the bathwater, nor in main-

Both views have merit.

They are the opposite sides of the same

coin--do we or do we not interact with power structures?

As individuals

and in our organizations, we will make our choices, for or against, or
for an intelligent mix, depending on what goal is to be achieved.

There

raining that there is room for one baby only in the bathtub.
Most frequently, the strategy implies some form of interaction with

The quote is long, but Nemiroff deserves the space.

She has zeroed
the conventionally entrenched power structures,

1n,

succinctly,

the "authorities".

on our strengths and on the pitfalls which may trap or
These can be any of the three levels of government, politicians, bureau-

destroy us,

pulling together a multitude of concepts discussed in this
crats, and enforcers of legislation.

paper.

With Nemiroff's words

in

In the case of policy reform, they

mind, it may now be useful to embark on
may also include, for example, employers.

The methods normally used in

a more in-depth discussion of Blackstone's three main strategies.
this strategy are forms of lobbying.
When dealing with established power structures,

the most dangerous

a. Law Reform and Enforcement:
attitude for us to work from is naivety, expressed in the belief that
This strategy has been much under the gun.

Seasoned proponents
"justice will be done."

will argue that even though it does not effect real systems change,

But,

as we already know, what is justice to us

at
will be experienced elsewhere as injustice.

The power structures of a

least it has the potential for relief of individual suffering, making
democratic society will attempt to keep everyone in check, giving a
life easier for some, no matter how little and how temporary.

They will
little, taking a little, but always ensuring that the least is seen as

also argue that small victories give us an opportunity to breathe, and
being given to those to whom they are the least indebted or whose idealperhaps to celebrate.

Proponents of this strategy are usually aware
ogies are the farthest removed from their own.

A method, too frequently
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employed successfully by power structures to keep us in hand, is cooptation in its various disguises.

As Nemiroff says: "There are many

styles of co-optation which appeal to the various fallacies we have
accepted with too much ease.

We must familiarize ourselves with them,

An additional tool
voluntary sector.

.

has rendered women in this country.

to his attention will make him mend his ways.

extent are we prepared to bite the hand that feeds us?
Ne mi r o ff ca l l s these forms o f co - opt at i on the "hand ma id en s o f

the belief that "the

Facts and

.
14
rather than reactive.

figures brought

But women know that all

b. Education:

the facts and figures, all the studies, all the hours spent on doing our
research to convince decision-makers, have had minimal impact.

The tar-

diness of the federal and provincial governments in acting on the recommendations made by the Royal Commission on the Status of Women, tabled
in

Another fallacy,

To my knowledge, there is no group of women who have formalized an
opposition to this strategy.

Reform and Civil Disobedience.

is our belief in lobbying. 11

As an

example of how our lobbying efforts are deflected by the state, she
and warns that the problems which have arisen

around Advisory Councils on the Status of Women 12 demonstrate "the very

There are crucial issues regarding the

effectuality of such 'advisory' bodies hand-picked by the state and
their participation in the perpetuation of the on-going power structure
of the society."

the other two major strategies of Law

'
in mass organizing.
Fur-

ther education of the already converted has a purpose in that informati on is a powerful tool.

Educ at ion of the "silent majority" leads to

greater numbers in support of our causes.
The quest i on of how to reach the "s i 1 en t major it y" i s an et er n a 1
one.

Perhaps we would do ourselves a favour by ceasing to worry about

discovering the most effective technique.
listens,

nor over how we are heard.

We have no control over who

But the dissemination of informa-

tion, self-education, and public education must continue to keep the

A third tool of co-optation is the creation of "status of women"
positions which draw women into the power structures.

We also edu-

It can take any number of forms and employ any number of methods.

serious dangers of total co-optation possible when one works within

Nemiroff is crit-

ical of the lack of institutional support for women in these bureaucratic positions and observes the frequency of women leaving these jobs
and positions being phased out.

in

Education is probably the most effective tool

says Nemiroff,

patriarchal power structures.

In a sense, we all educate.

cate in the course of engaging

point.

names Advisory Councils,

To what

power" and advocates that our own power-source should be generative

oppressor does not know that he oppresses."

1970, are cases

What strings are attached?

,,l 0

One of these fallacies is "sweet reason",

in

Our dependency on public dollars may cause us to

close our eyes to the questions of:

see not only their limitations but the dangerous disservice co-optation
.

for co-optation ts government funding 13 of the

issues out in the public arena, clear and visible.

We cannot expect to

be significantly successful in changing the minds of those who have already positioned themselves in opposition to us.

We may, however, touch

the minds of some who are undecided and give them just that trigger
which causes them to support us.
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Another consideration is that education,
to structural and systems change.

in itself,

will not

lead

It has to go hand in hand with more

radical action:

Activists do not feel that their actions are morally wrong. 19

ly, one of the purposes of civil disobedience ts to challenge the morali t y o r l e g a l i t y o f the l a w i t s e l f.

We can't have education without revolution. 15 We have
tried peace education for one thousand and nine hundred years
.let us try revolution and see what it will do now . . .
The t i me o f b 1 i n d s t r u g g 1e i s d r a w i n g t o a c 1o s e. . •Th is i s
not a time of gentleness.
It is a time for . . . open speech
and fearless thinking.
.a time of all that is robust and
vehement and bold. 16

Frequent-

is appropriate

Thu s ,

the t er m "ex tr a - le g a l" a ct ion

from the point of v1ew of the activists.

Interestingly,

the Canadian Courts have taken the position that they do not have a
legal position on civil disobedience, because it is

impossible to have a

legal position on something that is "illegal", and because the law cannot excuse an intentional breaking of the law. 20

c. Civil Disobedience:

The purposes and functions of civil disobedience have been de-

At some point, it is irrelevant to activists just what label is
given to our actions.

But when we write,

actions, we use terms to describe them.

read,

speak or hear about

Some of the contemporary terms

to describe this strategy are civil disobedience, direct action, and
nonviolent action.

scribed as: (l) an attempt to either disrupt, or damage, a part of the
system that oppresses us;

(2) an attempt to make a

political statement

that can be communicated to others (this may include a deliberate breakmg of the law in order to have its
(3)

legality tested in the courts);

and

the ability to act in a situation rather than to react. 21

Civil disobedience has been described as an act "which must not

Direct action may or may not be illegal or extra-legal.

It has

only be an act of protest but an expression of a sense of justice which

these aspects: (1) it is a basic grassroots form of organizing; (2) it

transcends the letter of the law."

requires immediate participation; (3) it rematns outside of the parlia-

Its essential elements are "(l) that

.
.
d.1rect con f rontation.
.
22
and (4) tt
requires

it involve an act of public protest which is (2) either actually illegal

mentary system;

or of questionable legality and (3) which is performed for a moral pur-

approach is rejected.

pose."17

In addition, some writers would include that "such actions

Nonviolent action,

also,

The passive

may or may not be illegal or extra-legal.

must be nonviolent and that there must be a desire or at least a will-

Its goals are described as: "to achieve the maximum meeting of human

ingness on the part of the participants to accept

the usual

needs

alty imposed for the illegal acts in question. 1118

It follows that acts

legal pen-

of civil disobedience must be intentional.

Others,

most notably activists and suppor-

ters of civil disobedience as a strategy for change,
refuse to use those terms,

spiritual

and

physical

people of the world and future generations."

needs).

It

considers all

Some special aspects of

the nonviolent method are:

From a legal point of view, such actions are called "illegal" or
"of questionable legality".

(psychological,

intentionally

preferring instead "extra-legal" action.

openness; truthfulness; self-suffering and personal risk
rather than hurting or endangering opponents; means are considered the ends in the making; it is truth-seeking (it
doesn't claim to know the whole truth, just "relative" tjuth);
it defines truth as the maximum meeting of human needs. 2
Nonviolent action is said to be "not dependent on the opponent's being
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r e pr essive o r making mista k es.
moderate an d co n ciliato r y .

It

is not stymied when the opponent is

Most of the methods mobilize political

strength regardless of the opponent's response. 1124
Usually,

acts of civil diso b edience are carried out by individuals

or small organized groups.

The risks involved in intentionally engaging

in extra-legal activities are prohibitive for many.
process must be kept

secret.

acts in large numbers.

Occasionally,

Also,

holding of taxes to protest military expenditures.
breach of the Income Tax Act.

However,

in such

is the with-

This involves a

protestors base their argument

on freedom of conscience, which is protected under Section 2 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 25

Withholders of taxes act as

individuals but may also be members of organized groups. 26
Direct action, although not always extra-legal,
similar kind.

Where laws are not broken,

1

the planning

individuals engage

The most notable Canadian example

@menton

involves risks of a

social codes usually are and

An individual alone can engage in

However, most often,

small groups are involved for

t he maj o ri ty

WHEREA S

committed by

men ;

Activists also realize the power of collective

be establ i shed in th i s cit y in
of t he

experiences as "fun,

cathartic,

order to

u e

hH

publl c

age

of 12 year• ahall

piece

male

a woman 18 years
bylaw

13 daya

In
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be allowed In a

between 1800 h and
by
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and

ensura t he
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or

unless
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To
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They describe their
WoMen

and inspiring. 1127

natures

CURFEW
FOR MEN
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action when peeling away the cover of silence.

of all

most cri mes ue comm it-

ted b etween the hours of 1800 h a n d 0800 h , it

accompanied

reasons of support.

ol crimes

WHEREAS

been de t erm i ned t hat •

over the

direct action.

wi nston crotch il l sq.

PUBLIC NOTICE

• a f et)'

activists face hostility and danger.

s ir

An action

for which

The
of

ue

free

above do••
12

rear•

or

to
not

be In

public

applr to

at

any

hour.

chJI dren , male or female ,

less .

no one has yet claimed responsibility is the "curfew" poster (Figure 1).
Effective ;

It provoked letters to the editor from upset citizens!
Nonviolent action,

again within or outside of the law,

may be the

action of one individual, a small group, or it may take the forms of
demonstrations,

campaigns,

and

any time, in a variety of ways.
ized group.

movements.

Anyone can participate,

at

One need not be a member of an organ-

It is an effective method for mobilizing mass movements.

Ghandi's Satyagraha (Truth Force) is recognized as a major foundation

Byl ew

No

lllllEDIATl!LY

00000110

Figure 1. "Curfew" Poster .
Sou rce: Alberta St atus of Women Action Committee Newsletter,
July 1983.
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. 1 ent action,
.
28 most notab 1 y the global disarmaf or contemporary nonvio

ment movement, and in Canada, the movement against pornography and violence against women, both issues where survival is at stake.
Debra Lewis 29 points out that many actions of these kinds have been
organized and carried out by women. 30

She sees two reasons.

One is

that "the kinds of issues that elicit that response are our kinds of
issues."

The other is connected to women's experiences in working in

mixed groups: " • . . a lot of us get pretty tired at times with the kind
of hassles that most of us have had in working in organizations with
men."

These "hassles" include having to explain things to men over and

over again, and running the risk that men, deciding that they will be
"macho heroes", will put the entire group in danger.
Symbolism,

the connecting of our individual and collective experi-

ences to the political issues,
many activists.

is a concept or method referred to by

Debra Lewis sees it as "important in sustaining any

kind of political campaign."

She also stresses the importance of con-

necting actions to other kinds of actions and events.

"Isolated actions

are simply not understandable to the people you want to reach,

and un-

less you lay that base for understanding and follow-up afterwards,
chances are you may do the issue more harm than good • • •
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Mobilizing Support
The three major strategies of Law Reform, Education, and Civil Disobedience have in common that they aim at (1) gaining support, and (2)
attempt at the same time to affect the external environment.

They are

not mutually exclusive, frequently containing elements of each other.
Any one of the strategies may be carried out by individuals, an organized group, or a number of organized groups.
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When individuals link with individuals, we speak of a network.
Similarly, groups can be part of a network.

conventional hierarchical organizations. 1134

Groups can also use the

Networks find their strength in flexibility, cooperation, and

intentional method of mobilizing support through the building of alli-

shared leadership, and ability to respond quickly without being encum-

ances and the formation of coalitions.

bered by decision-making regulations.

However, they lack the ability to

.
. d
.
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engage in
long term organize
action.

a. Organizations:
Characteristics of organizations are that they are usually on-going

c. Alliances and Coalitions:

They can be

Alliances 36 between individuals or between groups are usually long

held accountable.

They can embark on on-going analysis, evaluation, and

term and based on a serious process of discovering the shared common

long term action.

They can obtain funding.

ground.

and stable.

They have a structure, goals and objectives.

Some disadvantages are that

A true alliance, while recognizing and tolerating differences,

funding can shape the organization, determining its activities and re-

is a formal agreement to focus on those positions held in common.

quiring great effort to maintain.

around these same or sufficiently-same positions that allies can call on

Because of its stability, an organiz-

ation may have difficulty adapting to change.
slow down the process of decision-making.

Rules and regulations may
Nevertheless,

It is

each other for support and work together over time.

organizations

The forming of an alliance takes effort in that it is a conscious

can be effective in making change because they can summon concentrated

decision to set aside differences in order to act collectively on com-

efforts over long periods of time. 32

monly-held positions.
newed.

Once forged, an alliance must be guarded and re-

Alliances, in a sense, are carefully constructed compromises.

Member organizations in a coalition 37 usually come together to do

b. Networks:
Networks are:

one piece of work and disband afterwards.

informal, unstructured and fluid. They grow spontaneously
from trust and from shared goals and values, or they can be
consciously created. Networks usually have no precise beginning or end, and by their nature require no commitment or
accountability from participants. Because of this openness,
they are often charged with a warmth, e~5itement, and trust
seldom found in more structured groups.

end.

They have a beginning and an

Coalitions are composed of various kinds of allies.

The goals of

the members of a coalition may look the same, but the motives for joining may clash.

Unless careful analysis is done of what is wanted and

which motives are compatible, and unless that analysis is shared by mem-

Other characteristics of networks are cooperation, a grassroots base,

bers, the coalition may end up consisting of "strange bedfellows" and

self-generation, self-organization, and sometimes even self-destruction.

become ineffective and even fall apart. 38

They do not lobby or focus on particular issues, but promote empowering

agreements can, on the other hand, create a strong coalition.

interactions.

When they become strong special interest groups and apply

political pressure, "they are the most vulnerable to conversion to

Effective analysis and clear

Coalitions can draw on a wealth of experience, skills, and resources.

They provide a unified framework and front, and broadly-based,
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they increase power and authority behind demands.

Their

limitation is

The Environment in Which We Organize

their one-issue or one-project orientation. 39

In recent years, numerous national and regional conferences, work-

A critical characteristic of a strong coalition is the emergence of
leadership and planning from

the combined groups.

In an e ffec ti ve co-

alition, no one group can assume formal leadership.

A key concept in

shops, and seminars have been held about women organizing, and women
have talked extensively about that topic in board- and living-rooms.
Three maJor events took place

in Alberta.

In l 9 81 ,

the A1 be rt a St at us

the successful formation and maintenance of a coalition is negotiation.

of Women Action Committee (ASWAC) held a conference on "Women Organize

Coalition interests are never presumed nor imposed.

Alberta" in Edmonton.

All members of a

The Federation of Alberta Students,

and co-spon-

coalition are in an on-going process of debate, analysis, and agree-

soring organizations, brought ·~ Circle of Women: Organizing for Equal-

ment. 40

ity" to Lethbridge in 1982.

A small collective of Edmonton women organ-

ized the "Summer School for Women . Organizing",

1983.

The Organizers
Saul Alinsky has described extensively the characteristics and role
of an organizer.
1ng.

held in Water Valley in

Much, though not everything, applies to women organiz-

The seriousness of women's issues and concerns, 1n combination

Why this

interest in organizing,

the "essence of organizing",

in-

ternal group processes, and strategies for action, when women have
actively organized for so long?

It seems that the answer lies in our

with our attempts to organize in ways which are not structured in the

increased awareness that the environment in which we live demands that

same fashion as the systems which are excluding us,

we not only strengthen, but also adapt our organizing capacities.

call for the selec-

No

tion of two quotes which, I believe, contain some very essential ele-

environment is static.

ments for women organizing:

preferably always a few steps ahead of the actual changes in our envi-

The organizer simultaneously carries on many functions as
(she) an9lyzes, attacks, and disrupts the prevailing power
pattern. 41
Since the genesis and survival of sacred cows is rooted in
fear and reverence, it follows that those who want change
must be against sacred cows and not only innately irrevzrent
2
but outwardly purposefully irreverent in their actions.

ronment.

Our organizing must be

fluid and

flexible,

and

Not only facts, but also predictable trends should form the

basis for our strategies and methods.
The impetus,

then,

for our renewed interest in what organizing is

all about has come from our realization that, to a point, we have relied
on old concepts, assumptions, and beliefs for too long--on the fallacies

We have to live with ourselves.

If we organize in ways with which

described by Nemiroff 43 and others.

Description,

analysis,

and evalua-

we basically disagree and which we see as ways which harm us, then we
tion of our organizing,

and planning of our strategies and methods are

cannot be effective as women.
directly connected to the description,

analysis,

and evaluation of our

environment and its changing faces.
The discussion paper used for the 1981 ASWAC conference 44 states:
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Through the kind of organizing where the way in which we get
together is based upon descriptions and statements of our
realities, our common concerns, and our differences, we feel
that we are leading to the development of an Alberta women's
analytical framework.
Developing our own analysis of our
economic, political, and social context is essential if we are
to become consistently capable of initiating our own actions
and creating strategies for change.

and its evolution."

After working with these tools, women were asked to

look at social problems and their interaction with four types of powers,
and to figure out in what ways we can intensify our influence on these
powers.

Finally, participants were asked to give examples to illustrate

the influence of one factor of analysis on another, and of factors of
We do not organize in a vacuum.
of organizing.

We do not organize solely for the sake

analysis on powers and vice versa. 48

We organize within a context, and because of a context.
The exercise,

in combination with a hand-.o ut, not only demonstrated

We have to know and understand that context.
the importance of examining the environment

in which we organize,

but

Any one of us has her own perception of the local, regional, and
also gave women an opportunity to practise this examination.
Alberta provincial context.

It became

We have a less clear picture of the nationclear that taking the time to lay this base for strategy and planning

al context, and the global context is even harder to grasp.

Neverthewas vital to ensuring the greatest measure of success.

less, all of these contexts interact in affecting our lives.

We read,
And so we have come full circle to the early beginnings of this

hear, and see the daily pronouncements of our governments.

We feel

the
chapter.

impact of the economic downswing.

With these frameworks for thinking about organizing,

the fol-

We see social programs being cut,
lowing records of experiences of women's organizing in Alberta may give

workers being fired, hard-won labour legislation being undermined or
us more clues about how things actually work.
swept away,
by political

and human rights legislation being manipulated into a farce
interference.

We see policy-makers going crazy in trying

to get us to do it "their way 11 • 45

We read blatant statements of neo-

conservative moralists trying to "encourage" women to stay at home. 46
And we see our own MLAs doing their very best to wriggle out of state
responsibilities for the collective welfare. 47
It may be easier to identify the negative trends than it is to
identify what may work for us.
!£!~.!.environment,

nomic,

Furthermore,

in order to understand our

we have to look beyond the obvious political, eco-

and social factors.

At the 1981 ASWAC conference on "Women

Organize Alberta", a workshop was held which introduced women to methods
for describing and analyzing our environments.
sis were offered,

Seven factors of analy-

which "provide tools for a dynamic study of a society

39

What can they do
to you? Whatever they want.
They can set you up, they can
bust you, they can break
your fingers, they can
burn your brain with electricity,
blur you with drugs till you
can't walk, can ' t remember, the y can
take your child, wall up
your lover. They can do anythin g
you can't stop them
from doing. How can you stop
them? Alone, you can fight,
you can refuse, you can
take what revenge you can
but they roll over you.
But two people fighting
back to back can cut through
a mob, a snake-dancing file
can break a cordon, an army
can meet an army.
Two people can keep each other
sane, can give support, conviction,
love, massa~e, hope, sex.
Three people are a delegation,
a committee, a wedge. With four
you can play bridge and start
an organization. With six
you can rent a whole house,
eat pie for dinner with no
seconds, and hold a fund-raising party.
A dozen make a demonstration.
A hundred fill a hall.
A thousand have solidarity and your own newsletter;
ten thousand, power and your own paper;
a hundred thousand, your own media;
ten million, your own country.
It goes on one at a time,
it starts when you care
to act, it starts when you do
it again after they say no,
it starts when you say WE
and know who you mean, and each
day you mean one more.
Marg e Pi ercy
In: Th e Moon I s Always Female
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For ABC, "The issue is not pro- or anti-abortion.

Abortion by Choice (Calgary)
Interview with Karen Lodl and Claudette Reed-Upton, and Abortion by
Choice Workshop at Summer School for Women Organizing, June 1983
Abortion by Choice (Calgary), a chapter of the Canadian Abortion
Ri g h t s Ac t i o n Le a g u e ( CA RA L ) , i s o n e o f t h e f e w e x p 1 i c i t 1 y p r o - c h o i c e
organizations in the province.

In its statement of purpose, Abortion by

Choice (ABC) says:
WE BELIEVE that all women have the right to control their own
fertility through information, effective birth control and
access to abortion. We seek a social and medical environment
that supports women's rights to act autonomously to shape
their lives. We believe that women are best qualified to make
the decisions about their reproductive lives. Neither hospitals nor governments should demand enforced motherhood,
while illegal abortions must no longer be a source of fear and
death for women. The lives of women should not be humiliating
and dangerous, but must be dignified with responsibility and
choice.

choice."

ABC's pamphlet lists CARAL's "Ten Reasons

The issue is
for Freedom of

Choice", as well as other pieces of basic information which succinctly
sum up the current dismal situation.
equitably applied,
1969.

Access to abortion is still not

despite the amended Criminal Code, "liberalized"

in

There is never enough organized pro-choice activity, but there is

a well-organized and vocal anti-choice lobby.

ABC Calgary intends to

add to the pro-choice movement.

Background:
ABC Calgary began organizing in 1981.

The formation of ABC was a

strategy in itself, devised by a number of Calgary pro-choice women who
saw the need for a group which was free to take up explicit political

OUR PURPOSE is to educate and inform the Canadian public about
the value, indeed the necessity, of allowing every woman the
right to have a safe, legal abortion if she so chooses. We
intend to circulate information about the need for a policy of
reproductive choice.

action around the abortion issue.

WE WILL SEEK to amend the Criminal Code so that a woman need
not seek the approval of a hospital connnittee for a choice
that is hers to make.

efforts to limit access to abortion even more, and of tactics used to

WE WILL WORK for improved services in sex education, birth
control and pregnancy counselling, as well as abortion, supporting and assisting groups providing services relating to
sexual and reproductive rights. We will seek improved clinical facilities to provide these essential services.

agency, was not in a position to engage in political activity.

WE WILL JOIN with other groups in agitating for increased
access to abortion by reducing the age of consent for sexually
active minors and by removing spousal consent for abortions.
We will alert the public to the purposes, tactics, and results
of repressive and punitive anti-choice groups.
OUR GOAL is to increase public awareness of the right of women
to choose abortion. We hope to promote a social order which
supports the right to choice. We intend to work for a political system that acts democratically, aware that it represents
an informed, responsible population of individuals who can
choose, who can act, and who recognize the dignity of women as
people.

In previous years,

the Calgary Birth

Control Association (CBCA) had been targeted by proponents of the antichoice position.

realize this goal.

As a result, pro-choice women were acutely aware of

However, CBCA, as a direct service publicly-funded

staff and volunteers were severely restricted for the same reasons.

CBCA
As

a result, a public forum was organized to test the interest in forming a
pro-choice political organization.
That first meeting, in April 1981, was well attended.

For the

first year, a core of some twelve women worked regularly and the member· t en tl y.
ship grew slow 1 y b ut cons1s

By the end of 1983, ABC counted

about 200 members.
The group laboured long and hard over the choice of a name.

The

majority felt that the inclusion of the word "abortion" was an important
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part of the statement they were making.

It was

included, despite some

concerns about how it might be perceived publicly.

In retrospect,

some

engage in political action.
ABC's closest alliance stayed with CBCA, primarily because CBCA

ABC members agree that, in some ways, it might have been a poor stra-

could offer a wealth of information and

tegy,

still not assume as strong a role as it perhaps should have, for fear of

likely to cause confusion among the general public and among

people who are not well-educated about the issue.

There is some confu-

compromising CBCA.

I n re t r o s p e c t ,

resources.

However,

ABC could

AB C ha s r a i s e d t h e q u e s t i o n o f

sion about the meaning of the term "pro-choice" and it is frequently

whether it should have chosen a primary, at least outwardly, alliance

assumed that

the group's name means that it is "pro-abortion".

with SWAC.

erroneously,

think that ABC's philosophy is that all women should have

abortions.
do."

Karen and Claudette state that "a name

Others,

limits what you can

For as long as ABC did what it set out to do, the name was not a

handicap.

ABC's

purpose was

services in Alberta,

particularly to lobby

specifically in Calgary.

to organize large coalitions.

for better abortion

The group did not intend

In contrast, groups such as Citizens Con-

cerned for Choice and the Manitoba Coalition on Reproductive Rights aim

Karen and Claudette feel

that

the group should have

more closely at the options from the outset.
have been a toss-up in either case.

looked

However, it appears to

A main obstacle was, and is, that

the core group of ABC members was also involved with CBCA and the Family
Planning Clinic, which meant that careful consideration was continuously
given to conflict of interest,

regardless of whether the primary alli-

ance was with CBCA or with SWAC.
ABC also had an alliance with the Alberta Status of Women Action

for broad coalitions and, notably, do not mention the word "abortion" in

Committee (ASWAC),

their names.

time, ABC members worked on the Terms of Reference for ASWAC's Reproduc-

Furthermore, in 1981 ABC saw itself as a local group, try-

ing to desensitize the abortion issue.
Morgentaler's

The controversy about Dr.

free-standing abortion clinics had

could not predict that,

so soon,

not yet

Henry

started.

ABC

there would be a need for a strong

initially serving as

tive Rights position.

a sub-committee.

During that

Later, ABC became an advisory committee for

ASWAC.
In 1982, an Edmonton pro-choice group had formed which became Abor-

national organizing effort, and for a broad-based national coalition

tion by Choice Edmonton.

able to plug into other broad-based coalitions to support national

directions extensively.

actions.

ernment, focuses on specific political lobbying and Calgary concentrates

If this had been known, ABC would have been a different organ-

ization, with different strategies, and likely a different name.

The two ABCs discussed their relationship and
The Edmonton group,

close to the seat of gov-

on political-educational efforts.

Initially, ABC was a sub-committee of the Calgary Status of Women

A large part of ABC's membership is not actively involved.

Al-

Action Committee (SWAC) and existed under SWAC's charitable registration

though these members support ABC by financial donations and by wishing

number.

to be k~pt informed, they generally do not attend meetings or come to

This meant that political activity was limited and that ABC

could not,

for example,

support political candidates.

As a result,

ABC

decided to go its own route and, by separating from SWAC, became free to

observe educational activities.

Many of these members have other prior-

ities, as is common among women, and in the women's movement.

Regret-
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tably,

ABC's work

ted women.

falls

to a relatively small group of strongly commit-

The question of how to encourage people to be more actively

makers,

politicians,

and members of the general public who have not yet

taken a position.
Within the objective of achieving legislative change,

involved remains a priority for ABC.

ABC supports
Thus,

actions both ''within the system" and "outside of the system".

the

group works essentially within the system when aiming at legal reform, a
route ABC describes as "tedious and boring with efforts frequently going
Some of the first things ABC did after the organization had been
Nevertheless,

into a black hole."

it remains necessary to "keep pound-

formed were to recruit more members, to develop a statement of purpose,
ing away at the legal system."
and

to organize and publish a Newsletter.

Working outside of the system has taken

This Newsletter, ~£!i~~
the form of public education and supporting initiatives such as Dr. Mor-

~_!~_!::!,

is not merely informational or educational.

It also serves as a
gentaler's efforts to establish free-standing abortion clinics.

distinct

Readers are

lobbying tool.

told about what

is happening,

and
Initially, ABC saw lobbying as being of primary importance.

where they can be involved and how.

The

Writing
· ·
l etters of support and proother, educational, areas would feed into that.

ABC core members had

test, or to enquire about positions and actions of politicians and other
more or less divided themselves into interest groups.

Some were inter-

d e c i s i o n - ma k e r s , h a s r i s en a g a i n i n i m po r t an c e a s a s t ra t egy, especially
·

ested

in lobbying or educating politicians.

Others wanted to focus on

to offset the massive organized letter-wri.ti.ng campaigns
·
mounted by
education of the general public through forums, speeches, and workshops,
anti-choice activists.

Feedback about ~£!i~~-~.!~E! is positive.

Occaand of specific groups such as the medical community and research coun-

sionally, ABC receives copies of letters written in response to calls
Finally,

c i ls.
for letter-writing,

some members planned on monitoring the abortion situa-

but on the whole it is difficult to assess just how
t ion, data gathering,

and research.

effective these calls are as most people do not send copies to ABC.
ABC began by

writing numerous

letters

to Ministers and

submitted

ABC has given much thought to the question of how to apply pressure
some "mini-briefs".
to effect legislati.ve change.

S ome f ac t s wor k to their
· advantage.

indicated that

72~o
k

of the C anadian
·
public

full-scale

However,

ABC only received the "usual 'Thank you for your let-

is
t e r I h a v e pa s s e d i t on t o s o a n d s o ' " r e p l y fr om a d d re s s e e s .

essentially pro-choi·ce.

Th er e wa s

The New De mocra t"ic p arty h as an of f"iciallyno direct contact with Ministers.

stated pro-choice position.

An d a t

t h e 1 9 8 3 C on ve n t i on o f t he

It appeared that one major obstacle

f e de r a l
was that ABC was not close enough to government,

Progressive

lobby would

A
result.

June 1982 Gallup poll

The group had hoped that a

Conservatives,

75% of the delegates

be that provincial or

voted pro-choice.
federal.

Still,

pressure strategies have to be designed very carefully "as

lawMore--and more

makers are not known for being willing to take risks."

favourable--feedback was

received

from public for-

ABC has identiurns.

fied three categories to which lobbying efforts should be directed:

The results of such public education activities were much more

lawvisible.

There were real people involved,

as opposed to letters "going
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into a void."

Consequently,

ABC shifted from direct lobbying to encour-

until the issue affects them directly.

aging people, notably through ~£.!.i~~-~l~.!:.!' to involve themselves in

a while,

po 1 i t i ca 1 a c t ion.

one,

A maJor example was the push for involvement around

They may become radicalized for

but experiencing the issue most

frequently as a very personal

they tend to return to their apolitical position afterwards.

Fur-

the 1982 Alberta provincial elections when ABC designed a list of ques-

thermore, most people seem to think that abortion is "perfectly legal

tions to ask of candidates.

and accessible".

Public education strategies have taken a variety of forms.

ABC

Finally, many are comfortable with or in favour of

certain restrictions.

As a result,

it

is extremely difficult

to reach

took the initiative in organizing a march to publicize the National Day

the "silent majority" and ABC has not yet been able to design an effec-

of Action for Choice, October 1, 1983.

tive strategy to do this.

For this occasion, ABC contacted

other potentially supportive groups in order to get endorsements.
the only ones received were from other feminist
for

example,

failed

organizations.

But

Unions,

to produce public statements of endorsement.

ABC

At times, ABC has been invited to participate in panels to represent the pro-choice position.

ABC's strategy is to participate only if

a moderator is present who asks questions of all sides.

This is to en-

observes that this may be related to the fact that the group carries the

sure that all representatives of a side of the issue have their say and

word "abortion" explicitly in its name,

answer questions rather than being put in directly confrontational posi-

and that ABC has not used alli-

ances with a broader organized base as one of its strategies.
trast,

the Manitoba pro-choice coalition does

include

tions as well as other social change-oriented groups.

In con-

labour organizaThat involvement

tions.
Another aspect of the public education campaign is to insist on
equal time.

ABC contacts the media when these have given time to the

had been preceded by long and hard personal lobbying, something which

anti-choice position and requests that the pro-choice position be pre-

ABC has not done.

sented also.

ABC also observes in this context that public visi-

In this context, it is sometimes difficult to ensure equal

bility in support of the pro-choice position may be a factor in holding

time and equal treatment.

people back from marches, endorsing, and even letter-writing.

sponsored a series of anti-choice films and received critical

Forums are another major strategy in educating

the public.

ABC recognizes that most in attendance already have a position,
for or against freedom of choice,
strategy to reach

While
be that

the group continues with forums as a

the vast majority of people who don't spend time

thinking about abortion, or who don't want to think about it, but who
are not anti-choice.

As far as ABC can ascertain, many don't attend

forums because abortion is seen as a political issue.

Being mostly

apolitical in this respect, these people tend not to become involved

they indicated that

When, for example, the public library had

they were interested

session from pro-choice supporters.

feedback,

in receiving a proposal for a

ABC took them up,

but did not re-

ceive the same kind of extensive publicity afforded the anti-choice
group by the library.

As ABC says, "Sponsoring a pro-choice film is not

as controversial as an anti-choice film."
A specific group of interest to ABC is medical doctors.

Together

with the Calgary Birth Control Association, ABC organizes panels for
first-year medical students with ABC focusing specifically on

the
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po 1 i tics of abortion.

In t e re s t i n g 1 y ,

t h i s a c t i on re s u 1 t e d f r om a n ex -

Dr . Morgentaler's controversial image and a fear that that wo uld tarnish
ABC's

ternal request and was not initiated by ABC.
Research is aimed at gathering information and developing and up-

r e putation.

Th re e

i n d i v i d u a 1 ABC me mbe r s ,

to go it alone, separate from ABC.

n e v e rt he l e s s ,

dec i d ed

Their analysis was that ABC's r e -

Data-

fusal was a symptom of a syndrome that "Canadians don ' t trt.is t flamboyant

collection and monitoring are built into the overall monitoring strategy

leaders, by and larg e ," implying that "there is a certain line lead e r s

but are not carried out systematically, due to lack of resources such as

have to walk and if they go off too far on either side of that lin e ,

ti me and money.

they lose their followers."

dating an analysis of what happens around the abortion issue.

Still, ABC continues to not find it hard to remain in-

formed about pro-choice events and organizing,

and about the actions of

Karen and Claudette prefer the public education route to one which
anti -choicers directly.

change attitudes.

"Confrontation," they say,

initiated some elementary work around the consideration of support o f a

by ABC's approving the involvement.
By then, the Foothills women's clinic had begun o perating and in

"does not

If we could neutralize the anti-choice campaign

(through public education),

th e three women

Calgary Morgentaler clinic, and brought the debate back to ABC followed

the anti-choicers specifically and the New Right in general.

con fronts

Not buying that argument,

for most people abortion would be a matter

many people's minds,
standing clinics.

this removed the need for active support

for free-

To ABC, the Foothills clinic is an improvement al-

of individual conscience, and doctors would generally be willing to per-

though not commensurate with ABC goals for how a clinic should function.

form

The Foothills clinic is still required to function within current legis-

the (abort ion) surgery,

given

the

free-market concept."

that doctors should not be forced to perform abortions,

They add

but they should

lat ion.

It must have a Therapeutic Abortion Committee and it uses

general anaesthetics, all of which means that strings continue to be

be required to make referrals.
Much of ABC's energy has been committed to supporting Dr. Henry

attached to a woman's right to choose.
In the

Morgentaler's plans for the establishment of a free-standing abortion

initial round of discussions with Morgentaler, he had indi-

These plans are shelved for the time being as Cal-

cated that he wanted to open up a clinic in Calgary as soon as possible.

gary's Foothills Hospital now has a women's clinic which has eased

ABC members were divided in their opinion about whether to wait or to go

access to abortions considerably for women in the southern part of the

ahead.

province.

Winnipeg and Toronto."

clinic in Calgary.

Furthermore, Dr. Morgentaler's funds are tied up in the Win-

nipeg and Toronto clinics and in legal defence.

Still, some aspects of

ABC's involvement are worth mentioning with respect to questions of

Initially, ABC was extremely reluctant to get involved and,
decided against such action,

Others advocated the importance of being part of

a nation-wide effort with ABC supporting the opening of a Calgary clinic
as

soon as possible.
There were two key issues underlying these differences.

strategy and methods.

fact,

There was a strong tendency to "wait and see what happens in

in

primarily because of concerns about

financial dilemma.

Or.

Morgentaler had run out of funds

clinic would have to be a Calgarian responsibility.

One was a

and a Calgary

This meant raising
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the funds somehow as well as owning and operating the clinic.
were consulted.

ABC was advised that anyone operating such a clinic

carried maximum responsibility and could be charged with conspiracy to
perform an abortion.
supported the

Some ABC members were U.S.

citizens.

While they

principle of establishing the clinic as soon as possible,

they were not prepared to assume the individual

In the end, practical considerations of money, risks, and resources

Lawyers

risk of being deported.

made the plan for a free-standing clinic impossible to carry out.

Then,

the issue exploded when the Morgentaler clinics in Winnipeg and Toronto
were

closed

and Morgentaler and his colleagues were charged with con-

spiracy to perform an abortion.

ABC members,

almost unanimously,

sup-

ported the proposal to support Morgentaler and colleagues, and to embark

Generally, ABC members were unable to make the personal sacrifice of

on fundraising.

going to jail.

which could be done in Alberta was that of a large number of women going

In

addition,

A large legal defence fund would have to be established.
organizing

the clinic would have meant

involvement on the part of a number of women.
to give up her current job,

full-time

intense

But no one could afford

or she had other demanding and serious com-

The matter of fundraising for the clinic itself also ran into a
It was clear that anyone who made an

investment could be fairly

sure of losing it when the clinic was closed down.

ABC people could not

had been conspiring.
for this action,

They would make the statement that they, too,
ABC felt

Another key point around which strategy discussions were centered
was that of determining the goal:

Did ABC want to support a clinic

which was going to be able to provide a service, or was it a matter of
challenging the law?

Many believed initially that both could be done at

To others,

it was clear that the clinic wouldn't last a

day and would be shut down very quickly.

that

knowing also that the police could not really arrest a
This idea ran into a wall when people

said that they were in support but could not participate themselves,
primarily because such action could be seen as a conflict of interest
for people

involved with the Calgary Birth Control Association.

To these women,

the whole

a personal perception.

In the

final analysis,

ABC's most recent

initiatives have been to attempt

to support the legal defence of the people charged
Toronto.

national network,

Someone would ask how clinic opera-

Others would reply that

that was an irrelevant

to raise funds

in Winnipeg and

One of these actions was a dinner at which one of the women

law,

and that the law would have to be challenged in each province.

this perception held ABC

action did not take place.

charged addressed Calgary supporters.

tors would get doctors.

Other

and its supporters back from presenting a solid united front, and the

point of opening up a free-standing clinic was that of challenging the

Discussions might look like this:

the group could raise much support

ABC members argued that such a conflict would not arise and that it was

ask people to throw their money "down a hole".

the same time.

to the pol ice station.

hundred people for conspiracy.

mitments.

wall.

An additional strategy discussed as a supportive action

ABC is solidly plugged

into the

especially since it has become a chapter of the Cana-

dian Abortion Rights Action League.
The group continues having to face

issues of being short on active

issue: "We'll just have Morgentaler fly in for a day, do an abortion,

members, particularly experienced members, and being short on funds,

not

get arrested, and that's it."

having the access to wealthy neo-conservative and religious organiza-
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tions which anti-choice activists have.
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The next step for ABC will be

an assessment of its current conditions, in order to determine future
directions.
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All-Women Campaign Committee

alienating to them.
Ye t, the election of candidates who will work in th e int e r es t of

(Municipal Election Campaign)
Interview with some members

women is a strategy which has the support of many feminists.
'We (women) can't do our efforts in isolation. The
reality of any campaign is that we're dealing in a game on
their t e rms.
It's a male game, it ' s a money game, it's a
power game. And however we justify engaging in that game, we
have to realize that those are the rules. Those are the rules
of the game that I think, as we go along in any different
area, we must decide on how much of those rules we're going to
go by, and how much we will reject them, given situations.
(Some people are) well imbued in that game and it's no skin
off their noses playing the game, whereas for us it is. And
that becomes our problem, in terms of when not to play the
game and when to play the game and it goes on and on and on.
It's like hammering at a brick wall because it's on their
terms.
"I think that kind of question is something that, strategically, a campaign has to address in very specific words:
when we play the game and play it as mean and dirty as we can
and when we don't, And I think that's because in some ways,
by running in an election, by being involved in an electoral
campaign, we're buying into that system. Now, reform and
alleviation of suffering that can be helped by getting someone in office makes it worthwhile to make that choice but in
a lot of situations, within the campaign, it's often foolhardy
to forget that we're playing a game on their terms. How far
do you go, what does it mean in terms of elections? And I
think, probably, strategically for a campaign, it would be
worthwhile sitting down and breaking down very clearly what
the game is and how far we play the game and in what situations."
These thoughts, expressed by a committee member during the campaign

Oth e rs

reject it as a pitfall for co-optation, compromise, and corruption of
feminist principles.

The All-Women Campaign Committee "exp e rim e nt" was

an attempt at wom en's participation in elec toral politics,
"women's terms" in a supportiv e and respectful human

working on

learnin g en vir on-

ment without losing sight of the goal of getting the candidate elected.

The concept of the All-Women Campaign Committee did not co me about
overnight.

It evolved over time as a key woman

involved

in

the start-

ing-up of the campaign eliminated one option after another.
Well over a year before the October 1983 municipal elections
Alberta,

in

a woman decided to run for election as City Councillor to the

Edmonton City Council.

She was a member of one of Edmonton's civic par-

ties, one usually associated with the "left".

Another woman, interested

in getting the particular candidate elected as well as in running a
"different" campaign,

offered to be campaign manager.

Both women had

committee's debriefing session, sum up in straightforward terms the

worked on several previous municipal and provincial election campaigns.

dilemma with which women are faced in a society which "encourages" women

Their experiences were similar.

to become active in electoral politics but does not allow women to be

The campaign committees had consisted mostly of men and were dominated

"equal partners".

by men.

The electoral system favours men and works in the

All campaigns had had male candidates.

The models by which these campaigns were run had been centralGenerally,

interest of male participation and election of men to power positions.

ized and hierarchical--the conventional way of doing things.

The system functions on "male terms", using processes and strategies

people were not involved in decision-making, were told what to do,

which are based on and controlled by the experience of men.

Many women

demands made of campaign workers were experienced as excessive, and

have begun to understand this and are questioning the validity and value

people were often "guilted" into doing more than they had committed.

of their participation in such a system.

One woman expressed this experience as "I felt like one of the marching

The experience is increasingly
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soldiers who didn't know what the march was."

petitive sports.

The campaign manager was clear about a number of things.

She

"An election is called.

like a hockey game.

The whistle blows and it's

They all line up at centre ice, in the same way as

wanted control over her own life and to extend that same sense of con-

they did the year before and the year before."

trol to other campaign workers.

actly the same mechanical way "without consideration of the people, per-

She wanted to be involved in decision-

The job is done in ex-

making and work with a collective decision-making model "so that all

son a 1 it ies,

arms were working in one direction."

we're all supposed to perform in a certain way and do a certain amount

Drawing on her past experience in

campaigns and on experience with organizing in the women's movement, she

of work.

also knew that there were trade-offs

in

involved.

These hinged primarily

and the human needs.

Somebody is pressing the buttons and

There is no temperature gauge about moods and swings at points

the campaign."

The campaign manager, viewing the political machinery

on knowing the vast extent of the work and on the knowledge that, ulti-

of this society as not very human or democratic,

mately, not everybody would be able to participate in making every deci-

offering workers an experience out of which they could get something for

sion because not everybody would make a commitment to work on the cam-

themselves,

paign full-time for the duration.

even if the campaign goal of getting the candidate elected was not

Within the civic party, decisions were made about which candidates
should run in which Wards.

During this process, the campaign manager

realized that almost all of the people she wanted to have on the campaign committee were women.

It began to make sense to consider running

the campaign with an "All-Women Campaign Committee".

Some of the mem-

bers of the civic party had trouble with this concept.

"Was it going to

exclude men?" they wanted to know.

They were told that the concept

achieved.

and through which they would succeed in learning something

The campaign would be run without guilting,

ageable for the people who could do the job.
It became clear to the manager that "if we fight with each other

and can't do a collective piece of work, then we shouldn't be running
City Hall.

It's how we work together now that determines how we work

together when one of us is elected.
favour of the task."

about campaigns and that men, of course,

women campaign committee was,

workers.

Faced with this form of affirmative action, and the fact that

there were several other campaigns within the same party which were

and by designing

the structure and size of each job in such a way that it would be man-

served not to exclude men but to give women full access to learning
could work as regular campaign

was interested in

That is not to be overlooked in

It also became clear that the concept of an allin fact,

a strategy for ensuring a more

human campaign.
The candidate fully supported this strategy.

She saw it as a way
as a basis

essentially run by men--something which was not questioned as being

of getting more women involved in learning about campaigns,

strange or as excluding ~~~en--the party Executive finally approved the

for work in future campaigns.

idea.

involved in politics and saw this as an opportunity for women to learn
For the campaign manager, the task of "running a different cam-

paign" had begun.

Her image of a conventional campaign is one of com-

Furthermore, she wanted to see more women

in the event that they would want to run for office themselves one day.
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pa1gn work only and that discussions about philosophy and ideology would

Organizing:
The campaign started in the early Spring of 1983, to allow for adequate planning and preparation time and to avoid,
unnecessary time squeezes.
job,

The campaign manager,

found another woman prepared to co-manage.

able full-time.

as much as possible,
who had a full-time

This woman was avail-

She received a negotiated contract fee and volunteered

the rest of her time.

With this planning team in place, the campaign

not be allowed during these times.

This was designed to get the tasks

done efficiently and to avoid the dissensions which had been rampant in
other campaigns, consuming time and causing rifts in teams.
not this "high-handed" strategy was warranted
trospect.

is hard to assess

with and supported the decision.

If philosophical and

cuss1ons took place,

anyone.

and did not interfere with the running of the campaign.

tions inherent in conventional campaigns.

Once identified, campaign

managers looked for capable, reliable women to match people to the funct ions.

In May,

was held.

in

re-

What is certain is that all women present immediately agreed

had a head-start and continued with a good pace but without over-loading

One of the first things done was the identification of the func-

Whether or

ideological dis-

they were held informally between individual women
Any discussions

of a somewhat philosophical, but also strategical nature held during
meetings were directly related to
human decency

vis-~-vis

the

task

and

involved

principles of

"hard-nosed dirty" tactics.

the first meeting of the All-Women Campaign Committee

Some differences observed in this campaign compared with previous

At that time, the majority of functions had been matched with

ones or even some run at the same time were that the All-Women Campaign

women, some of whom had made a definite commitment.

Others came to the

first meeting to hear more about the all-women concept,
plans, and, most specifically, to meet the candidate.

about campaign
A surprising

Committee lost very few members, and that regular campaign workers
frequently expressed pleasant surprise at the Committee's politeness,
appreciation of their work,

and lack of pressure tactics.

Many workers

phenomenon occurred at the meeting, not encountered before by campaign-

felt so well-treated that they came back to ask for more work,

seasoned women.

ally unheard-of phenomenon, as in most campaigns many workers try to

The candidate was "grilled", kindly but firmly.

Rather

than walking blindly into the campaign, a number of women who had not
met the candidate before or who knew little about
whose banner she was running,

stay out of reach lest they be pressured into more work.

the civic party under

withheld their final decision until they

The pool of campaign workers consisted of both women and men.

women only.

icy statements of the party.

do.

first

meeting also addressed

the most

the process by which the campaign would be run.

important

features of

The co-managers had

made some unilateral decisions which were not negotiable.

Most

men did not seem to notice that the campaign Committee consisted of

were satisfied that they could support the candidate and the broad pol-

This

a virtu-

Some did, and said that they were glad to be told what to

It was a relief to them not to feel pressured into taking a leader-

ship role.

The odd man perceived the campaign and its headquarters as

"women's territory" and chose to avoid it.

There was some feedback that

Probably the

men who had previously committed themselves to work for the civic party

most important one of these was that formal meetings would address cam-

in the specific Ward withdrew because they did not want to "take orders
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from women" or because women would not be able to provide the "boy-scout

drop one of the scheduled canvassing rounds.

cheering" atmosphere to which they were used, or because there was a

things according to the traditional model, that is, doing it "right,"

woman candidate: "That's not really a woman's role."

while placing unreasonable demands on workers,

The campaign Com-

mittee itself, getting on with the work, most of the time forgot
was "al 1-women",

except when others would wave that flag,

that it

jokingly or

teasingly, or when it was obvious that certain decisions were made which
suggested a process or attitudinal base different from what would have
happened

10

a mixed, male-dominated campaign.

On the whole, Committee

members felt that this was not so much because women acted differently
by nature, but because, as women, the Committee believed in a different
process to which everyone was committed.
Women decided to participate in the campaign Committee for reasons
which only varied slightly.

Collective decision-making, the opportunity

It was a question of doing

that people were already giving as much as they could.

political system in Canada is "male":
"It's a male structure. And we still adopted a male strategy
which was to canvass. And to me, the most significant campaign decision was not to canvass, because it was flying in
the face of everything sacred. If we had canvassed, we still
wouldn't have won. It didn't have a big effect on the outcome. But it did have a tremendous effect on us because we
stopped pushing beyond our energy powers. Regardless of
whether it was a good or bad decision, it was a healthy
decision."
Apart from having to operate within a male-dominated electoral

ent process which could be introduced into future campaigns, the chance

Alberta poses a major problem.

to assume responsibilities whithout having to answer to a hierarchy, are

wing supporters are running out of energy.

some of the reasons.

Edmonton,

perceptions of chances for elect ion differed.

Some,

understanding

It was dee ided

One of the women involved in making this decision observed that the

system,

ted,

accepting

to drop the canvassing round.

to learn or perfect campaign skills, but also to be exposed to a differ-

While everyone wanted to see the candidate elec-

or to let up,

running an essentially left-wing candidate in a province like
Cammi ttee members observed that leftThe left is small.

In

its fragments generally came together and ran good campaigns.

But the left keeps losing.

The political climate,

in combination with

that the left is small in Edmonton, realized that election was like

the pressure under which women work in "male st rue tures", has made for

finding the proverbial pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.

an increasing number of women, left or unaligned, no longer believing in

Others

believed that if the campaign was run well and workers worked hard,
there might be a chance.

But regardless of degree of hope, everyone

worked consistently towards the goal of getting their candidate elected.
While the "humanizing process" was distinctly planned and observable,

the campaign still followed the classic model of door-knocking or

canvassing, mail-dropping, putting up signs, and so on.
not questioned until afterwards.
process" operated.

This model was

However, within this model, the "human

One of the most significant decisions made was to

electoral politics.

A Committee member stated:

This time we took the same gospel and tried to apply it differently by making it a more human experience. What we didn't
do was to figure out how to approach the same objective from
an entirely different root. If we do things according to the
classic model, with lots of energy and numbers, it still
won't be sufficient to win a Ward, not when you're a left-wing
candidate in a right-wing province.
The candidate, indeed, was defeated.
goals were achieved.

At the same time, many other

An all-woman campaign committee ran a strong,

principled campaign for a woman candidate.

Individual women learned or
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perfected skills.

The "human approach" worked.

perhaps most

systems, the question arose of whether women should be serious about

importantly, many women began to look at electoral politics differently.

getting women elected into positions of decision-making and high v1s1-

Their experience provided them with a sound basis for comparison and

bility or boycott the stacked power game.

analysis, resulting in a healthy criticism of the total electoral system

answer.

and of the traditional ways of going about trying to win an election.

tions carried importance and could make a difference in favour of women.

Both during and after the campaign,
that the style of operation,
and effective.

And,

there was unanimous agreement

the respectful human approach,

was healthy

This style was definitely seen as a "women's style",

an

There was no definitive

Discussions proceeded based on the assumption that such pos1-

The next question was inevitable:

If women want

to participate in the

electoral process, then why are they taught the conventional model if it
does not achieve the end?

The experience of the 'All-Women Campaign Com-

encouraging and nurturing style which would eventually result in a

mittee made members aware of this contradiction.

greater and more committed response from campaign workers.

awareness that this might not be a contradiction from the point of view

style" was described

The "men's

as "bullying" by demanding 100 percent dedication

and counting on getting at least 80 percent.

This style was seen as un-

healthy and, ultimately, much less effective.

Women campaign leaders might be

more able to turn "soft" credentials such as
a household budget into "hard" data which,

It was clear that a tremendous amount of

"meetings, dreaming, scheming, and plotting" would have to take place
"to destroy in an up-beat manner" the myth that elections are only won

Another point of discussion was that of the difficulty in making a
woman candidate visible and credible.

of the male-dominated system.

With it came the

volunteer work and running

supposedly,

date for making "hard" decisions in City Hall.

if campaigns are run by the book.
with men in structures which

And if women candidates must compete

favour men,

transformation of strategies

must be of relevance to women.

qualify a candi-

Inspiration for new strategies based on women's experience came

Generally, women candi-

from,

for example,

dates are seen as "stepping out from behind the dish-pan" regardless of

land.

Their symbolic acts, expressions of women's culture and determin-

their accomplishments in life.

ation, combine a strengthened solidarity with actual achievements.

leaving women,
race.

Any "soft" credential remains "limp",

from the outset, miles behind the male candidates in the

It becomes a question of whether to have a go at "playing the

game on their terms" by attempting to translate into male-defined experience those experiences common to women which are not normally valued as
·
·
b eing
re 1evant to t h e b usiness
o f governmen t •
credentials to begin with,

Un 1 es s a woman has "ha rd"

it would appear that it's "game over" before

she has even started.
For some of the women most cynical about the male-structured

the women in the Greenham Common Peace Camp in Eng-

One

of the Campaign Committee members asked herself the question:
"If, for an election campaign, we could discover strategies
which were symbolic and relevant, if we could do things which
really came from the heart of us, would we not be able to
influence the system, and maybe get someone elected in the
long run? And if we find a new way of getting someone elected, then we can take the next step of working differently
once the candidate is elected."
She offered, on the spur of the moment, an example of a strategy
which would, no doubt, have an impact:
"One of the things that women usually do

in

a house is clean
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the toilets. What would happen in City Hall if a multitude
of women turned up with bandanas tied around their heads and
plungers and buckets with toilet brushes in their hands? What
if these women started cleaning inside and outside of City
Hall saying, this place has to get cleaned up? Then the candidate shows up, dressed and equipped the same way, goes into
the Council Chambers, and says: What we are cleaning up here
today is the City budget."

Natiohal tiousehold careers corporation

Another inspired idea involved women in non-traditional occupations, dressed as carpenters, with carpenters' tools.

These women would

go into City Hall stating that they were there to build the City budget
and that they wanted to participate.
These examples of symbolic tactics raised the question of whether a
"campaign" needed to be run at all, or in what form, or whether other
forms of making the candidate visible would be more effective.

Again,

there was no definitive answer but rather a solid understanding that a
mass movement would have to be built, that it might take many years, and
that the best way of finding out whether symbolic strategies would be
more effective was to try them in future elections.

Committee members

also repeated the importance of not feeling defeated when a goal "that
somebody else gave us" was not achieved and that women should determine,
and achieve, their own goals.
The women interviewed were "finished with the old tactics" as these
would not change the political scene in Alberta.
--and would--be found,
experience of women.

New strategies should

"outside of the norm" and no longer alien to the
Future election "campaigns" may well begin to show

the shift from violent power games on "their terms" to a style increasingly more on women's terms.
among women.

Just what that means may still differ

But Cammi ttee members have some ideas.

they are keeping future strategies to themselves.
a role, no matter on whose terms.

Un de rs tandab ly,

Surprise still plays
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o f l eg islation and policies addressing this component o f our Canadian
work-f o r ce .

Interview with Be rnad e tte Swan
The National Hous e h o ld Careers Corporation (NHCC) states 1n i ts

Background:

brochure a numb e r of related objectives:
t o promote positive activities which wi 11 impr ove th e s tatu s
of women e mploy ed as household workers
to seek the impl e mentation o f policies which will r ecog niz e
th e value of housework
t o develop a work ass ess ment pr og ram which will support initiative in skills upgrading and general work performanc e
t o develop kits and brochures which will inform families of
th e cu ltural background of th e hous eho ld work e r employed 1n
th e home
to provide qualified and r e liable household workers
t o communicate to both household workers and the public
information about the important role of the household worke rs in the family, the society and the economy
t o assist household workers who need to apply for landed
status or obtain other educational skills
to assist the household workers acquire an understanding
of Canada
to assist the household workers who have already gained
landed status to choose other occupations if need be
to develop and maintain an effective organization with a
network of contacts throughout Canada.
The o rganization

To put the current situation in an historical context,
with hearing Bernadette's own story.

trying to forget.
Bernadette,

women.

came to Canada

At that time, Canada was looking for trained

Bernadette saw an opportunity to travel, and arrived here as a

landed immigrant.

The policy, as it was then, stipulated that any woman

landing under this program was required to work as a domestic on a oneyear contract.
For Bernadette, the experience was demeaning.

the NHCC is directing itself primarily to the
Bernadette, who is the Executive
It is

She was determined,

however, not to let it get her down and used the time to add to her
education.

Director of the NHCC, goes to great lengths to avoid this term.

trained as a Home Economist in Guyana,

in the early sixties.

ef forts of one woman, Bernadette Swan, of Edmonton.

probl e ms of the so-called "domestics".

Her experience has had a tremen-

dous impact on her life, one which re-visited her after many years of

is the result of the largely single-handed organizing

For the present,

l e t us begin

As soon as her contract had expired, she got an office job

and tucked the year away in a far dark corner of her memory.
It was not allowed to stay there.
who talked about domestics.

In 1979 Bernadette met a woman

Not having realized that there were still

derogatory, she says, preferring "household workers", which not only

women caught in these situations, and with a painful memory revived, she

accurately describes the work done but also includes a much wider group

became determined to become active and to work towards change.

of women who, as a whole, urgently need support in improving their

cussions about the possibility of forming an organization to address the

status 1n the labour force.

problems of domestics,

Since Bernadette's organ1z1ng efforts originate with her own exper1ence as a "domestic",
Moreover,

the NHCC's initial

focus

is not surpr1s1ng.

the situation of the "domestics" is exceptionally de plorable

as they appear to fall

into all sorts of gaps and "Catch-22s",

a result

In dis-

it became rapidly clear that there was no organ-

ized support in existence in Alberta and that the problems had become
worse.
Who are the women who end up in Canadian homes as "domestics"?
With the possibility of some exceptions,

they are from Third World

7l
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countries .

Many can-

They have expectations about their host country .

not find work in their own countries, although most have some form of
training.

i f i ed .

Wages earned, no matter how low in Canada,

double or triple in value when the money

LS

spent in the home country.

families of the

domestics as well.
The

Others often have dependents at home who may be children,

parents, or grandparents .

Canada was not interested in absorbing the

laws changed when

it became apparent

pleted their one-year contract were not
in,

often exploitative domestic jobs.

that women who had com-

prepared to remain
They would

leave,

in the

live-

find a job and

Finally, many expect the grass to be greener on the Canadian side of the

other accommodation.

fence.

families who preferred a live-in domestic to a household worker who goes

Bernadette estimates the age-range of the domestics t o lie between
about

late twenties and late fifties.

continue employment

in

housework as it

The older women tend to want

to

is difficult for them to switch

This, however, was not in the interest of those

to her own home after her daily work.
allowing women

In

19 73 a po l i c y was inst i tu t e d

to enter Canada on temporary status only.

In this way,

the supply of live-in domestics was more adequately secured.

However,

As a result of a Task Force on Immigration Practices and Procedures

the program makes the prospect of continued employment as a domestic

which, among other things, looked into the problem of exploitation of

extremely unattractive.

domestics, the law was changed again in 1981.

to another kind of

job given the present economic situation.

For those who want to change, policy barriers,

The current policy stipu-

as we shall see later, stand in the way of obtaining the landed immi-

lates that women who have entered as domestics on work-visa will be

grant status needed to find other work.

given the opportunity to apply for permanent status after a two-year

There are no reliable statistics available,
a rough estimate of about 2,000 domestics
is derived
this

Columbia.

in Alberta alone.

from statistics on immigration.

figure .

but Bernadette ventures

It

LS

This figure

impossible to verify

Most domestics appear to live in Ontario and British

For all of Canada,

Bernadette hazards a guess of 20,000--ten

This was seen as a solution to the problem of exploitation.

However, there are several practical obstacles and "Catch-22s" in the
process of obtaining landed immigrant status .
Some of the requirements are that the women have to prove that they
have taken steps to improve their educational background,
are in a position to become self-sufficient.

times the Alberta estimate .
When Bernadette arrived

service.

in the early sixties,

little more straightforward than they are now.

policies were a

The earlier policies

their late forties and fifties.
school,

It

and that they

But many women are in

is difficult for

them to go back to

in a different culture, especially when they are frequently

allowed women to enter Canada as permanent residents with landed immi-

overworked and underpaid.

grant status.

demically fit" in order to be able to move on to other jobs which pay

fulfil

As mentioned before,

the women under this program had to

a one-year contract as "domestics" but were then free to stay in

Canada and to seek other employment .

A maJor catch was that applicants

had to be single and that those who had dependent children were disqual-

Yet, they have to prove that they are "aca-

higher wages, thus making them self-sufficient.
cost of education

is high.

It

Further to that, the

is government policy that each employer

contribute a maximum of $20 per month

towards

the women's educational
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pursuits but not all emp l oyers do so. Many domestics send money home to
support th e ir dependents.

Tuition fees are significantly higher for

dependents

women now e nt er on an individual one -

This makes th e question of whether or not they have

year work-visa.

immaterial to the authorities.

Domestics no longer have

be single or free of dependents to enter with a work-visa.

to

However,

it is harder to meet

in e liminating exploitation.

women arrive on a work-visa.

the

With a few excep-

Those who manage to acquire landed

immigrant status before they arrive in Canada, and who still work as
domestics, may be subjected t o exploitation by particular employers, but

she

the

is not aware of,

situation

the employee,

is usually secured by an agency acting on beAt the commencement of

a contract has to be drawn up between the employer and

addressing the types of work the employee will be doing.

This contract has to be signed by both parties and is lodged with the
Employment and Immigration (CEIC) authorities.
copy,

problems of domestics.

that CEIC is not

interested in th e

The bureaucrats generally do not want

t o assum e

But she

is left powerless becaus e the employer can make her life miser-

able, deny her allegations,

and eventually fire

her.

Her story carries

little if any weight and no one will stand up for h e r.

It may take a

number of firings and complaints for a domestic to be deported.
being fired and moving from job to job is not
she wants to apply for

in

But

her best interest if

landed immigrant status.

If a domestic wants to change employer, she must get permission

A domestic who quits and finds another employer without CEIC permission

half of employers, prior to leaving her country.
her employment,

The NHCC feels

is controlled by bureaucratic policies

not having been informed sufficiently in advance,

future domestic

in the contract.

specified

from CEIC t o move to another employer, and must provide "good reasons".

and thus being unable to see the implications of her move.
The

types of work requir e d of her even if these are n o t

For the woman on a work-visa as a

are free to seek another employer.
live-in domestic,

s h e s h ou ld pe r -

A domesti c can, of course, refuse t o carry out unspecified tasks.

Current legislation continues to ensure the supply of domestics and

tions,

form all

if th e domestic lives i· n the h o me,

For those who choose to go the

criteria as their dependents are not particularly wanted in Canada.

been effective

tative told her that

A CE!C r ep r ese n-

any r e sponsibility, either for the problems or for trying to solve th e m.

route of applying for landed immigrant status,

has not

a woman asked if an emp l oye r

it hard to stay in Canada as

those who have a family and dependents find
they prefer to be with their families.

At a workshop organized by th e NHCC,

could r equire her to do work ou t side of th e contract.

students who do not enjoy permanent status.
With respect to dependents,

holding the employer t o the t e rms o f the contract .

The employee is given a

but there is evidence that some employers take this away from her

so that she cannot check the terms of the contract, and that CEIC is not

has acted against

the law.

find a new employer,

Theoretically, CEIC is required to help her

but recently the NHCC has heard of cases

the domestic has been told to do the search herself.
difficult task.

in which

This is a very

And if she is lucky in locating a new employer, she has

to go to CEIC again and obtain the necessary documents,

hoping that she

will be more fortunate in her new job.
The domestic is in a position of severe disadvantage.

She is a

stranger to the city and the country, and uninformed about the laws,
policies,

and procedures.

She

is

frequently

isolated and lonely.

are told anything or receive explanations about their surroundings.

Few
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Li ve - in s it ua ti o n s a r e o ft e n pr on e t o e xp l o i t a t i o n,

b e hind c l osed d oo r s a nd i s ,
no r

th e r e f o r e , no t

whi c h happe n s

vi s ibl e t o th e o utsid e wo rld,

ts th e ex pl o itati o n e a sy t o pr o ve befo r e th e au th o riti e s.

It

tak es

pl ace mos t s i gni f i ca ntl y in t e rm s o f sa l a r y , wo rkin g ho ur s , a nd t y p e s o f
Th e do mes ti c

wo rk.

i s us u a ll y p a i d v e r y l ow wa ges .

do no t have t o a ppl y t o h e r s in ce s he i s no t
g r a nt.

Minimum wage l a ws

a Canadi a n o r

He r wo rkin g h o ur s a r e o ft e n ve r y l o n g .

land e d immi-

Sh e i s fr e qu e ntl y r e -

o r g ani za ti o n.

Th e o r g ani za ti o n was inc orpo rat e d und e r th e nam e "Nati o n-

al Ho u se h o ld Car ee rs Co rp o rati o n", o n e whi c h d e n o t es th e int e nt and
sc o pe de sir e d.

Be rnad e tt e e xplains

that

she,

findin g th e

t e rm "d o me s-

ti c " di s gustin g , want e d th e o r g anizati o n to hav e a nam e whi c h did n o t
insinuat e that its me mb e r s we r e "in bondag e ".
wo rk e rs".

Sh e c h o s e "h o us e h o ld

Th e wo rd "nati o nal" was s e lected b e caus e th e NHCC plans o n

bec o min g a nati o nal organizati o n e v e ntually.

"Care e rs" d e n o t e s th e

qu ir e d t o d o a ll th e ho u se wo rk a nd if th e r e a r e c hildr e n, t o bab ys it and

NHCC's c o nvicti o n that work in th e h o me has many differ e nt asp e cts.

ca r e fo r th e m as we ll.

wo rk in the hom e we r e re co gniz e d as being valuable, with concomitant

This r es ult s in man y un co mp e nsat e d h o ur s , in-

c l ud in g th ose u n-n ego ti a t e d h o urs wh e n s h e d oes no t
n o t have t o,

and s h o uld

cies gove r ning th e m,
a nd

t he

th e

lax it y

remuneration, p e ople could make a career o ut of househ o ld work, and
training programs c o uld be establish e d.

wo r k fo r h er e mp l oye r.

House h o l d wo rk ers th e women may be .

measu r es ,

wa nt t o ,

Bu t th e spec ial laws an d po l i -

i n e n fo r c in g pr o t ec t i ve and s uppo rtiv e

t otal l y co n tro l la bl e wor k- a n d -h o me e nvir onm e nt make

for a sta t us as do mes ti c serva nt s, p a i d fo r , a nd

in ca ptivit y .

this

prospect

because,

be eliminated.

as

many clerical

jobs will

Work in the home may gain in importance, e specially

because there is a demand for a supply of h o usehold workers.

As for

"corporation" , th e feelin g was that that word was not solely the preand that claiming it would

establish the NHCC as significant and to be counted with.

Q!:g~~i_~i_~g :

The National Ho u se h o l d Car ee r s Cor p o r a ti o n was fo rm e d p ri ma r i l y a s
an organized response

i n v i ew of the pro bl ems expe ri e n ce d by d o mes t ics.

Soon after incorporation in 1981,

Whi l e domes t ic s a r e

those employed as "domestics".

see n as t he first priori t y,

a so l e f ocus on t his

numbers.

the NH CC bel i eves t ha t

catego r y of househol d workers wou l d be a stra t egical error .
believe

in band-aid so l utions .

tics" should be eradicated.

I n stead,

The o r ga ni-

Th e con cept o f "domes -

household worke r s i n gene ra l

shou l d rece i ve recog n i ti on fo r th e vi t a l work th ey perfo rm i n h omes.
I n 1981, Be r nade tt e Swan beg an t o co l lec t

i nf o rmati o n on fo rmin g an

Sh e , with f o ur o ther w o me n wh o a c ted as adv oc at e s and

we r e n o t t he mse lv es d o mes ti c s, d ec id e d t o f o rm a non - profit, privat e

announcements were made that the

NHCC existed and wanted to be contacted by household workers, especially

But the NHCC plans on st r e t ching far t her afie l d .

orga ni za t ion .

The NHCC sees pot e ntial for

technology advances,

rogative of wealthy powerful organizations,

zation does not

If

Cal ls came

in

fast,

and

It was clear that a need was being answered.

in significant
Women indicated

that they were comfortable in calling the NHCC whereas they experienced
calling the CEIC representatives as "intimidating".

The process of

organizing for a long hard haul had begun in earnest.
At the end of 1983, the NHCC had about 50 members.
live in Edmonton.

All members

The NHCC made the deliberate decision to begin its

organizing in Edmonton only, until "the bugs were ironed out."
present time,

At the

expansion to other centres in Alberta is under considera-
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of purposes.

ti on.
The NHCC's existence and

strategies are based on their understand-

ing that the current system was developed

to attract women from Third

World countries in order to do domestic work which is not seen as having
status and value among Canadians.

gether and strengthen the organization,
members;

to persist,

the NHCC intends to

and

they provide

the network, and the individual

information about Canada,

knowledge so cru-

cially needed by women who want to qualify for landed immigrant status.
The Centre has applied

Rather than to al low this system, and

the exploitation of Third World women,

They offer escape from isolation; they bring women to-

for

funding of a staff position

for someone

to design, co-ordinate, and implement programs based on the needs ex-

work towards upgrading the status and value of work in the home so that

pressed by the household workers.

all women, including Canadian household workers, can benefit as they

tegy

embark on the path of demanding treatment as workers instead of as ser-

emotional support through social interactions with the goal of provision

vants.

of educational and informational programs.

find

There is no good reason for why the Third World women should

themselves slotted

in

the category of "domestics",

having to

for

combining effectively

The NHCC,

live

by workers.

value and being ignored because they are here on a work-visa.

cacy support in reducing fears.

double-bind,

1n itself sufficient to keep the women invisible,

strengthened by a reliable Catch-22.

1s

Essentially, the system says: "You

don't have to be paid even m1n1mum wages because you are only here on a
work permit.

Having engaged in contacting politicians, most notably the Minister
charge of

the Canadian Employment

NHCC is keeping lobbying for

which form the basis for the

strategies and methods

determined by the NHCC.

moment.

and

Immigration Commission,

legislative change

fairly

the

low-key for the

Action in this respect has, so far, simply been for openers.

In order to design a long-term strategy to effect legislative change to
raise the status of women working in homes, much more information has to

The NHCC's immediate strategies are to combine urgent support to
household workers with advocacy.

The NHCC

dence.

your self-sufficiency."

described earlier,

An example of an intimidating, annually

has already helped a number of women face this ordeal with more confi-

in

combined with those

and active advo-

recurring situation is that of having to renew work permits.

And, yes, you can become a Canadian citizen or landed

is these realities and understandings,

is busy answering questions posed

The organization also provides emotional

immigrant, but you have to pay for your own education needed to prove

It

its goal of providing personal and

apart from its Centre,

with the double-bind of performing work which is not considered to be of
This

The NHCC sees the Centre as a stra-

In order to do so most effectively,

the NHCC has also established the Household Support Centre which is that
part of the organization which offers programs

to educate

the workers

be gathered,

and the data have to be analyzed in order to determine

strategies and methods.
One area in which research needs to be done is that of the various
pieces of provincial legislation which affect domestic workers

in each

and to alleviate their isolation.

The Centre sees field trips as one

province.

important strategy for organ1z1ng.

Field trips would combine a number

covered by Alberta labour legislation with respect to the right

For example, the NHCC already knows that domestics are not
to
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mirllmum wage.

When lobbying is aimed at the national

level, provincial

jurisdictions, with their differing pieces of legislation,

must

be

understood as well.

same attention, or even rights, afforded to others, despite the fact
that

pay Unemployment

Insurance and Canada Pension Plan contribu-

tions.

Another reason for not Jumping in immediately at the deep end of
the lobbying pool is that an Edmonton-based organization 1s
from

they

the source of immigration legislation:

NHCC already realizes

that

Parliament

far removed

1n Ottawa.

The

politicians and bureaucrats are not about

make the problems of domestics their number one priority.

to

The NHCC hopes to build a body of concrete information and knowledge which can be deployed to convince the bureaucracy and
that change is

long overdue and

that

the public

lobbying for change cannot be dis-

credited as bleeding heart humanitarianism.

Given what

the NHCC knows

Thus, the

to be the reason for the existence of domestic labour in Canada--the

grassroots work done currently is seen as answering a need in itself,

politics and economics of having easy access to cheap, controllable

and also as a step towards long-term lobbying.

labour to serve Canadian families--and what is known about the workings

It is unrealistic to

expect the rise of a mass movement of activist domestics.

However,

the

of the systems, structures, and attitudes lined up to protect the status

support extended to the workers now may result in a slowly drying-up

quo,

source of supply of domestic

broad set of strategies towards achieving its objectives.

labour,

which would

then allow

for

a

Meanwhile,

greater likelihood of more serious consideration of the concept and
value

of household workers.

In addition,

the NHCC

is directing Pnergy

the NHCC chooses to prepare a carefully planned,

at

this stage,

to the domestic workers.

long term, and

concerted efforts are made

to reach out

Locating them is a mammoth task.

CE I C's

towards building awareness among relevant bureaucrats, volunteer groups,

record-keeping goes on hold with the placement of a worker with a fam-

professional organizations, and women's organizations, and any other

i ly.

group potentially concerned about the problem.

In this manner,

whereabouts.

hopes to strengthen both public support

legislative and

changes. and support

for

the NHCC
policy

for individual domestic workers in the immediate.

This type of public education, also a form of lobbying for public
support,

ts seen as very important.

living in Canada,

With an estimated 20,000 domestics

the general public attitude appears to be,

apart from

If her employer moves,

she moves too,

and CEIC loses track of her

Generally, she only gets resurrected if problems arise or

when she renews her work permit.
The

task of locating and contacting domestic workers has been

lodged with

the Household Support Centre.

However,

until

a

permanent

staff member is in place, outreach cannot be done on a large scale.
Relatively little

is known about employers' attitudes

the

ignorance of the existence of the domestics, one of passing the buck.

NHCC as a support to their employees.

Most volunteer and professional organizations are not aware of the prob-

back which reaches the NHCC is on the negative side, not because all

lems of these workers.

employers have negative attitudes, but because a support organization

Organizations set up for immigrants do not con-

sider domestics as they are not immigrants.

Bureaucrats, generally,

have adopted the attitude that people on work permits do not deserve the

Naturally,

towards

the bulk of the feed-

tends to hear about problems more than about positive situations.
It seems that many employers are perturbed, though.

They have some
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tr oub l e accep ting th e wo me n 's co nnecti o n with
as "I don't want yo u t o go th ere .

th e NHCC.

Comments such

In th e o verall,

Why do you want to go th ere?

you eve rythin g you want," hav e been r epor t ed and a r e not unique.

service agencies which act o n behalf of em pl oyee a nd emp l oye r equa ll y .

The

th e NHCC sees as

fear that the

Th e o r ga nizati o n's

women

"This at ti tu de

actly where it is aiming t o go .

learn

something and

was ex p ec t ed ," says th e NHCC,
ex p ec tati o n."

In

th e ir

diam e tri ca lly op p osed .
ignorant.

l eave th ei r e mpl oye rs.

"and we are not disappointed in that

interests,

th e NHCC and many e mpl oye rs are

These e mpl oye rs would want the women to stay

The NHCC aims ar e t o t eac h th e women as much as possible:

"The mo r e th ey know about the o u ts id e, th e be t t e r."

NH CC members h i p

continues t o grow.
Connections ar e also being made with volunteer and professional
groups .

It is t oo early to speak of thes e contacts as alliances.

One

o f the difficulties is that most groups have their own focus and deal
with immigrant o r refugee problems, or those of non-English-speaking
peopl e .

Domestics fall into none of these categories.

culty remains of identifying at

Thus,

the diffi-

least one person in other organizations

who is committed to working with the NHCC.
As it stands to date,
in Canada.

the NHCC is the o nly organization of its kind

Agencies dealing with domestics are usually employment agen-

cies, paid a finder's fee by future employers.
assistance to domestic workers,

They may extend some

but they essentially work in the inter-

est of the employer and are not political.
The NHCC describes itself as political.

In the long term,

the

organization wants to use the strategy of establishing itself as an
employment agency also, acting only on behalf of those employers who
support the rights of the household worker as well as actions to upgrade
their status.

Household workers are needed,

says the NHCC,

as well as

for effec tin g

cha n ge a strategy o f working within th e economic and political systems .

NHCC specu lat es that e mpl oye rs, probably justifiably,
wi 11

th e best avenue

plans and actions

t o dat e indicate that

that

is ex -
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RAT JAM

the ta c ti c of being present at the ASWAC conference,

Int e rvi ew with some members

spok es into the f e minist wheels.

Fo r

th ose who wo nd e r what the anagram RATJAM mea ns, th e group sug -

ges ts that you let you r
Th e

women had

imagination run

fa i r l y s i m i la r

r easo ns

free.

for

RAT JAM h a s f i v e me mbe r s .

com i n g t oge th e r :

targeted

feminist

organization,

the anti-choicers at

wanting t o make tim e for study and analysis;

ignore them.

acti o n before kn o win g what it is "w e "--women and women's organizations--

situation.

are dealing with,

awareness,

instead

did

the conference,

RATJAM women, having bee n faced with the symptoms of the New Right

have

a

long-term

strategy

for

members,

and of requesting participants

Not much more could have been done at
At the same time,

to

the tim e given the

the exposure led to a certain unshakeable

sometimes to the point of fear and paranoia, that ASWAC was

not in control o f th e situation.

of l e tting somebody else drag us onto it."

not

ASWAC had used the short-term tactic of exposing the presenc e of

ne ed for a discussion g roup with women on matt e rs of serious co ntent;

to th e e nd of "us choosing the battle-ground

It was also clear that ASWAC, as a

dealing with the tactics of the anti-choice activists.

fee l in g th e

and not wanting to go int o

intending to throw

Three women, who would later be RATJAM

discussed their concerns and observations and came to the con-

on more than o ne occ asion, decided the group would d o an analysis of

clusion that to continue short-term solutions of ignoring the New Right

thi s phenomenon in No rth Am e rica and of its many faces in Alberta.

would be "ostrich" policy and detrimental.

In-

What was needed was a long-

st ead of "always running after its shadow," RATJAM set out to make visi-

term strategy,

ble th e po litical, economic, and religious interplays and interfacing of

movement had pledged to devote themselves to the destruction of ASWAC,

th e New Right, using information from the national and international

among other things by attempting to get ASWAC's funding cut.

l e ve ls, as well as Alberta data, and to discover some vulnerable points.
RATJAM members have run several workshops on the New Right, and
co ntinue to use their understandings in organizing activities.

particularly because certain elements in the anti-choice

With the so-called pro-lifers issuing threats to ASWAC from the
voluntary sector,

another face of the New Right was influencing the

organization more subtly.
its inception in 1975,
government.

RATJAM women came together at the 1980 Alberta Status of Women
Action Committee (ASWAC) Conference in Red Deer.
this

co nference,

For some time prior to

representatives of the organized anti-choice movement

had be e n busying themselves with an attempt at confrontation.
refus ed to play along, and,
as planned.

for the most part,

ASWAC

the conference proceeded

But to some women, it had b eco me very clear that the New

Ri gh t, in th e form of anti-choice proponents, had deliberately chosen

government

From its own perspective,

address

The group had assumed that "joint initiatives" between the
and

the

voluntary sector would open up a greater potential
ASWAC had lobbied

for bureaucratic and non-bureaucratic structures which could

women's

issues

l i shed .a handbook about
with,

since

attempted to work cooperatively with the Alberta

for improving the status of women in the province.
faithfully

ASWAC had,

and concerns more effectively.
lobbying.

But

ASWAC had

pub-

1980 had been a depressing year

for example, the Minister of Labour (who was also in charge of the

Alberta Human Rights Commission) lecturing ASWAC that the organization
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had

it all wrong

ing to him,

its support for Atfirmative Action because,

10

that was "social engineering",

something which flew

face of the government's free enterprise doctrine.
experiences over the years
that

accordin

Putting together

led to ASWAC's no longer deniable conclusion

joint initiatives were pie in the sky.

ASWAC-s inclination was to

de-emphasize lobbying and to focus on other strategies for change.
shift was

10

process,

the

but strategies for defence were not in place.

This

want to protect "the tradirional values" and attended their most fascinating founding conference
lis Schlafly,

pose in 1981 and beyond.

One result was a recommendation that ASWAC study ways for

dealing with the New Right,

by means of a committee which would report

back to the next Annual General Meeting.

back the next year,

and

Five women agreed to implement

in time became RATJAM.

RATJAM did not report

having come to the conclusion that

effective avenues for educating women.

there were more

tion.

Q~g~~.i~.i~:

The RATJAM women, between them, had gained extensive experience

in groups which differed in philosophy and politics.

who as mem-

and from working
In coming to-

gether, the women already knew that, while there were differences,
were all at

differences,

pool

They could move beyond the basics and

their experience,

skill,

and understandings,

Initially,
tion.

the group met and talked, read articles, shared informa-

From this broad basis, a more focused and disciplined way of

collecting and analyzing data emerged.

"Women Organize Alberta" conference.

conducted a content analysis of articles about the New Right,

two

RATJAM members

joined

the

follow-up took place when

1981-82 ASWAC Steering Committee,

continuing the process of organizing for the long term.

thus

In this con-

and get

on with deciding on how to go about RATJAM's work.

bers of the larger 1980-81 Conference Committee, organized the 1981
Further

they

the sort of place where much could be taken for granted

without having to discuss basics.

But an informal kind of report-

ing and fol low-up took place through three RATJAM members,

The

as well as the nature and directions of the fledgling Alberta organiza-

from working in different groups, on different issues,

These concerns were expressed and discussed at the 1981 ASWAC Busi-

recommendation,

New Right activist and organizer.

purpose of this expedition was to monitor New Right organizing processes

could deal with the challenges the various shapes of the New Right might

this

a high profile U.S.

At

the time of the 1980 conference, no agreed-upon strategies existed which

ness Meeting.

in 1982 which featured as guest speaker Phyl-

For quite a while, the group
noting

down on cards protagonists and antagonists, as well as their strategies,
legal issues and relevant laws, dates and places,

and so on.

When com-

text,

RATJAM was also active through two of its members in developing a

bined and cross-referenced, these cards began to make visible who the

paper

for ASWAC on negotiating a relationship between separate groups,

actors were, when and where and with whom they popped up, what the links

and on building alliances and coalitions.
One RATJAM member took out membership in a high profile anti-choice
organization, attended meetings, and brought back a wealth of knowledge.
Two members took out memberships in an Alberta organization of women who

were between moral, political, and economic New Right actors and actions, and what their favourite strategies were.
Meanwhile, the Alberta media were not ignored as an up-to-date runn1ng record of New Right activity in the province.

The information
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ga th e r e d
bett e r

s impl y fr om n ewspape rs

word) and reinfor ced

ti es and

inr oads

alone was "impr ess iv e " (f o r

RATJAM 's co nvicti o n

int o people's

lives were n o t

that

want of a

Ne w Right

activi-

is o lat e d phenomena which

could be co nfront ed in pi ece -meal fashi on.
Pri o r

to

RATJAM's

d ec isi o n to put

eco nomi c aspects of th e New Right.

its und e rstandings

into action,

RATJAM saw th e is sue as a form of

r e pr ess i on o f women's r ep r oduc tiv e right s and as an attempt at neoconservative "s oc ial e ngin ee ring".

th e g r o up had discussed its r e lati o nship t o ASWAC.
separate o r g anizati o n.

Th e Bill combined in one fell swoop th e r e li g i ous, p olitica l and

go v e rnm e nt-sp o nsor ed wa s uncl ea r.

Whether or n o t

this attempt was

For th e mom e nt, RATJAM r ecognized th e

RATJAM was n o t a

Bill as th e typi cal "fl y in g of a balloon" to test out publi c response.

But neither was it a formal ASWAC co mmitt ee .

From RATJAM's viewpoint, th e issue had t o be nipp e d in th e bud before it

Fo r th e sake of effec tiv e o r ga nizing, RATJAM decided on a strategy characterized b y fl ex ibility and fluidity in rol es .
tionship with ASWAC was desired,

got serious.

Each time some rela-

o r when ASWAC was or would be involved

Additional

information began to rea ch RATJAM that

there were con -

n ec tions between MLA Chichak and certain highly political anti-choice

in actions originating with RATJAM, RATJAM would determine the most

activists.

effective relationship ~i~~~~~i~ the action,

without th e rumours it was c lear that th e Bill was rooted in anti-choice

and negotiate the proposal

with AS WAC.

RATJAM was unable to unearth concrete evidence, but eve n

sentiments.

By late 1981, RATJAM had a sizeable body of knowledge and was ready
t o test its understandings of organizing against the New Right.

The

It was also clear that MLA Chichak was n o t a very formidable o ppo nent.

Many pe o ple speculated that she might not be able to hold on t o

perfect issue presented itself in the form of Catherine Chichak's (MLA--

her party's nomination.

Edmonton Norwood) Private Member's Bill:

attempt on the MLA's part to gather support from specific corners.

The Alberta Adoptions Founda-

RATJAM speculated that the Chichak Bill was an

tion Act, tabled during the 1981 Fall Session of the Alberta Legisla-

regardless of whether Chichak was secure or not,

ture.

not only from a feminist point of view.

RATJAM decided to try its wings and take it on:

it was so very

Alberta home-grown and looked like a winnable one.
In short,

cerned about adoptions.

this Bill proposed to make funds available to single

women under the age of 25 who were expecting a child and had financial
problems, on the condition that the child be given up for adoption.
woman,

having received

funds

from the Foundation,

who then refused

A
to

And if not opposed,

it might just find its way

The work would be intense, but time-limited.

handed to RATJAM."

to name as "buying and selling babies through a Baby Marketing Board."

also disturbed people con-

challenge was that there was a clear beginning and an end to the action.

Public taxes,

supply the Alberta government with dollars to operate what RATJAM began

It

A final positive point which helped RATJAM in deciding to meet the

not overload anyone.

and payments by adoptive parents would

the Bill was ominous,

into legislation.

give up the child for adoption, would have to return monies received.
private donations,

But

The strategy planned would

One woman described the Bill as "a jewel that got

RATJAM decided that the formation of a coalition of g r o ups and
organizations opposing the Bill would be the most effective strategy,
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espec iall y s 1n ce th e r espo ns e had t o be massive and had t o b e formulated
on r e lativ e l y short n o ti ce .

There we r e several co nsiderati o ns which had

First, th e r e was the fact that all RATJAM members wer e als o , among
known as ASWAC members.

From other experiences, RAT-

JAM knew that this would likely cause confusion with

the media.

Since

opposing th e Bill and th e strategy planned were in line with ASWAC's
positi o n o n r e productiv e rights and methods of operating,

RATJAM decided

to, in this case, act as an ASWAC acti o n committee which would act on
b e half o f ASWAC.
ASWAC.

This r e lationship was negotiated successfully with

Seco ndly, with r e spect t o the formation of the Coalition, RATJAM

would r e main RATJAM, initiate a meeting of interest groups to which
ASWAC would also b e invited,

pres e nt the RATJAM analysis of the Bill at

the meeting as one analysis among those of the groups present,

and then

A Coalition appeared to be the best answer to the question of how
In a sense, RATJAM utilized a

New Right tactic applied in the U.S.A. in opposition to the passing of
the Equal Rights Amendment

(ERA) where a great number of varied inter-

ests pull ed together in the anti-ERA campaign.
support,

If RATJAM wanted popular

it would have to identify and contact people and groups who

were negatively affected by the proposed Bill.

A brainstorm gave RATJAM

RATJAM was aware that alliances between some interest groups as
members of the Coalition could exist on this issue only, and that sensitivity and careful maintaining of the common goal

were

required.

In-

the diversity of groups responding favourably when initially

contacted by telephone was remarkable.

reached

from diverse starting points and analyses.

It

was extremely important to recognize and

respect

to refrain from doing battle over them.

On the negative side, the Co-

alition stood to lose valuable members.
importantly,

these diff e r e nces and

0 n th e posi·t·ive

si·d e,

an d more

RATJAM recognized the strength of a united front when

groups maintain

their individual

identities,

use different

approaches,

and contribute a great many skills and resources.
After an initial

telephone call to identified interest

groups and

an announcement of the intent to hold a meeting to form a coalition,
RATJAM mailed out letters containing a statement of the problem as seen
by RATJAM.

Groups were

invited to critique this statement and to pre-

RATJAM had undertaken

to bring the

first meeting together but in-

tended to make it clear that this co-ordinating role would not continue.
RATJAM's experience was that true coalitions require equality of membership, and that such coalitions are the most effective.

If groups had

not already done so for the meeting, they would be asked to prepare a
statement and analysis of the problem from their perspective,

including

a description of the ways in which their group was affected or how the
group related to the issue, and of their plans for tackling the Bill.

a sizeable list of potential interest groups.

deed,

groups would be

sent their own statements at the meeting.

cease its initiator and leadership role.

to o rganiz e fast and in large numbers.

of int e rest in their opposition to the Bill.
RATJAM anticipated that commonality of interest b y such diverse

to be c larifi ed t o pave the way for this coalition.

other identities,

interests were normally diametrically opposed but wh o found commonality

There were some groups whose

Eventually,

a true coalition would emerge with shared leadership,

and a

total coalition strategy would be built, combining but not absorbing the
particular situation of each group.
The meeting never took place.

It was not necessary as Chichak re-

ceived so much negative feedback through various mechanisms that she
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There is a strong feeling among RATJAM members

decided to change the Bi 11 to make it a little more palatable.

that

the work done

With
in this group is only a small part of what is needed to expose the New

letters to Chichak, letters to the editor, editorials, heated discusRight's on-going activities and strategies in such vital areas as health
sions in public arenas,

and rumours of a Coalition on the rise,

the
care, education, and social services, as well as policies affecting such

public got Chichak on the run somewhere between

first and third reading
programs .

of the Bi 11--RATJAM lost track of second reading in its hurry to get
organized.
In the Fall of 1982, Chichak resurrected the Bi 11.

Its changed

form would have made it difficult to attract the same diversity and number of groups

to form a coalition.

Some of the most offensive regula-

tions had been changed or removed.

Some groups had been sufficiently

appeased.
after,

But further action was no longer required.

Chichak lost the nomination

the balloon had descended.

in

her riding.

Shortly there-

For the time being,

But, as RATJAM women state emphatically,

this apparent victory was as much due to favourable internal party politics as to public response and active organizing.
the

i:i~.J.

It does not mean that

will never fly again.

Meanwhile, RATJAM women are active on other issues and fronts,
in different groups and places.

and

The members continue to be strongly

connected although regular meetings are no longer held.

RATJAM can be

activated any time members see a need.
Significantly,

the gaining of an in-depth understanding of the New

Right could not have happened in a short time span,
or at

a conference.

or 1n a large group

RATJAM suggests that similar groups could meet in

the living rooms of the province,

taking the time to build a solid basis

o f kn ow l e d g e be f o re go i n g i n t o a c t i on on

~!!Y

i s s ue .

Su c h g r o up s c an

also act as resources to other action groups or 1n public education
activities.
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more francophone women.

Frani;oise, who did not experience a sense of

isolation, wanted to work with and for women.
The Reseau Femmes Calgary (Calgary Women's Network) lists these
purposes in their brochure:

It was clear to both women that neither one was interest e d
ing "another macrame club".

Former un reseau d'appui general parmi les femmes francophones de Calgary.
(Forming a general support network among Calgary francop h on e wo me n . )
Rassembler un grand nombre de femmes dont l'experience professionnelle ou l'experience sociale, politique et personnelle peuvent servir de ressources a celles qui ont besoin
d'etre mieux informees.
(Gathering together a large number of women whose professional, social, political or personal experiences can serve
as resources to those women who need to become better
informed.)
Echanger de l'information utile et necessaire pour vaincre
notre isolement professionnel ou social.
(Exchanging useful and necessary information in order to
overcome our professional and social isolation.)
Tacher de nous renseigner sur toutes les questions importantes concernant les femmes afin de devenir des membres
plus informees et plus responsables de la societe des
femmes.
(Striving to become informed about all questions of importance concerning women in order to become more informed and
more responsible members of the society of women.)

as women for women.

In 1979, the economic boom was strongly noticeable.

Many francophone women came to Alberta from the Eastern provinces, alone
or with their husbands and families.
isolation.

These women often experienced

Many had difficulty with the English language and with the

English-dominated environment.

They missed their families and rela-

tives, or other familiar networks they had at home.
lem was specifically serious
francophones into that city.
not exist.
tions to

10

A stable social base for francophones did

People came and went and there were no francophone organiza-

JOln.

The women, especially the homemakers, were ready to re-

spond to organizing efforts.
Sylvia and Frani;oise had initially envisaged a network by means of

Frani;oise Sigur.

concrete, for example,

10

contact with francophone women,

that that desire was shared by others.

it was likely

The first step towards the form-

ing of a network was made when Sylvia and Frani;oise met each other.
Talking about forming a support network began in 1979.

The isolation prob-

Calgary because of the large influx of

which women could exchange mutual support.

they felt a need to be

n form-

They were interested in starting something

Organizing the Res ea u started with the energies of Sylvia Cs orb a and
Both francophones, born in Europe, they sensed that if

1

10

This, they felt, could be

the form of exchanging child care.

They also

realized that the network concept could not be imposed by a few but had
to get started from a broader base.

The nature of the network would

emerge in accordance with the ideas and needs of the membership.

Following is the

account of the "genesis" of a network, and of its struggle in defining
the group and its directions.

A questionnaire was designed and distributed among francophone
women.

Ba£~_Eou~~:

1979,

When Sylvia came to Calgary, she felt isolated, both professionally
and socially.

She wanted to relieve that

isolation by getting to know

felt

Those who responded were invited to a meeting.
a group of about sixteen women met.

that

response.

this

was

But now,

a small number.
in retrospect,

In the Fall of

Sylvia and Frani;oise,

They had hoped
they feel

that,

for

a

then,
l a r g er

for an initial
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work be formed,

r es pons e , that number was actually quit e high.
It

soon became apparent

and Fran i;o is e .
that r o le.

that

l e adership was expected

They resisted this call,

Sylvia

feeling they were not ready for

As they put it: "We didn't know enough about organ1z1ng to

know that there had to be leaders.
leader."

from

We thought everybody could be a

They st i 11 feel that everybody can be a leader but now also

realize that not everyone has the energy or confidence.

Much later,

they decided to assume leadership, primarily because it was obvious that

in the field of education.

member of Action Education Femmes (AEF) based

in Ottawa,

the AEF's regional representative in early 1982.

while connection.

Sylvia,

a

was contacted

A meeting resulted

Action Education Femmes appeared to be a worth-

A number of the Calgary women were involved with some

form of education and the association with AEF seemed to be a suitable
fit.

Some wom en we r e a 1 re a d y me mbe r s •

financial

These women, called "multiplicatrices" or

"intervenantes", were viewed as occupying key roles in the process of
disseminating knowledge and information among the community o f Alberta
francophone women.
be

According to this model,

in close touch with each other,

the

the "intervenantes" would

forming a bank of resource women in

field of education.
But the women who came to the meeting with the AEF representative

An external factor triggered some very specific action.

1n the Spring of 1982.

and with a focus

on attracting as members women who were already in some leadership rol e

nothing was happening without it.

by

geared to educating francophone women,

Th e re wa s a l s o a po t en t i a l

and moral support and assistance with respect

fo r

to organ1z1ng.

did not, on the whole, meet the criteria of the AEF model.
educators.

Not all were

Moreover, the group was sti 11 in the process of identifying

what it was they wanted.

The idea of limiting the focus to education

did not appeal to the majority.

felt intimidated.

It was too specific for some.

Others

No decision was taken on whether or not to join AEF.

Ho w e v e r , s o me ho w i n t he p r o c e s s i t w a s a g r e e d th a t t h e Res e a u w om en
would hold a province-wide meeting in order to build a provincial network.

I t seemed th a t AE F, from i t s p e rs p e c t i v e , h ad g i v en the Res ea u

Joining AEF was seriously considered as a possible strategy for getting

the mandate to build the Alberta provincial AEF network.

Alberta women organized.

o f v i e w o f th e Res e a u , i t w a s s t i l l n e c e s s a r y t o c on t i nu e d i s c u s s i o n s

Meanwhile, Frani;oise explored the Federation des Femmes Canadiennes Frani;aises.
the

She participated in a conference and learned

isolation problem was

country.

that

of the group.
The Rffieau, having to deal with the AEF proposal, mailed out about

The Res ea u women saw that the in vi tat ion to join AE F m i g ht have
a greater potential for success as it

300 questionnaires throughout

the province,

asking for

feedback on the

proposal and information about what the women saw as needed in the prov-

ship in order to get action started.

provided a more

for organizing than would a general support network.
with networks.

through monthly meetings in order to pin down the philosophy and purpose

similar to that of Calgary all over the

She also became convinced that somebody had to assume leader-

From the point

specific channel
AEF,

too,

worked

The model proposed by AEF was that a province-wide net-

ince.

Again,

the majority indicated

of which education was but one form.

that

they wanted general support,

Most of the responses to the ques-

tionnaire came from Calgary women.
Around this time,

some difficulties arose with respect to leader-
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ship.

Due to the negotiations with AEF, the regional AEF representative

had more or less become the established leader.

Friction between her

and the Calgary group occurred when the group refused to follow the
route the AEF representative had in mind.
misunderstandings and
meet.

Despite tension,

lack of visible progress,

frustration,

the group continued to

One piece of concrete action which was taken during that time was

the application for funding from the Department of the Secretary of
State.

The grant was approved in the Fall of 1982.

This success and

the now confirmed prospect of working towards a Rencontre (Meeting,

the beginning of the formation of a

province-wide educational network.

But the Res ea u , w i thou t

a real

philosophy and concrete aims but with a handsome bank account due to the
grant,

began to view the Rencontre as a useful strategy for determining

what Alberta francophone women wanted and as a means towards determining

The immediate task in front of the women was to organize the RenIt was decided not to follow the plans proposed by AEF and not

to use AEF's name but rather to turn the Rencontre into a deliberate
strategy for organizing the Reseau in its own right.

AEF agreed to

this move, a contributing factor being that this organization had, meanwhile, decided not to expand nation-wide and to confine its role to that
of supporting women organizing in the provinces according to their own
decisions.

Cu r re n t l y,

lives and in their community, and about the status of francophone women
specifically and of women in general.
be a twofold structure:

It was decided that

there would

regular informative meetings would be held for

interested women, and the Reseau would be established formally as a
collection of names and addresses of women for networking purposes, with
in fo rm a t i on ab o u t th e i r s k i 11 s , re source s , and in t ere s ts .
As a result of this meeting, Sylvia and Franc;oise prepared a broIn January of 1983, another

meeting was held.

Only three women showed who had not been at the

November meeting.

Sylvia and Franc;oise by then had assumed informal

leadership roles,

acting as Secretary,

bookkeeping respectively.
brochure.

and looking after publicity and

They chaired the meeting and presented the

The three other women, for reasons unknown, withheld coopera-

tion and an attempt to determine and articulate the purpose of the

the nature of the Reseau.

contre.

more informed about their role and potential as women in their personal

chure based on the November discussions.

Gathering) brought AEF and the Reseau women closer together.
AEF saw the Rencontre as

should have an educational component which would aid them in becoming

the Res ea u a n d AEF s t a y i n t ouch.

The Ac t i on

Newsletter, as well as the current AEF Alberta representative, have

m~eting

failed.

After this temporary delay,
closely with two other women.
organizational functions.

Sylvia and Franc;oise continued to work
The four women shared leadership and

They committed themselves to finalizing the

brochure, to settling on a name, structure, objectives, and criteria for
membership, to organizing monthly meetings with speakers and films, and
to organizing the Rencontre.
By the March meeting, the brochure was drafted.
izers state, from then on everything ran smoothly.
creasiogly became known and gained in popularity.

proven to be useful resources to the Reseau.
In November of 1982, a decisive meeting was held.
ent agreed that regular meetings were wanted.

seau during that

The women pres-

They agreed that meetings

R~

content,

And, as the organThe Res ea u i n With respect to

the organizers asked for and received suggestions from others

but felt that the range of ideas was too diverse and that focus would be
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lost.

They continued to make decisions on content for meetings and have

question was not resolved but political positions were taken anyway and

organized presentations on such topics as law, computers, education, and

members regularly resigned.

drugs.

the members h i p le ft over the q u e st ion of abort i on.

Interestingly,

members

felt

strongly

that

the

network

should not

become a forum for "talking about ourselves and our problems."
preferred presentations and events.
pated this.

Sylvia and

Fran~oise

They

had antici-

They believe in the importance of women talking to each

apart .

The biggest "explosion" occurred when half

Based on this information,

the Calgary

The net work broke

R~eau

as a network they would not take political positions.
there should be room for everyone ln the network.

resolved that
They feel that

Members may not agree

with each other, but no woman should be kept away because of any politi-

other, about themselves, and about their problems, as well as in provid-

cal direction set by the group.

ing information.

ln one way or another, as individuals talk with each other,

as stimuli

They were confident that the presentations would serve

for interpersonal support and consciousness-raising, some-

thing which, indeed, has happened.
many members have felt less alone.

suggestion that a session on marriage contracts

present.

be held,

with husbands

Members felt that by meeting in a group and having an outsider

talk about marriage contracts, the husbands might be able to hear and

The

was

planned asking

for

suggestions,

in order

to

late October.

the Reseau decided to schedule

the Rencontre

for

The summer was spent on preparations for the Rencontre

and on continued talking about networking.

identifies more

with

the

There were discussions with

will be educated,

non-political

and not

anglophone

The question of loss of membership is already

real enough as the Alberta economy decreases ln attractiveness and a

number of members have returned to Quebec.

Cur re n t l y , t he Res e au

counts about 45 members.
The Rencontre took place ln October 1983.

It was well-attended and

participants not only learned but also contributed to the directionsetting which was a planned component of the Rencontre.

ensure that the Rffieau continues to meet the needs of its members.
In May 1983,

Reseau

Calgary Women's Network.

understand what their individual spouses have been trying to tell them.
Another questionnaire

it is felt,

because the organization has certain implied criteria for membership.

As a result of "sharing stories",
One significant outcome was a strong

Members,

Some major out-

comes were the clarification of the relationship between the Reseau
and

the FaHration des Femmes Canadiennes

Fran~aises,

and confirmation

of an earlier sense that this was a Calgary-based network

instead of a

the anglophone Calgary Women's Network and with the Reseau from St.

province-wide one, although women from other parts of Alberta have taken

Boniface, Manitoba.

out membership.

From these exchanges, the Calgary Reseau moved

including Reseau articles in provincial publications and they look

towards more clarity on what they did not want to be.
St. Boniface had originally been a network of professional women,
many of whom had st r on g po 1 i t i ca 1 opinions.

The non-Calgary members are particularly interested in

There was a 1 a r g e force

f o r w a r d t o a f u t u r e Re n c o n t r e •

I n t h i s ma n n e r , t h e R es e a u h a s b e c o me

part of an extended network beyond Calgary.

which wanted the network to be a powerful pressure group and others who

the Rencontre provided its organizers and

did not

encouragement to continue.

think that this was an appropriate role for a network.

The

Perhaps most

importantly,

the Calgary membership with
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Sylvia and Frant;oise are no t

ln a hurry.

They see tim e to develop

women's organizat i ons but most are anglophone which inhibits many of the

and sort out opt i o n s as a strategy and t oo l t owards a n effective net-

francophone women.

work.

in Eng li sh.

Right n ow , th ey say, th ey don't kn ow exactly what lS wanted ln

th e longer run,

nor does anyone else.

Th ey emphasize th e importance of

starting with the expe rienc e of th e women .
wome n is

Currently, a large number of

interested in having a fashi o n show,

fashion show is be in g o rganiz ed .

and co nsequentl y,

a

Sylvia and Fran t;oise agree that before

th e n e tw ork decides o n a parti c ular direction,

it had better e nsur e its

"rais o n d'~tre"-- a membership which wants a network.
At th e time of this interview,

th e n e twork was maintain ed and

eve nts were being organized b y three women.

These women said they

plann ed to ask the membership, at the Dec em ber 1983 meeting, to begin to
take over organizational tasks.
the current

A major r e ason for this strategy was

leaders' understanding that

lead e rship should be

shared

to

be effec tive, and that all women should have an opportunity to apply,
learn, and develop skills.

The present leaders agreed that they have

both l ear ned and gained much from their involvement in the network.
For o ne thing, they have learned more about networking.

Their ln1-

tial ex pe c tation that concrete exchanges such as child care would take
place,

has not been met as quickly as they had hoped.

Sylvia and Fran-

t;o1se,

understanding the crucial importance of personal contact in net-

working, were fully aware that this contact would not materialize if
women only had access to a list of annotated names.

The get-togethers,

t h e re fo r e , a re a v i t a l me an s t ow a rd s e s ta b l i s h i n g so c i a l c on t a c t.

E v en

women who do not participate very actively feel less isolated as they
know the network exists and they are welcome.
As Sylvia and Frant;oise say,

"What

lS happening now seems so

little, but the actual experience is significant."

There are so many

1 ish.

Most literature on women in North America i s written

Many women have tr ouble understanding presentations in Eng-

And many are not comfo rtabl e talkin g about personal concerns .

The Reseau answers the n eed

for

interaction in an easy comfo rt able

setting, while serving as "personal, moral initiation" for it s members.
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group dwindled and they began to wonder just how much work they could

l~!~~~i~~-~i!~f~~~ce~~~~~~-~~~-f~~i~!i~~~~lY~

take on.

The Social/Political Action Committee (SPAC) ls an action component
of Every Woman's Place in Edmonton.

Like many other groups,

it went

When in early 1983 pornography shown on Pay-TV sparked a nationally-coordinated organized protest by women, SPAC decided to refrain

through a few months of probing and experimenting in order to find a

from considering other issues.

manageable focus for action.

called the Committee on Pornography.

against all

It was the public outcry across Canada

forms of video-porn which caused members of SPAC to

focus

It became a single-issue committee, also

After that, SPAC's membership became more consistent.
looked seriously at strategies and methods and

squarely on organizing against pornography.

Members

found public education to

be the most attractive and suitable strategy for the group.
~~£~g~~~~~:

In late 1982, a meeting was organized at Every Woman's Place in
Edmonton to look into the possibility of starting a local women's group
which would take action on ISsues

10

the Edmonton area.

The city coun-

.Q~g~~i~i~g:

One project which was considered for a while but eventually not
carried out was

the neighbourhood project.

ted many single-issue groups but none was geared to taking up issues

and organizing for action

defined by locality.

women across the city

The initiative was taken by Mair Smith,

a member

potential.

of the Alberta Status of Women Action Committee (ASWAC).
ASWAC, as a provincial organization with its office ln Edmonton,
was repeatedly approached by individuals and the media to respond to
local issues.

A local group would be ln a much better position and

could take local issues much farther than ASWAC.
ing discussed

The women at the meet-

the creation of an Edmonton political action group.

The

Social/Political Action Committee of Every Woman's Place resulted.
SPAC started out with about twelve members.

For a while, the women

talked about a variety of issues of concern to women,
directions to take.

and possible

Then, as a result of the fire-bombings of Red Hot

in

the neighbourhoods,

fighting

pornography.

The model

designed had

the respective neighbourhoods would be invited to

attend two meetings organized by SPAC.
would be shown,

SPAC wanted to involve

followed by a discussion.

At the first meeting, a film
People would be encouraged to

spend the next two weeks assessing their area.

This would

be

followed

by a second meeting at which women could report on the evidence of pornography they had found.

The time would be spent on organizing: what

could be done about pornography in the neighbourhood, how could the
group stay together?

But the idea had to be shelved.

project for the small core group.

It

was too big a

The women realized that they had set

out "to do everything" but could not.

They also realized that

the

model, derived from a project conducted tn Grande Prairie by the Porno-

Video outlets in Vancouver, pornography became a major topic.
Still, the group talked about other issues as well.

Women

10

10

Combining public education

There were

plenty of ideas but the number of women who formed the regular core

graphy Action Committee,
city the size of Edmonton.

was more feasible in a smaller town than in a
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It became clear to members that a broader base was needed with as
many people as possible acting.
Pay-TV national protest,

As a result of the Playboy-First Choice

there was a heightened public awareness.

SPAC

ity of a project becoming more structured at a later date.

tinues to work on expanding membership in order to take on more work.
Insufficient people, time, and funds so far have prevented the group

wanted to capitalize on what was already in people's minds and encourage

from implementing the bigger plans.

people to talk and think more about the issue, preferably "from a femin-

down these plans to manageable actions.

ist perspective as opposed to a Moral Majority approach."

tions, SPAC is not alone.

that grassroots action was key,

SPAC felt

and that the group could play a role in

SPAC con-

Instead, SPAC has had to narrow
In having to face such limita-

The group has received many calls from outraged women who are

that kind of public organizing by raising awareness through public edu-

shocked and hurt by pornography and ask what

cation

These women are invited to meetings but generally don't show.

and showing people methods

for

forcing pornography out of their

come but don't return.

communities.

they can do about

it.

Others

Frances and Christine speculated on reasons

for

why more people are not taking action outside from their own lives.

The

Bureau with women to speak to people in neighbourhoods was put on hold.

reasons for this lack of a more political

One

Again, it was too much to handle in a small group.

possibility is that people are not aware of how wide-spread and blatant

A few other methods were considered in this context.

considered

investigating their own neighbourhoods

A Speakers

SPAC members also

to gather documenta-

involvement are unclear.

the existence of pornography is in Edmonton.

Another is that it is a

tion on pornography, and wanted to talk to the merchants and distri-

big leap from seeing something one is angry about to actually getting

butors in order to discover the sources of the material, links in the

actively involved in doing something about

chain

that organized action as carried out by SPAC does not meet the immediate

from producer to consumer, and so on.

They went out a few times

it.

And yet another may be

but soon decided that they were already informed and did not need to

needs of the women who contact the group.

educate themselves.

known fact that feminists have to address a multitude of issues and can-

In particular, they did not want to inflict any

more horror upon themselves than they already got without seeking it
OU

Finally,

there is

the well-

not be active on all fronts at once.
Despite the small size of the group, SPAC has been able to accom-

t.

One member made some interesting discoveries about the process of

plish much during its short existence.

Research is on-going and in-

distribution of porn, and about Canadian people behind the industry.

creases members' own understanding, provides an increasing source of

SPAC sees it as a possible strategy to use such information publicly.

information for public education, and aids in the local lobbying initia-

However,

tive recently instigated.

for the moment, data are not sufficient and research continues.

From some formal perspective, all of these projects are on hold.
In another sense,

they are on-going in other

s t r u c t u r e d a s pr o j e c t s ,

forms.

Without being

w or k i s d one w h i c h c o n t r i bu t e s t o th e po s s i b i l -

SPAC has initiated links with various groups

involvE;?d in fighting pornography.

Information exchange through "the

network" has given SPAC access to data and experiences which can help
save time in local actions or spark off new strategies and

approaches.
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Some community research is also conducted.

federal l egis lati o n and b ega n to collect

SPAC has been particularly successful in becoming known in Edmonton
as

well as e lsewhere through

its informativ e and hard-hitting pamphlet

"Pornography: Entertainment or Abuse?"
sent

to women's organizations and

This pamphlet has primarily been

their members.

Initial distribution

in various Canadian c iti es .

municipal by-laws

in opera tion

Having analyzed th ese by-laws, they con-

cluded that most, if not all, failed to go far enough.

Specifically,

the regulations concerned sexually explicit mat e rials and fail ed to
addr ess violence.

Vancouver b y -laws are a case in point.

They deal

was deliberately limited to these groups as SPAC did not want to be

with "sexually-oriented products".

flood e d with demands they could not meet.

could backfire and be used against any material or group when conven-

exaggerated.

This expectation was not

For example, one pamphlet was sent to the Alberta Teachers

Association.

It was publicized in the ATA Newslett e r with the result

ient.

Mo reover, they don't "cover the mark" at all as they do not ad-

dress the issues of violence and exploitation.

that SPAC has been inundated with requests for copies of the pamphlet
from

schools

all over Alberta,

In some of the letters,

and even from elsewhere in the country.

teachers

graphy in their classes.

noted

that

they are addressing porno-

The pamphlet was essentially designed as a

SPAC fears that by-laws of this kind

Because of its research into existing by-laws, SPAC has been vitally aware of the necessity of designing strategies for lobbying which are
well-thought-out.

Initially, lobbying was not a strategy for change

SPAC had seriously considered.

However, when the Federation of Canadian

hand-out, providing a clear feminist perspective on the issue, and to be

Municipalities passed a resolution in June of 1983 to ask the federal

used as a tool in workshops.

government to provide a definition of the

for people to take home.

It is also made available at public forums

It suggests several strategies individuals and

organizations can apply to change attitudes,

to get pornography removed

from public outlets, and to get legislative and policy changes.
The
sectors.

public education campaign has

interest

from several

SPAC members have spoken on radio, to University classes, ser-

vice agencies,
conferences.
SPAC and

met with

that

in January of 1984.

Maude Barlow,

Canadian Coalition Against Media Pornography,
crowd of about 300 people.

president of the

spoke to an over-capacity

Some new members joined SPAC as a result.

When the group first began to focus on

pornography,

members real-

ized that they had to become informed about the various pieces of legislation of relevance to pornography.

They familiarized themselves with

SPAC got interested.

in

th e

This was a resolution which showed

the Federation was concentrating on abuse of women and on the

effect pornography has on society.
City of Edmonton had voted.

SPAC became curious about how the

The group decided to contact the Mayor, new

to the office after Alberta's municipal elections in October 1983.

a women's group of a political party, and at women's

A major piece of public education was a forum organized by

held

Criminal Code,

t e rm "obscenit y" used

In the letter, SPAC has asked for a meeting with the mayor.
want

to know the City's posit ion on the

action the City is prepared to take.

issue of pornography,

tions.

However,

and what

SPAC is interested in taking the

initiative by stressing to the City that there
viding information.

They

is a problem and by pro-

the group does not want

to provide

solu-

For one thing, SPAC does not have the massive resources to which

the City has access.

Moreover, SPAC is not

interested in wasting energy

on convincing the City of something City Hall

is already aware of.
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Essentially, SPAC-s position is: "The City has access to resources and

individual women choose for themselves whether or not

research data,

gage in direct action,

and to nation-wide examples.

The City can

find

out and

they wish to en-

individually or as an organized group.

The forms

enact something. If they really want to they can do it and they don't

most used in Edmonton at this time have not reached the level of the

need our help."

Vancouver

SPAC's work towards change at the provincial and national levels
tends to be more indirect.

At both levels, SPAC works with and supports

organizations which have direct access to high-level bureaucrats,
and MPs, and Cabinet Ministers.
tation at

the Hearings of the

and Pros t i t u t ion,

spray-painting and

fairly common practice in the city.

stickering are a

SPAC believes that there is room

and need for any kind of strategy to fight porn.
Regardless of the strategy used by organized groups or individuals,

In January of 1984, SPAC made a presen-

SPAC is acutely aware of the need for information exchange, including

federal Special Committee on Pornography

a d i rec t cont a c t w i th the f e de r al

le v e l s pe a k i n g a s a

information on pending actions.

Even if a group does not participate

directly in another group's action,

there

is "fall-out" from

every

action and groups need to be prepared to face repercussions or capital-

Frances and Christine are cynical about the "old ways" of lobbying
Wom e n ,

t he y s a y ,

a r e e x p e c t e d t o c on v i n c e l e g i s l at o r s a n d

policy-makers of the need for change by providing information and by
showing that there is support for the requested change,
means of petitions.

But the two women do not want

for example,

by

to have to convince

anyone of the insidiousness and violence of pornography.

They stress

that many studies have already shown the links between pornography and
violence against women.

They maintain that

policy-makers should accept

the fact that "our environment affects the way we think."

Those who can

influence or effect policies and legislation "know what porn 1s, what it
means,

However,

MLAs

local group.

for change.

fire- bombings.

what it does.

If

.!.~

want to do something on an issue,

not going to go around with petitions or consult.
ahead and do it.

they're

They're going to go

If they don't want to do something, they make you run

through the hoops."
With respect to civil disobedience and direct action, a form of
strategy not unknown around the issue of porn, SPAC states that it 1s
not a formally adopted strategy of the group.

SPAC's position is that

ize on the situation.

Moreover, SPAC believes in working together in

order to learn from other experiences so that time and energy can be
saved and no group has to learn everything individually.

l l7

L.
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the process of what resulted in the formation of the Women's Disarmament
Campaign.
The Women's Disarmament Campaign (WDC)

is based in Edmonton.

of woes pamphlets describes the group as "women of all ages,

One

and from

different walks of life who have come together to oppose the build-up of
nuclear arms in the world."

woe is:

campaigning to educate women who, for whatever reason, have
not been involved before in this issue, to provide a forum
for them to express their fears about the future, and to provide a platform for action whereby they can demonstrate their
frustrations.
.We as women must assume an assertive role in
the disarmament issue, rather than the conciliatory role in
peace-making that has been the hallmark of women's peace
groups in the past.

The women had

in common their concern with issues of peace

and disarmament, and, to a large extent,
other peace groups.

frustrating experiences in

Their purpose for gathering, states a WDC pamphlet,

was:
to educate ourselves about the way these issues directly relate to our lives as women. We also wanted to work at a
grass-roots level to inform others about the proliferation of
nuclear arms.
In particular, we wanted to come to an understanding of the violence that militaristic thinking condones
and perpetuates, and to work toward achieving a world where
violence is not a prevailing force. We recognize that the
arms buildup is closely linked to other forms of violence in
our societies: pornography, racism, sexism and third world
oppression are all issues which we must confront as we seek
to establish peace.

woe plans activities in these areas:
Many of the women in WDC share the common past experience of having
~~~£~.ig~i~:

to go into public places, or where invited, to
inform and educate women on the implications of the nuclear
threat, in their p~esent lives and for the future, and to
demonstrate the links between nuclear weapons and poverty in
t h e t h i rd wo r 1d .
Ac!i~~: to provide a forum for women to express their opinions
and to provide a platform for appropriate collective action.

worked in mixed peace or disarmament groups.

Others are still involved

with mixed groups but find that woe meets their specific needs as women.
Yet others have
mixed groups.

joined WOC directly without

a previous

involvement

in

Women have left mixed groups primarily because of the

woes work on introducing itself to the Edmonton women's community
hierarchy they saw operating,

whether this was explicitly embedded

in

and the general public has been extensive compared to its relatively
the structure or hidden behind talk about equality, socialism, and conshort history.

The group has produced literature and other materials,
sensus models.

organized actions and events.

To them, hierarchies were alienating regardless of

The group acts as a support to members
whether they resulted

and others in dealing with fears about the future.

from personalities or politics.

tration was their perception that
ament is understood and applied in broad terms,

A further

frus-

The issue of disarmthese groups accomplished little be-

with recognition of the
cause power was located at the top, and while participation by members

links to other kinds of violence.
was encouraged in words, it was rejected in practice.

Membership

in

WOC

The group has no male members but "men will be welcome to particiconsists of women who have been alienated by other groups and seek an
pate in some of our actions."
alternative, women who are attracted by the fact that woe is active,
women who are feminists, or any combination of these motivations.
One woman in particular was the driving force behind the formation
In the Spring of 1983, a group of women came together, beginning
of WOC.

The reason for organizing as women only was not clearly articu-
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lated at that time, but it "seemed to make more sense."

One thing of

will be described later, and in how meetings are run.

which the women were acutely aware was that ln mixed groups men did most

meetings

of the talking.

down what she has contracted to do.

Still, a number of women involved in forming WOC were

also active in trying to organize a new mixed group.

This was seen as a

is

rotated.

tion of tasks,

positive alternative to existing mixed groups as a number of "good,

ensuring that

active" men were also involved.

ordination,

This group never got off the ground.

Too many people were busy elsewhere and, while supportive, did not want
to make the new organization a priority.

tween WOC and the mixed groups with which they are familiar.

movement.

The atmos-

woe, in contrast to other groups,

is not only small and friendly, but also very active.
tened to and they talk.

Women are lis-

One of the topics permeating WOC ls the women's

Members discovered that feminists already have a good analy-

sis of hierarchies and domination, factors "very important to understand
when working in the peace movement."

longer

taken.

There is some

Rather,

each notes

informal co- o rdina-

with members spontaneously assuming the function of

people remember

recognizing at

woe prefers that to formal co-

things.

the same time that it can be

inefficient if

more than one person decides to co-ordinate.
The group places a strong emphasis on how members work together.

Regina, Liz, and Joan are clear in describing the differences be-

phere, for one thing, lS different.

Minutes are no

"Running" the

In the mixed groups, there was

Consensus decision-making is seen as

vitally important.

The method

is

not yet perfect but there is a continuous striving towards the inclusion
While WOC rejects the traditional structural forms

of all members.

"running an organization",

a certain structure has evolved,

work and nature of the group.

of

based on the

The most important goal is to keep things

flowing while using time efficiently.

There may be someone who keeps a

check on this process, but the actual person doing this may rotate.
Currently, the group lS facing a concern with its size.

Having

little or no discussion about the contradictions with which people live.

started out with some four or five regular members, this core has ex-

But feminists are "further ahead in thinking about linking not only

panded

their ends but also their means."

Woman's Place,

fered

useful

methods.

to

The meetings,

held weekly at Edmonton's Every

are getting larger and count close

to twenty women.

traditional organizational structures and

There is some concern about the group getting too large to get things

woe mentions specifically leaderless groups, working in affin-

done as many women have a need to spend some time talking about their

ity groups,

alternatives

In addition, feminist thinking of-

to about a dozen.

and consensus decision-making.

non-hierarchical

groups

not

For the women,

only was more satisfying but

working in

it also made

greater political sense.
WDC has rejected

feelings and experiences during meetings.
getting crowded.
themselves.

formal

leadership.

Rather,

the group has agreed

And individual women are not "getting enough" for

woe wants a big membership.

strategy considered is to form,

ready to take on, are interested in, or have time and energy for .

functions.

is reflected,

for example,

in how action occurs and is organized,

which

They are currently discussing

ways of accommodating action and tasks as well as individual needs.

on a fundamental belief that members can and wi 11 do what they feel
This

The meeting place is also

One

for example, action and educational

Rather than these "groups" being composed of more or less

continuous membership,

WDC members would move in and out,

depending on

l 2J
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In this way,

th e ir int e rests.

work would get done and no individual or

woe

group of me mbers would monopolize a certain area.

feels that about

six to seven peopl e in a group constitute an effective number for plan-

come from a vari e t y of e ducational,
me mb e r

A relat e d concept

is that of affinity groups.

These groups do not

The advantages of affinity and

have to be static either.

interest

and work backgrounds .

WDC frequently s t a t es "w e a r e n o n-hi e rar ch i ca l" say Reg in a , L i z ,
Nev e rth e l ess th e group has a l o n g way t o go .

total absence o f hi e rarchy.
matur e as a g roup.

Th e r e is not a

"As we matur e as individual s , we' ll a l so

E3ch takin g r es p o n s ibilit y, that's what non-hier-

groups are that many more ideas can be implemented, that individual edu-

archy is about.

cation and support can be better achieved in smaller groups, and that it

at diff e r e nt levels."

is easier to introduce new members.

methods form the basis for WDC 's ex ternal strategies and action.

While not all members have to be
in which they are not

involved

interested or don't want to participate,

woe

still

They have talked

ab o u t h av i n g a f f i n i t y an d i n t e r e s t g r ou p me et i n gs on e we e k a n d a t o t a l
the second week.

And allowing for growth and cha n ge and for p eo pl e t o be
This philosophy and e nsuin g internal o rgani z ing

discussing something

in

sees the need for meeting as a total group as well.

group meeting

Each

i s vi e wed as having much t o con trib u t e .

and J oa n.

ning and action.

soc i al ,

The consensus model

would continue

to

Q~g~~i~i.~g:

WDC very specifically wants
ganizing,

both

to experiment with new me th ods of o r-

internally and externally.

become a narrow-focus group.

The way

They reject

woe

sees

it

any pressure

to

is that "it's not th e

operate and would be easier in the smaller groups than in large meet-

end of the world if the testing of Cruise missiles goes ahead."

in gs.

wants broader horizons, believing that "br o ad e r aims k ee p you going."
The non-hierarchical structure of WDC is perhaps its most striking

feature.

It h a s

ternal action.
high

a l so bee n i de n t i f i e d a s a f u n d a me n t a 1 st r a t e g y fo r ex Because of it, much more has been possible,

including a

level of members' involvement compared with other groups.

not without internal dissension and conflict.
negative.

But this

These dynamics are expected and accepted.

bate are encouraged.

Most

that approach has been

frequently,

woe

positive and effective.

is not viewed as

Discussion and de-

The

feminist

issue,

in

It would become a

they have stated the strong,

ideal objective of disarmam e nt,

even if they may never achieve it in their life-time,

rather than a

watered-down position such as "de-escalation" of the arms race and arms
build-up.

And they state that when a group assumes a broad view,

it has

to look closely at both the goal it wants to achieve and at the means by
which it is trying to achieve its goal.

woe

has focused much of its work on studying the links between dis-

armament,

feminism,

violence

in general

and violence against women

particular, Third World oppression, capitalism, and so on.

in

Members

expected all women in the group to be feminists

speak to a diversity of groups and, by being able to establish links,

Real efforts are made to live up to the

are often successful in showing others that their particular concern is

and to have the same views.
position that

is

conflicts are voiced and so far,

particular, has potential for becoming divisive.
political issue if

woe

Therefore,

WDC

there has to be room

for different

viewpoints.

Members

shared by

woe.

A narrow focus,

says WDC,

does not make for

a good

l .'.S
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u n d e r s t a n d i n g o [ iv h a t

pf' a c '='

a band-aid 3pproach.

As

i c; •

[t can also l ead to cont radi ct i o ns and

an t'xam pl e o f an

action

move towards disarmament but which

\v

i t h i n t he b r tJ .:id e r common co n t

ex

t.

woe

is s tructur ed in

f rom a con-

such a way that i t c ·1 n c a pi t 3 l i z c' o n t h c e n e rgy o f i ts me mbe r s who d ,)

getting government to

not have t o deal with the r ed tape and d e l ays of some formal approv;Jl

r ec:u lting

tradicti o n th ey offer marches which are aimed at

d i f fer e n c es

frequently have a militaristic fla-

pr ocess .

Flexibility, scope and speed of r espo ns e are all e nhan ced .

Action g r oups trv t o make a point o f gathering af t er actions in

vo1ir.
\.JOC's

broader

view

of peace essentially co mes d o wn

people t o have co ntr o l over th e ir ow n 1 iv es .

t o e mpow e ring

And when peac e

ts seen

strate~ies

o rd e r t o e valu ate
tant c rit er i on

and process of an action.

The most

i s how participants f ee l about the acti on ,

in

i mpo r -

co ntrast t o

from that perspective, anyone, by definition, must l oo k critically at

a se t

government, asking questions such as: "Are we living in a democratic

sure t o which mPmbers may not be used, ga th e rings als o happ e n before

ls th e e l ec t o ral system r ea lly d e mocratic ?

system?
ing?

Can we work

in

hierarchical g r ou ps ?

Is it r ea lly work-

woe

In the Fall of 1983, WOC started ou t on a long-t e rm planning pro-

expe ri e nc e

turn ed

Women came ou t

The

into one of frustration and a sense of pow e rlessness.

of meetings

feelin~

actions t o

Are th ese the final goals?"

cess , with the intent to se t action goals for a year in advance.

burdened

wi th

r es ponsibilities and

wo rr y ing about whethe r every thing was goi ng t o happen as planned.

Fin-

this

that was

selves."
the

planned.

There was agreement o n "being easier on our-

Th e r es ult was that short term action goals were set within

long-term objective of disarmament.

This enabled WDC to

focus

action instead of on planning abstract and hard-to-achieve goals.
also

removed

further

superfluous administrative and organizational matters.

advantage was an

increased

ability to

respond to

issues

both the team and individuals.

area,

strategies have been diverse.
around

The g r o up

Hiro sh ima Day,

Two lar ge projec t s were undertaken.
six-part educationa l

In th e late Fall of 19 83 , a

f i Lm se ri es was run, aimed especia lly at women who

cou ld not easily come to even ing meeti n gs .

ject,

Other members do not necessarily
To date, however, such

actions hav e not met with opposition as members allow for room and

and

wer e on a Canad i an tour.

It

Frequently, spontaneous actions on short notice result from the

T-shirt s ,

Edm on ton of two women from the Greenham Common Peace Camp in Eng land who

th e morning and free chi ld care was provided.

which

But within

sponsored a march,

had b ook lets,

on

A

inv o lve publi c ex p o -

actions have prima ril y focused o n public e du ca ti on .

The sessions were held in
It was a successfu l pro-

well-att ended and with intense discussions.

ready supportive,

Most women were al-

but t hey had not had the oppo rtunity t o meet with

other wome n t o talk about their concerns and fears.
A concert,

agr ee with th e action or want to participate.

Since some actions

buttons produced, and sponso r ed several seminars as well as the visit to

arose unexpectedly.

initiative of one o r more me mbers.

stren~then

orga niz ed activities

ally, someone named th e si tuati o n, pointing ou t that the g roup could not
do all

of "objec ti ve " cr it er ia.

featuring Connie Kaldor and Heather Bishop,

ized for Remembranc e Day.

The intent, initially, was to organize an

event w\lich was joyful and positive.
bers having gone
fact

that many

was organ-

Moreover, WDC, with its many mem-

through mixed peace groups,

was only too aware of the

feminists had not become involved

rn

peace work because
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mixed

peace groups and

feminists

tend not

to be compatible.

Street theatre is not a strategy which appeals to many members.

The group

It

wanted to organize an event to which feminists would want to come, in

can be risky,

order to build stronger links.

Still, those members who want to continue are already planning more

As

it turned out,

the concert was also a financial success.

raising had been a peripheral goal,
fu 1.

Fund-

Further consideration is given to building up a bail fund to

in

street theatre.

woe sees

to get that across to people."

issue is ludicrous.

On December 12,

1983,

women sang peace songs in the huge West Edmonton Mall,

of

You have

about a dozen
on

the occasion

the anniversary of the s1gn1ng of the NATO agreement to test Cruise

and Pershing missiles.

They reasoned that they should go "where the

people were" but in doing so, they were not heard.

Their voices were

drowned in the noise and dissipated down the halls.
tract

They did not at-

much attention but they were not thrown out either.

retrospect

that location and

woe felt in

timing worked against effectiveness of the

Another piece of street

theatre was produced around Christmas time

with four actors protesting the sale of military toys.

The scene of the

action was downtown Edmonton.

One woman was dressed up as a Cruise mis-

sile,

and there

two were Santa Clauses,

The action had been
not ice.

was one--male--Christmas tree.

spontaneous and costumes had been sewn up on short

Outside it was bitterly cold but shoppers appeared to be recep-

tive and accepted pamphlets.
was removed "nicely".

Two actors went inside a building.

One

importance

and

which may have concrete outcomes beyond educ a-

ti on.
Some discussion has taken place with respect
to other groups.

A pamphlet says:

to WDC's relationship

"We will encourage

the

formation of

other autonomous groups who wish to work for disarmament and we will coordinate and cooperate with other peace groups

resource and information sharing."
involved

in

in the areas of action,

WDC has made a decision not to get

endorsing other groups or their

members don't want

purposes,

primarily because

to spend time deciding on whose side they should be,

and because they see haggling between groups who ultimately support the
same goal of peace as a waste of time.

Their experiences in other

groups have taught them how useless it is to label or to accept
They feel

strategy.

They stress the

of symbolic action which is educational, whether legal or in the form of

this as an effective and positive strategy, particularly when it invalves humour "because the whole arms-race

that they need much more experience .

They do not see these as productive.

tics.

civi 1 disobedience,

support women who might be arrested in the future.
A number of WDC women are interested

They agree, however,

In general, WDC members tend to want to avoid confrontation tac-

but the results were more than help-

woe has ongoing expenses for film rental, production of pamphlets,

and so on.

actions.

and the public exposure often makes participants nervous.

labels.

that this stops people from seeing each other as human beings

and it stops individuals and groups from talking and working with each
other.

woe members feel that they have accomplished much since they started being active in May of 1983, especially since the summer was a quiet
ti me.

In 1984, they intend to look at their plan of action for the next

few months.

But they repeat that they do not want to get

11

b ogge d d own II

in planning and obligations as they do not want to lose their flexibility in responding to immediate issues.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
"In s t ead of asking for a pie ce o f th e pie men have had
all along, we s h ou ld be tr y in g to c r ea t e quit e another
II
pi e .
Patricia Mis c h e
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what we'r e capable of, what's manageable,

SO WHAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN?:
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

frustrated

inst e ad o f b eco min g t e rribl y

to the point of groups becoming ineffective o r defunc t be -

cause they can't handle it.
During th e sess i on s with th e g r oups interviewed, wo me n drew ge n e ral
obse rvati o n s and analyses from th e ir e xp e ri e n ces .
different groups said similar things.
p owe rful, mos t

Often, me mb e rs of

Her e is a selection of the most

On_~E~~E_anQ_l~!~E~Gr~~£~££ec!i~~~~~~

Centralizing of leadership, skills, and knowledge affects action

in

We can't just work in the workaholic male mode and get any-

thing done when we're fried out.
want to work with a smaller group of people who hav e less big

dreams,

or maybe the big dreams can be broken up into achievable sec-

tions.

And that doesn't have to be done separately from organiza-

tions, or in a new group.

It can be done within existing organiza-

tions.

the long run because others are increasingly less involved.
action, and administrative tasks with philo-

sophy, process, and feelings.

count.

I

important, and most e l oqu e ntly-phras e d statements.

I want to combine tasks,

We have to use our energy efficiently and take our humanity into ac-

I need a balance, a combination, but

There is always the question of whether to set up different,

separate

groups or whether needs can be met and accommodated within an organiWe ~~ed not split up.

not too much of either at the expense of the other.

zation in some way.

When people spend much time talking about things that aren't very real

We have to learn to link together, to get organized in advance.

to you, you don't become part of it.

In coalitions, we have to be clear on the action which can be around a

You go away, physically or in

your head.

single issue.

We consistently start out with great ideals and great goals and great

on.

plans,

We don't need to talk endlessly about what we disagree

The single issue can be solidifying.

and then we keep having to narrow things down because we can't

get the people out.
cious circle.

As we narrow down our actions, it becomes a v1-

Then we can't get the people out because our focus

doesn't appeal to enough.

Their individual needs don't get met and

·What happens around women's organizing here is typically Albertan.

We have to be very clear about what we think we can handle,

and start

We have to be precise, and try to fit in

as many interest groups into the bigger group,

rather than having

everyone work on a huge range of things or on a huge project.

We have

to be much more specific, with a little more humility with respect to

We

know we're going to lose.
·We're so short-term, in general, on the left.

they don't join.

out small rather than big.

Qn th~ Alb~rta_Enviro~~E!

it was so much work.

When we fail, we say,

We all collapse, do other things, and recuper-

ate, and swear we won't get involved again.

But we get back in.

We

try to make it palatable.
• We have to be more strategic in terms of allies.
too purist for our own good.

In some ways,

we're
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The reason that we have lost sight of creative tactics is that we've
gotten caught up

in

the male machinery,

in doing things which in the

Q~-~~~i~g-~~~~~~2-~~~!i£iE~!i~~-~i2iQl~
Withdrawing from the political system, ceasing to interact with it,

end-run are not going to be very effective as they've already been

won't make any difference because we are invisible anyway.

castrated by the power invested

We can't afford to throw the baby out with the bathwater.

threat.

in the machinery.

We're not a great

Peter Lougheed and company don't sweat very much when they

know we're on the streets.

They don't like us and they'd like to do

with electoral politics for the time being.

We're stuck

We're not going to be

able to change it by not participating in it.

away with us, but they don't lose a whole lot of sleep over us.

An electoral campaign based on women's symbolism is like a Rhino cam-

We've

paign because

forgotten that we're not a popular group.

we are a minority.

We've

forgot ten that

about
things.

Q~~~~!-~~2-~~EE~~~~-!~-~2

convince them of what they already know?

the nature of conventional

it's being run and it ridicules the

We have illusions of grandeur.

Why do we always have to show that we have support?

it exposes

Why do we have to

It's like going through an

elections

and

I don't

think

Men keep asking women to explain the issues (of violence against worn-

that

that's

I am
the

fairly

cynical

way to change

But the only way to get any input is to elect someone who be-

1 ieves what you do.

That doesn't mean I sanction the system, it's

just, what else can you do?
Letter-writing 1s still effective.

exercise we're supposed to go through.

institution.

campaigns while

The result depends on the deci-

sion-makers and what they really want to do.

But it's still feedback.

en) to them, when they are the perpetrators.
On_Ch~~gi~g_!~~-I~£!i£2

We've been sucked into the structure and there we found our niche.
We don't do a good analysis.

I'm finished with doing all that traditional stuff.

It feels like go-

We fear that we're going to have to say, our strategies don't work.

ing through the routine of being in Grade 1 when you re in Grade 12.

But then the next thing is, what will work?

I don't feel despairing, just finished with the old tactics that are

We're stunted.

not going to change the political and social scene in this province.

We just go by the book, and try to get better at that.

We're a little minority group.
fight

Because we can't win the big fight,

with each other all the time.

We're all fragmenting.

we

We don't

know very well how to find allies and how to build and maintain alli-

Let's accept that we're a very small group.
Salvador and the Sandinistas in Nicaragua.

So were the people of El
But they built ••

·We have to try to change the system and the way things are done, at

ances.
We have to sabotage the system.
guerilla outfit.

Either they've caught on to us or we can get only so many workers out.

We have to recognize that we're a

We have to do symbolic guerilla action and stop be-

lieving that we can take over.

the same time as trying to get somebody elected who is not out to get
all the media and other attention,
power,

the kind of traditional,

and who is not out only to get

conventional power.

Not power over,
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rather power with, or from.

increase, and our understandings will deepen.

These battles are about safeguarding whatever we've managed to put in

the revival of "the old ways" 2 ,

the public domain.

And on top of that, women should be paid to do

ditional values". Others who support the women's movement but run afraid

We should support women to get paid for the work we're already

of back-lash feel alienated by feminism or fear a too-close-for-comfort

that.

fighting any attempt to change the "tra-

doing, and we should do it in a way that is cost-effective.

alignment with feminism.

In guerilla warfare, you have to find the weak spot.

change, the reactions are extremely diverse.

I'm not talking about stunts.

I'm talking about simple and symbolic

Some women seek safety in

Among feminists who struggle for progressive
We find opinion leaders

such as Betty Friedan and Germaine Greer assume blame for what has hap-

gestures that come from the hearts of us and express something that is

pened to men, and lay that blame on the collective women's movement.

contrary to the way people now get elected.

the other hand,

for the media or to get attention.
in it.

We

shouldn't be doing it

We should do it because we believe

That's where we're deficient right now.

feminists

such as Barbara Ehrenreich 3 provide intelli-

gent descriptions and analyses of how we, and men,

got to where we are,

and lay the basis for intelligent changes of our strategies.
keep fighting.

It may not be possible to draw conclusive generalizations from the
smal 1 sample of groups interviewed, nor from the above comments.

On

Many of us

Others withdraw for a variety of reasons.

Among ourselves,

the big topic of the day seems to be that of

But we

whether we should continue to interact with "the system", and try to in-

can, at least, identffy some issues and patterns and we can speculate on

fluence it directly by participating in the processes set out for us; or

certain

whether to withdraw our energies, thus denying the system our validation

trends among the smaller and relatively

Alberta.

new women's groups

in

The frameworks for thinking about organizing ought to allow us

to make some sense out of the mass of information.
ganizations,

Larger women's or-

and those which have a much longer history,

none of which

of its harmful processes,

and using these energies,

instead,

to empower

other women.
The two positions,

it seems to me, are not mutually exclusive.
Maybe we never

were interviewed, may find that something, or even much, applies to

Maybe we never meant it to be an "either-or" question.

their own organizing experiences.

intended to create the trap of yet another insolvable dichotomy, and

The,

not surprisingly,

most general but also most profound conclu-

then to fall into it as well, not because we want to but because by

sion is that women's disillusionment with "the system", the established

posing the problem as an ideological dichotomy, we end up taking extreme

powers, is on the rise, everywhere and very much so in Alberta.

I would

and opposing positions.

That is the mistake made by Friedan who sets

as we find the democratic system 1 increas-

herself up in judgement.

And that is the mistake so many of us can and

venture the suggestion that,

ingly less responsive to its regular citizens and

increasingly more in

the pockets of vested interests such as the military and industrial complexes,

the

number of disaffected women--and others--will continue

to

do make to certain degrees if we don't stop and reflect.
The question of degree and kind of participation in "the system" is
perhaps more productively tackled if we view the interaction as a com-
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plex system of situations, conditions, and individual approaches and
skills, each interacti o n requiring its own description and analysis.
Take, for exa mple the issue of the threat to the entrenchment of women's
e quality rights in the Constitution.

The old, established powers at-

tempted t o subject Section 28 to the over-ride clause.

If the "Ad Hock-

e rs" had not organized to protect Section 28, women's equality would now
still be the political football it has always been, and women would be
scampering all over the nation trying to stop their governments from
applying the over-ride clause.

True enough, the only game to be played

on short notice by the Ad Hackers was the game according to the rules
set out by the establishment.

But they won, because they played it

the National Action Committee on the Status of Women (NAC)
c r ea t e d lengthy polic y agendas that are agreed t o nati onwid e as!~~ action priorities.
Feminist analysis of why some of th e major l o bbying effo rts
(ab o rtion, equal pay) hav e not bee n productive has of t en wou nd
up as self-blame.
(We didn't get enough pe opl e t o ph on e . The
pr ess rel e ases were late. This is the wr ong time o f th e yea r
for a rally.) Ther e is little conscious recognition of th e
fact that any social movement that is clearly out to reduc e
the powers of entrenched institutions is going to encounter
massive resistance. Some change may occur, to be sure, but
that change will only be in response to intolerable pr e ssur e ,
will only occur at the margins, and will be easy to undo once
the heat is off.
If nothing else,

keeping the pressure up through lobbying,

trenched powers to deal
and occupied.

with~~~

forcing en-

agendas, will keep them on their toes

There is evidence that politicians are becoming increas-

wel 1, better than perhaps had been expected, by mobilizing an unpre-

ingly sensitive to the possibility that there just may be a women 's vote

ce dented amount of support and by knowing where the weak spots in the

out there to be courted. 5

syst e m were.

Without that action, without the willingness of many women

to challenge the system directly,

without those energies being directed

at the erosion of established power,

our "inalienable" rights as "Per-

sons" would not have been recognized.
Lobbying is the strategy which in Alberta has been under the heaviest fire.

It has been criticized as being ineffectual and as validating

"male" structures and processes.
lobbying does not work.

But it is too simplistic to say that

It does, but its outcomes are related to how we

do it, and on whether we include in those outcomes successes such as expanded networks and increased knowledge.

Granted, Billings addresses the national scene.
cratic" processes,
unearth in Alberta.

Evidence of "demo-

procedures and ultimate r es ponsiveness is harder to
With a Legislature uniquely composed of 75 Tories

(with two seats for the NOP as the Official Opposition and the rema1n1ng
two seats held by Independents),

and an overwhelmingly long history of

voters' support for conservative policies,

this government has not

needed to bother to find creative ways to, at least, uphold a semblance
of democracy.
This long history also has had an impact on Alberta women.

Such an

environment has affected us in ways that, I believe, we do not yet un-

Rosemary Billings 4 writes:

derstand ouselves, nor is it understood by women who work in other prov-

More and more, therefore, lobbying (face-to-face meetings,
confrontation, letter writing, telephone and telegram blitzes,
formal presentations) has become a familiar tool of the
women's movement. Although largely unproductive in proportion to the amount of energy expended, lobbying has at least
familiarized women with the corridors of power, created networks across the country and, through organizations such as

inces or at the national level.
and lesser degrees,

But the symptoms are there.

we see women turn cynical,

our cynicism on ourselves.

We see blaming,

economy, right-wingers, ourselves.

To greater

to the point of turning

blaming of government,

the

Our disaffection and frustration are
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valid, but th ey also carry the dang e r of blinding us to the discovery of

Alberta brand of "co n su ltati o n" i s

e ffe c tiv e strategies to tackl e the obstacles on our wa y to progr ess .

c ipati on in decision-making processes.

If

cynicism ts not kept in check, the worst outcome is paralysis and increased

in-fightin g.

If channel led productiv e ly,

our anger 6 becomes a

formidable source of power on which we can draw.

To do so, we must

far

from being ou r

reasonable pa rti-

Sooner or l a t e r,

o bvi ous that th e form of o ur l o bb y in g strategies has t o c h ange if we
h o p e t o have any impa c t.

Anoth e r, very p o werful, r easo n i s that in a

po litical e nvironm e nt that d oes not t o l e rat e diss e ntin g voices ve r y

understand how our environment operates, how it operates on us, and what

we ll, man y wom e n f ea r r e taliati o n in some way o r another.

price is exacted if we cease to struggle directly with that environment.

are e mpl oye d by government,

The symptoms must not be allowed to become trends and reality.

big

Based on reading,

listening, and experience,

I cannot but conclude

it becomes

industry.

Man y of us

by government-controlled employers,

or

by

We run th e risk of becom.ing brand ed as "troubl e -mak e rs",

of facing harassm e nt o n the j o b,

o f b e ing exc luded

from career improve-

and believe that all strategies interact in unison to change our own un-

ments, or of losing our jobs.

de rs t and in gs , a t t i t u de s , s t r a t e g i es and me th od s, a s we l l a s , u l t i ma t e l y,

are, or feel that we are, in a position to be visible and t o speak ou t

the systems which affect us.

fre e ly.

Not only is tolerance needed among femin-

Under th e current conditions, few o f us

Many of us experience real or perceived conflicts of interest.

ists for different approaches, but we cannot afford to do without any

Many of us feel

one of them.

afford to risk potential severe consequences.

Our major strength lies in reviewing and revising our tac-

The risks of

tics, and in maintaining unrelenting pressure.
Having said so, I believe that it is useful to take a look at the
balance,

or the distribution of types,

Alberta women's movement.
cation" in its many facets,

in our collective

There appear to be heavy trends towards "edu-

legal or extra-legal,

in civil disobedience

and dir ec t

include all of the above and more.

We ma y

be harmed physically, we may b e faced with enormous financial cos ts,

and

we may end up in jail.

7

through formal and informal networks remain the most satisfying for

Both of these activities must happen.

the apparent concentration of efforts in these direcless attention

I will venture some reasons.

The frustration with lobbying has already been mentioned.

Some

most,

because they bring some immediate satisfaction, but also because,

by comparison,

they are the safest strategies.

balance of our

individual energies goes remains an

must be respected.

The choice of where th e
individual one,

tively, we do too much education and support work,

tempts.

slide and shying away from civil disobedience.

A small number of other groups continue intensive or regular
but without much control over what happens.

We may

We may even be consulted.

But the

approach the Alberta government.

as a movement

and

Nevertheless, I believe that, in Alberta, collec-

women's groups have turned away from it, others keep up marginal at-

lobbying efforts,

few of us can

It seems that ultimately, education and the provision of support

tions, of necessity, means that other strategies attract
and energy.

action,

involving o urselves

And

and towards creating mechanisms for the pro-

vision of support among women.
At the same time,

of strategies

that we will not go unpunished.

for change,

letting lobbying

I also believe that we,

will lose our momentum if our collective

women's energies end up being almost exclusively geared into any singl e
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on e of these dir ec ti o ns.

So, l e t's co nsider what is b e ing done t o us every day and r ev i ew

I am arguing for a h ea lthy balan ce betw ee n th e three strategies of
Law Reform,

Educati o n,

and Civil Disob e dien ce ,

actions as enabling mechanisms,

for example :

our ways of opposing:
Can we challenge the patriarchy and not get hurt ? We can t.
The questi on is not how we can avoid the hurt but h ow we
transform it back into action.
.And in any fight, there are
going to be bruises.
We can look for ways to minimiz e the
damage and to get ourselves patched up and back to work again.
But we cannot guarantee ourselves that we will be safe fr om
that damage and simultaneously have an impact on the world. 8

with other activities or
networking,

providing of

support, resear c h, information-gathering and analysis, think-tanks,
building alliances,

and "throwing spokes into the wheels" of entrenched

institutionalized p o we r.

These methods allow us to get on with the

direct int e ractions with "old powers" and the "silent majority".
doubt,

someone is bound to ask:

balance ?

And how do you

The only answer I can come up

No

propose to achieve that

with readily is to say that

women must ke e p tabs o n what we, collectively,

engage in in

this prov-

1nce, and that we must keep squarely in front of us the trends, their
potential benefits and pitfalls, and

address the problems and issues.

t~e

various ways in which we try to

If the balance is disturbed, some of

us may be challenged to pick up the slack in neglected areas.

Indivi-

duals and organizations can be engaged in more than one major strategy
at the same time.

We can spell each other off.

in which the burden, and the fun,
fronts and

from all angles,

There are endless ways

can be shared.

The attack on all

consistently without let-up,

is what will

give us the collective power to change things.

of Law Reform,

with all that that entails,

increased,

re-

We have let the strategy

slide to the point where the

"boys" are sitting pretty.
Remember the furore over "Lady Beware", the film used by police
forces to teach women how to behave when we are facing a rapist?
fight back," the polic e advise us,
like that advice.

" or

We will fight back!

about

participants

issues,
time,

in our organizing.

like it or not,

Under nee-conservatism,

cannot be promoted in isolation.

you might get killed."

"Don't

We didn't

women's

If at one

male-dominated mixed pressure groups were also a kind of opponent,

the time has now come to look for commonalities:
all in the trenches,

oppressed groups

are

trying to maintain what we have gained.

I am calling for greater women's involvement in "people" pr og rams,

policies,

issues, and actions.

That means alliances and coalitions to

fight the cuts in social service programs,
slaughter of workers' rights,

the erosion of medicare,

the

the return to the "three R's" in educa-

tion, to name a few.
It does not mean that we have to submerge ourselves in such groups
and their aims.

It should not mean that.

It may mean compromise,

hard negotiations to maintain our visibility and interests.

I am making a strong pitch for a direct engagement,
newed, and revitalized, with the "old powers".

I am also making a pitch for expanded thinking about organizing and

ist principles",

whatever each of us believes those to be,

and

The "feminremain

true.

They are not in danger of being abandoned if we know and remember why we
suspend and compromise them.
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To summarize the three maJOr concerns I have about women's organiz-

2. Concern:
The balance of strategies employed to make change in Alberta

ing in Alberta, and the recommendations made above:

appears to be out of whack.

education and support work, and a moving away from law reform, ex-

1. Concern:

The question of,
women's participation

There 1s a tendency towards focusing on

and positions taken on,

the degree and kind of

in "the system" which ·may,

if unchecked,

lead

pressed in activities such as lobbying and participation 1n the electoral

and other "systems" and bureaucratic processes.

(It

1s under-

stood that Civil Disobedience as a strategy will always be limited to

to paralysis and increased in-fighting.

the numbers of women who can afford to take the risks or who feel
angry and committed enough to choose the strategy despite the risks.)

Recommendation:
There is not only enough room for all kinds of participation,
there is a need for it.

We must transcend positioning and the de-

structive ensuing judgements.

We can allow contradictions to gag us

Recommendation:
If we don't remind the "old powers" regularly and powerfully

or we can make them work for us.

For example, we live in an economic

that we are here,

by engaging with them directly,

system based on free enterprise.

Italian women have used the concept

getting allies

elected and bureaucratic positions,

in

through lobbying,
participating

of ownership to their own advantage by securing a piece of property

in hearings, throwing spokes in the wheels, and so on, our gains will

for a women's peace camp (Appendix C).

transformed owner-

be eroded right from underneath us while we educate and philosophize.

ship and financial power from corruptive and exploitative forces into

Some of our education and support activities can be geared to

They have

We can hold think-tanks on innovative lobbying and

forces enabling them to work towards their goals of peace and the

these strategies.

creation of a humanized environment.

electoral campaign methods.

We can do this by using all tools available to us,
those offered by "the system".

including

We can do this by supporting women

who take initiatives in the interest of women and who take risks,
rather than by judging them or even working against them.

Clearly,

the debate and negotiations

For one

among us have

to continue.

thing, we may not agree on what is "in the interest of women".
to get

But

stuck in these personal value judgements is counterproductive

and kills initiative.

Never mind what is "better".

which must be asked now is: "Does it work?"

The question

We can form support systems for our al-

lies in elected and bureaucratic positions.

We can hold workshops on

"lobbying revisited", on how to participate in hearings, on how to
run symbolic electoral campaigns.

The range and scope of possibili-

ties is unlimited.

3. Concern:
There is a tendency to avoid the consideration of being actively
involved with the patriarchy.
of women's opposition.

This

influences

the nature and

scope
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Recommendation:

juri s dicti o n and pr o mis es t o put pr ess ur e o n th e provtnce, and,
although l ess lik e ly, ~i£~-~~~~~·

We must adapt o ur strategies t o th e cha n ges in the eco n om t c ,
po liti ca l,

We must ask ourselves

and social e nvir o nm e nt.

t oo purist for our own good."

if "w e are

c.

[nfiltrate,

as

f e minists,

of us may n o t be afraid o f setting some o f ou r f e minist principl es

c ra cy .

and scruples asid e t o an extent, knowing that we have to dirt y ou r

main n o n-partisan,

hands and minds, exploiting our advantages, e xpl o iting the we ak spots

toes. 9

A bit of pragmatism, within

limits of common decency, hurts a l o t less than losing collective
rights,

so c ial pr og rams, or individual jobs.

justifies the particular me ans."

e. Enlist

But,

Infiltrat e n eo -conservat iv e g r o ups.

Be a "m o l e ".

Or

re-

and keep all ''old p o wers" e qually o n their

the active support of bureaucrats, and support

them.

Mar-

A government, after all, is not a "they".
In a bureaucracy there are many individuals with creative programs
and new paradigms in their peddl e rs' sacks, just waiting
for a responsive administration or the opportune moment. 1 0

particular e nd

I believe that we have
A similar situation holds true for allies employed

to be much more practical and hard-nosed,

e l ec -

ilyn Fergus o n, probably a gentler person than most, says:

There are ethics to restrain us,

and limits to our ability to compromise .

o ursel ves

d. Exploit th e potential gender-gap in voting patterns.

There are limits to ou r

individual c apacities to go th e Alinsky route of "the

ge t

t e d, serve on Bo ards and Commissions, tak e turns in th e bureau-

If we are, and I believe we are, some

in "th e system", pulling the strings.

political parti es ,

pragmatic even,

in privat e en-

if we are
terprise.

to get anywher e in the short-run.

We may have to resort to feminist
f.

Compromise

in

negotiations so that we still get ahead but,

by al-

"guerilla tactics".
lowing other parties to the negotiati o ns to save reasonable

fac e ,

If some of us want to go for it, there are ways of doing these
we leave the doors open for further gains.
things which are readily available.

We can, while staying within the
g. Enlist the support of other disaffected groups and

offer

support

demo c ratic and non-violent convictions:
in return.
a.

The experience may not be pleasant at all times, but

Read and analyze!!~~~~~~' monitor the behaviour of politicians,
the results may lead to improved conditions in the long run.
appointed members of Boards and Commissions,
analyze policies and legislation,

to the

and bureaucrats,

end of exposing what

and
we
Not "nice", such words and tactics and compromises?

disagree with.

Well,

the

We may want to go as far as what one woman has
world we live rn is not nice either.

There

is an entire modern debate,

called: "holding someone ransom"--kidnapping their own mistakes
focused
and strategies and holding those as hostages.

I!:!~Y

will,

recently

in

the

it blackmail .

We call it a clever tactic.

around the question

unkindof "what is violence?"

ly, call

World Council of Churches,

Is the taking up of arms by oppressed groups,

To negotiate
the blowing up of atomic energy sites,

the burning of Red Hot Video

successfully, we have to have something to negotiate with.
outlets, or the self-torching of Buddhist monks in Vietnam any more
b. Create circumstances and conditions under which we engage federal
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de s e rvin g o f th e lab e l "vi o l e n ce " than th e c ar e full y plann e d b ombin g o f

We ar e a t c riti ca l c r o s s r o ad s .

In th e n ega ti ve, we ca n g i ve i n t o t he

Camb o di a , th e s y st e mati c s tarvin g o f e ntir e po pulati ons,

"burn- o ut" sy ndr o me a nd g tv e up.

Or we ca n s t ay ac ti ve a mo ng o ur se l ves,

th e go ve rnm e nt-

e nf o rc e d p o li cy o f aparth e id, o r th e so - c all e d lib e rati o n inva s i o n o f

f o r ego in g o ur po t e nti a l

Gr e nada ?

so inv o lv e d with o ur se lv es that th e lik e l y ultimat e co ns e qu e n ce i s th a t

No on e , and no g roup, c an justifiabl y c h o os e violen ce unti 1

a ll av e nu e s o f th e d e moc rati c pro ce ss hav e be e n unsucc e ssful.
p o we r

Wh e n

imp ac t o n th e ex t e rn a l

In th e po sitiv e ,

ti c ipati o n, then that pow e r must b e o ppos e d by as many means as c r e ativ e

thinking with resp ec t

me mb e rs o f that soci e ty can find.

Not o nly is th e re h o p e f o r som e impact.

durin g int e rviews.

Th e y are mor e tangible, easier to watch for, and

e asi e r t o address than the maJor concerns discussed before .

Without

In o ur o rganizations, we shar e the common problem of setting our
aims too high at the outset,
narrow down o ur plans .

t o int e rnal a nd e xt e rnal

based on ~~~-~~~ e xp e rien c e.

s trat eg i e s

and

me th o ds.

Th e "dragged o ut" f ee lin g may
ge ntl e or

hard-n o s ed,

but

Ther e is eve n th e promise o f fun and e x-

cit e ment.
tak e s us

is ours t o explore.

t o wh e re th e e stablishment wants us.

Th e o th e r

For onc e , the choic e seems easy.

and of burning out our resources before we

The f o llowing recommendations are n o t original or new insights.

The voluntary sector faces an opponent which is

All of them are known and have been used by women at one time or another

paid t o maintain th e status quo.
n eg li g ible by c o mparison.

th e crisis has s park e d so me incredibl e inn o va tiv e

di s app e ar wh e n we practis e symbolic a c ti o ns,

On e road

furth e r dis c ussion th ey ar e :

by beco min g

we no t o nl y turn inward but als o up o n e a c h o th e r.

i s consist e ntl y us e d t o cl o s e a cce ss t o democratic and equal par-

Th e f o l l o win g o bs e rvations and concerns were e xpressed by wom e n

e nvir o nm e nt

As feminists, our resources remain

Our actions are often reactions,

to the point

or in one form or another.

Still,

listed together they may help

in

shoring up our energies to keep us moving, and spark more thoughts.

of "kne e -j e rk" reactions which may miss the boat or invite undesired results.

We are in danger of splitting and fragmenting along ideological

1 . Maintain the v1s1ons but break them down into achievable components.

lines,

along lines of "what is most effective in bringing about change"

2. Be eternally vigilant, try to predict trends, and enhance the element

and along credibility lines.
ly active support, continues.
nal

processes,

Our lack of broad-based support, especialWe are vitally concerned with our inter-

attempting to practise what we preach among ourselves,

but sometimes our internal processes get in the way of getting things
done.

Our actions do not bring the change we long for fast enough.

Our

strategies don't work.

3. Picking our battles, determining our own arenas,

and having the time

to strategize are luxuries in the face of our every-day struggle.
Still,

we can get better at it.

One way to avoid being dragged into

a useless battle is by playing ignorant.

Confrontation is not pro-

ductive under all circumstances, especially not when it can back-fire

The problems women face have magnified and intensified.
ginat e with the external e nvironment.

of surprise in actions.

Many or1-

Some originate with ourselves.

and our energies and resources are being depleted at the same time.
4. Virtually no issue is won after one action.

Keep the pressure up,

l48
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eve n if that must be done at th e expense of o th e r issu es which demand
or beg for attention.

If the momentum is

l os t,

the effec tiv e n ess of

the action dwindl es .
5. When choosing an

issue and planning action,

action is manageable, and,

build

in successes which
Ensure that th e

in certain respects, winnable.

6. Conduct workshops on o rganizing strategies, methods, how-to's, and on
enabling mechanisms and the building of a mass movement through alliances and co alitions.

ation has me mbers who are interested in taking
and plan.

Identify these women.

Every organiz-

the time to research,

a committee structure is perceived o r used as

and

fun c tional when they relate to,

and

maint e nanc e

functions

directions

Committee structures are useful
for example,

of an organization.

the administrative
But

th ey would mo r e

than likely hamper the free flow of ideas of which a think-tank is
capable.
have an unlimited capacity to conduct

in-d e pth

analysis and to generate creative ideas unencumbered by entrenched
structures

and

accountabilities.

Their

r eco mmendations

and

actions

Board because they will be based on a thorough knowledge of the prob-

act as a study group to collect and ana-

lyze data and provide a sound basis for action plans.

The list is

The advantage of the "think-tank" approach is that not

everyone is tied up in planning, nor in action.

Boards and similar

"formal" leadership structures are relieved from the
den of doing everything.

from the top down.

r ece ivin ~

These

Th e y c a n w o r k o n fu n d r a i s i n g , p o 1 i c y a n a l y s i s an d d e v e l -

for an organization,

e ndl ess .

and instructions

as well as

are more likely to be accepted by the larger group or an e l ec ted

think-tanks can assume a variety of shapes and may, at times, engage

o pment

t oo often,

fluid,

They can form "think-

tanks" t o address what is need e d to accomplish the goals.

in act ion.

All

Think-tanks

Review th e use and deploym e nt of our human resources.

analyze,

equa l.

fitting into a hierarchy, with committee membe rs

are not directly r e lated to the specific goals.

7.

the o r gan ization o r group is mor e fl ex ibl e and

impossible bur-

Interests and skills are combined in a

group of women who commit themselves for a period of time to focus on
a specific aspect of organizing, action, or activity.

These women

lem, available resources, and predictabl e outcomes.
8. Rifts between us will continue to exist.
one will take
men t.

its place.

If one is bridged,

They are an inevitable feature of develop-

Rather than allowing these rifts to tear us apart and act

against us, we can make them work for us by viewing them as evolutionary processes.

We can even strategize deliberately to employ

seemingly opposed, but

in

reality, complementary forces.

11

9. With the knowledge that funds are being cut, that legal precedents
a re be i n g s e t

by wo me n who a re pen a l i z e d w i t h ou t

.
.
risks and who end up 1ncurr1ng financial debts,

ta k i n g d e l i be r a t e

and that others are

are free from other demands, free to pursue their interests, and free

deliberately engaging 1n civil disobedience in order to test

to use their skills in a focused way.

our behalf,

As a group,

they will have the

another

laws on

pro-active fundraising is more urgent than ever.

We

opportunity to increase their effectiveness as they learn to work

would dowel l to establish formidable bank accounts over which we

together over a prolonged period of time.

have full control while thinking of innovative ways to cut costs.

Think-tanks differ from Committees in that their relationship to
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NOTES

10. There is much to be learned from history and from experience in
other provinces, nationally, and internationally.

Under pressure,

women in the past and all over the world have been uniquely resourceful and creative .
ginal

ideas.

We don't always have to come up with ori-

"Researching Women or Women's Research":

Strategies and methods used elsewhere can be adapted
1. Georg Simmel (1911),

to suit our own conditions.

Our memories and our literature are

full of ideas which are inspiring and sometimes even work.

Perhaps

quoted by Helen Callaway in her article "Women's
Perspectives: Research as Re-vision," in: Reason, P. and J. Rowan
(eds.) !i~~~~-l~.9.~i.EY.:._~-~~~.E£~~~~~-~i-~~~-~~.E~~_ig~-~~~~~.E£~.
New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1981.

a think-tank, or an enterprising group looking for a fascinating

2. Helen Callaway, op. cit.

project, may want to take up the challenge of collecting and pub-

3. Budd L. Hall, "Participation, Research, Popular Knowledge and Power:
A Personal Reflection." In: ~~~_"'.'.~_Eg~~£~, Vol. XIV, No. 3, 1981.

lishing examples.

4. Dale Spender (1980), quoted by Budd L. Hall, op. cit.
5. Helen Callaway, op. cit.

As I have stated in the beginning,

this paper is not a manual,

s it a statement of what women should do.
1
document what is happening,
addressing those trends.
Chapter .

nor

It does, however, attempt to

and to give pointers to trends and ways of

These pointers are not only found in this last

They can be extracted from the frameworks

for thinking about

organizing, from the accounts of actual women's experiences in organizmg, and from the Appendices.
I have no doubt that my own biases are visible at times.

But my,

a n d e ve r y w om an 's , ch o i c e t o e n g a g e i n pa rt i c u 1 a r w a y s o f d ea 1 i n g wi th

If this paper stirs up debates among women,

it has achieved some-

If it is helpful in breaking through barriers and bridging gaps,

we may sleep better.

If it helps in strengthening and diversifying our

strategies and methods for action and change,
it set out to do.

7. Women's Division, Saskatchewan Department of Labour, For Women: Probl~~~~~l."'.'..i~g_an~-~£!.i~~_Rl~~~_i~g-~i!· Regina: Saskatchewa~-D;partm;~t
of Labour, undated (but published well before the Women's Division
was dismantled by the current Government of Saskatchewan).
8. Fascinating insights can occur when people "discover" group dynamics.
In the context of "the process of organizing," I cannot resist reporting on an article about a "new" federal process, which appeared
in :!:~~-.Ql~E_~-~~~-~~il (February 11, 1984). The embryonic insight, if
developed into an understanding of the link between personal experience and political action or problem-solving, may work for or against
us. I hold out no hopes.
"It was like a meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous or something.

her experience, remains our own.

thing.

6. Gillian McCreary and Lenore Rogers, I~~_i~~!_Q~g~~_i~~ti~~~l-~~~~~l.:_~
I~~l_i~.E_l~E.E~."'.'.i~g_Q_E_g~~i~~!i~~~l~ii~£!i."'.'.~~~~~·
Saskatchewan Region, Department of the Secretary of State, undated.

it has accomplished what

As we went around the table, each person confessed something
personal, including the boss," a minister said in describing
a Cabinet discussion of proposed legislation to reform the
divorce laws.
Politics, which has been described as a killing ground for
domestic life, has taken its toll on the marriage of more
than one minister.
The Cabinet source, who described
pretty tame, said that because of
meeting he felt compelled to cite
he struggled to keep his marriage

his own "confession" as
the group dynamics at the
a personal example of how
together a few years ago.
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"T ha t was th e mos t i nc r ed i b l e Cab in e t d i scuss i on yo u cou ld
im ag in e .
In a way it b r ough t us c l ose r t oge t he r as a g r o up
th a n a n y thin g e l se . "

9 . Pa m Bl acks t o n e , "Te mp es t in a Tea - Cu p : o r fi g htin g po rn in th e ga rd e n
c it y ." I n: ~~ ~~~i~~- ~~ ~ ~ ~-§!!:!.~i ~ ~' Summ e r / Aug u s t 1983 , Vo l. 4 , No . 4 .

9 . Gr e ta Ne mir off , "Po we r and th e Empo we rm e nt o f Wome n" (a ddr ess ).
In:
Can a di a n Co n g r ess fo r Lea rnin g Op po rtuniti es f o r Wo me n, "S e ttin g th e
St age t o Shape o ur Fut u r e : Pr oceed in gs f r o m th e Wo me n O r ~an i z i ng fo r
Ac ti o n Co nf e r e n ce ," Reg in a , 19 8 1.

10. Ibid.
11. A numb e r of u se ful r e f e r e nc es e xi s t in Can a d a , d e alin g with h ow to
addr es s th e p o liti c al sys t e m.
So me ar e c it e d h e r e :

" F r amewo r ks fo r Think ing Abou t Or ga ni z in g ":

l.

Pam Bla ck st o ne , "Te mp es t in a Te a-Cup: o r fighting p o rn in the gard e n
c it y ." In: ~ ~~ ~ ~i~~ -~Q ~~~~!!:!.~i~~' Summ e r / Au g ust 1983, Vo l. 4, No . 4.

2. Ibid .
3 . St a rh aw k, " Co n sc i o u s ness , Po liti cs , and Ma g ic."
In: Charl e ne Spr e tna k ( e d. ) , I~ ~ _ fQ_!_i.!i. £~_Qi _ ~Q ~ ~ n' s _§Ei.!i!!:!. ~ li!Y·
Ne w Yo rk: An c h o r
Pr ess , 19 8 2 .
4 . Ob se r v ati o n, e du c at io n, and buildin g support ar e not limited to
"d ow n s win g " p e ri o d s .
As ar g ued b e f o r e , thinking, analysis, and orga ni z in g mas s s upp o rt s h o uld be a co ntinu o u s a nd fundamental c o mpone nt o f o ur o r g anizin g a c tivities.
5 . Patri c ia Mis c h e .
Qu o t ed in: Maril yn Fe rgus o n,
~£Y ·
Bo st o n: Houg ht o n Mifflin Compan y , 1980 .

Alb e rt a S tatu s of Wo me n Ac ti o n Co mmitt ee , ~ Q _!_i.!i. £ ~ ..L..!~."'.' Q l ."'.'~ ~ ~ ~!
Handb oo k for Wo me n.
Edmo nt o n: Alb e rta Wo me n 's Bur e au, 1978.
Eli ~-a-b-;th-A;~-r-,- --., P o l i t i c a l Ac t i o n : t e c h n i q u e s i n l o b b y i n g . ''
In:
Status o f Wo me n Ne ws . To r o nt o : Nati o nal Acti o n Co mmitt ee o n th e
---------- - -- ------St at us o f Wome n, Sprin g 198 2 .
Maria Eriks e n, "Lo bb y ing" (w o rksh o p co ndu c t e d at th e Summ e r Sc hoo l
f o r Wo me n Or ga ni z in g , Wat e r Vall e y, Alb e rta, Jun e 198 3 ).
Re p o rt,
Summ e r 198 4.
Fe rni e Wom e n's Ce ntr e , "Lo bb y Pa c ka ge ." Bo x 2054, Fe rni e , B. C.
VOB
lMO.
P e nne y Ko me , f_!_~y_i! Q ~_§!! ~~g!_b__'._~-~~~~~i~~-~~~ ~ ~-g!:!__i~~-!_ ~_..!~i!i~
Ottawa: Th e Canadi a n Advis o r y Co un c il o n
th e Status o f Wo men, 1983.
New Brunswi c k Advis o ry Coun c il o n th e Status of Wo me n, "Ev e r y wo man's
Guide t o Politi c al Action." Moncton, 1983.
Trudy Richardson e t. al., "Alb e rta Municipal Elections 1983: Th e
~!i~.g_~~li!i.£ ~l-~£!.i. Q~ ·

ASWAC Handb ook."
1983.

Edmonton: Albe rta Statu s of Women Acti on Committ e e

YWCA Soc ial Issu e s Co mmitte e , " So me Th o u gh ts on Ho w t o Appr o a c h Go ve rnment." Cal g ar y , undated .

I~~-~_q!:!_~!i.~~-~Q~~Ei!~

l 2 . Re f e r e n c e s f o r f'IJ r th e r r e a d i n g a b o u t Ad v i s o r y Co u n c i l s a n d o t h e r
g ov e rnment structur e s d e alin g with th e status o f women:

Ne w Yo rk : Random House, 1972 .
7 . Th e "fa ce s" o f the Ne w Right include ultra- co nservative (also called
"n eo - co ns e r v ativ e ") p o litics, economi c s, and morality.
Its ideology
e xpr e ss e s its e lf in th e se spheres by me thods which are intolerant of
the o pini o ns, valu e s, circumstances, and life st y l e s of others.
Its
ultimate eff e ct is th e consolidation of power, wealth, and opportunity in the hands of a few.
Two ex c ellent books on the New Right are:
New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons,
Andrea Dworkin. g_ig~!_~~_i~g-~~~~~·

1983.
Herb e rt F. Ve t t er ( e d.), §E~~~-9::!.!J.._~g~_i~~!__!_~~-!!~~-g_ig~!_.
Beacon Press, 1982.

Bost on:

Friedan and Greer, having thrown stones at glass houses and having
pioneered the contemporary feminist wave (I~~-f~~i.~i.~~-~y~!__i_q!:!_~ and
The Female Eunuch, respectively) now appear to have internalized some
;f-the-bl;~;-th~~wn at women by men and traditional establishments.
8 . Marilyn Ferguson, op. cit.

Alb e rta Status of Women Action Co mmitt ee , l~i~!_..!~i!i.~!i."'.'~ ~~-g~~_!_
for Wome n and Government in Alberta.
Edm o nton, 1976.
c;~ e~~;~;t-~f-Alb~~t~~-New~-R~l~~~~ announcing a Wom e n ' s Secretariat
and two committees.
Edmonton, February 1984.
Dor o th y Grov e s, "Proposed Alb e rta Council on Women's Affairs: A
Journey." Calgary: Provincial Committee for an Alberta Council o n
Women's Affairs, May 1983.
Provincial Committee for an Alberta Counci 1 on Wo men's Affairs, "Alberta Council on Women's Affairs: Proposal--Information Package."
Calgary, June 1982.
Linda Silver Dranoff, "Women Need a Voice at the Top: Advisory Councils have been ignored and a new structure is now needed." IQ!~~!~
§!~!' November 1981.

13. An excellent discussion of the limitations of a large national wome n's organization, including the dil e mma of restrictiv e government
funding, is found in:
Cerise Morris, "Pressuring the Canadian State for Women ' s Rights:
the Role of the National Action Committee on the Status of Women."
In: ~_!_!~!~~!~-g~::!.!~~·
Ottawa: Carleton University, 1983.
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The same article contains some useful views on the relationship between pr essu re, or public interest, groups, and democratic governments.
The conditions under which NAC has to operate are less than
ideal.
The observation of one of the author's informants: "NAC may
not be everything we would wish for, but in reality, it's all we've
got," is, in many respects, readily transferable to most, if not
all, other groups operating under similar conditions, be that at the
national or provincial level.
14. An action which began as a reaction but swiftly turned into emerging
from generative power is the work of the Ad Hoc Committee of Canadian Women on the Constitution. This Committee managed, on very
short notice, to organize a powerful national lobby to protect
Clause 28 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. This clause is vital to women's constitutional equality in that it guarantees rights
equally to male and female persons and is not subject to the socal led "over-ride clause" (Section 33).
The action of the "Ad Hackers" was recently documented:
Penney Kome, Ib~-I~~i~g_Qf_I~~~!Y~~igb!...:_~Q~~~-fb~ll~~g~_!b~_fQ~2!i~
tution. Toronto: Women's Educational Press, 1983.
In her pamphlet, ~l~y_f!Q~-~!!~~g!b• Kome addresses naivety, pointing out that "mostly, women hope and expect that their elected representatives will do a reasonably good job of governing." In that,
she agrees with Nemiroff. However, Kome appears to hold out more
hope for eventual success through women's participation in the political process than does Nemiroff.
15. Nemiroff warns against the trap set by the patriarchal definition of
history which views revolution as an "event." To women, revolution
is a process. We live in a mass revolution, in a historical process.
This distinction-is also important in relation to Alinsky's
use of the concept of Revolution. Although he does not define it,
he appears to imply a process.
16. Nemiroff quotes Helen Keller. Phillip Foner (ed.), !i~l~~-~~ll~!_:_
Her Socialist Years. New York: International Publishers, 1967.
17. Mark R. MacGuigan, "Democracy and Civil Disobedience," 49 ~~~~~i.~~
Bar Review 222, 1971. Quoted by Janet Keeping from the Alberta
ci~il-Li.b-;;~ties Research Centre in Calgary, in "Notes for a Workshop
on Civil Disobedience and the Legalities of Protest Action," at the
Summer School for Women Organizing.
18. Janet Keeping, op. cit.
19. Debra Lewis, in a workshop on Civil Disobedience, at the Summer
School for Women Organizing.
20. Janet Keeping, in a workshop on Civil Disobedience and the Legalities of Protest Actions, at the Summer School for Women Organizing.
21. Debra Lewis, op. cit.

22. Credit goes to a group of women, somewhere in Alberta, who have come
tog e ther to engage in "direct action." For th e purpose of this
paper, that is all we need to know.
23. William Moyer, "A Nonviolent Action Manual." In: Fred Wilcox (ed.),
~!~22!Q~!_s_:_~~-~~!i~~~~~-~Q~!£~-~~~~·
New York: The Crossing Press,
1980.
24. Gordon Faison and Bob Irwin, "Nonviolence Theory and Strategy for
the Anti-Nuclear Movement." In: ~!~22!QQ!2_:__~~-~~!i~~~~~-~Q~!£~
~QQ~, op. cit.
These authors identify three ways in which nonviolent action may
attain its goals: conversion, accommodation, and nonvi o l e nt coercion.
Conversion means that the opponent has a change of heart
or mind and comes to agree with and work towards the
activists' goal. At the top of the social structure, this
is fairly unlikely, but significant changes may occur: for
example, Daniel Ellsberg, who released the Pentagon Papers
after being converted to opposition to the Vietnam War.
At the other extreme is nonviolent coercion, where the
activists have it directly in their power to frustrate
the opponent's will. One example is the refusal of all
workers to work on construction projects which a union has
declared unecological • • • Most commonly the outcome is determined by an intermediate process. Accommodation means
the opponents give in, partly or completely, not because
they have changed their minds, and not because they are
completely powerless but because continuing the struggle
at that point would probably mean further erosion of support. Concessions may also be granted to halt the
consciousness-raising process of the struggle which would
lead people to discover how much power they really have.
25. Janet Keeping.

Notes.

Op. cit.

26. A well-known group is Conscience Canada, which has a Peace Tax Fund
Committee. Its address is: 202, 620 View St., Victoria, B.C., V8W
1J6.
27. The same Alberta women's group.

See Footnote 21.

28. Ghandi is often presented as the prototype of someone who abhors
violence and upholds the highest moral standards. Alinsky (_g~l~2
iQ!~~ii£~l2• op. cit.) presents him in a different light.
According to Alinsky, Ghandi was a pragmatic organizer who would have been
prepared to use guns if that strategy had been required by the situation.
.in many quarters it is blasphemous to question whether
this entire procedure of passive resistance was not simply
the only intelligent, realistic, expedient program which
Ghandi had at his disposal; and that the "morality" which
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surrounded this policy of passive r es istanc e was to a
lar ge degree a rationale t o cloak a pragmatic program with
a desired and esse ntial moral cover.
.Ghandi 's passive
r es istance would never hav e had a chance against a totalitarian state such as that of th e Nazis.
It is dubious
whether und e r those circumstances the idea of passive
r es istanc e would eve n have occurred t o Ghandi.
.In short,
knowing that one could not expect violent action from this
larg e and torpid mass, Ghandi organized the inertia: he
gave it a goal so that it became purpose fu 1.
As a strategy, this organizing bas e d o n the peopl e's "experi e nc e " is
0
.
brilliant.
Berit As (App e ndix A) strongly advocates that women base
our actions in and on our own wom e n's experience, or women's cultur e .

boys' netwo rk which 1s irrel ev ant to the majority of men and wome n
who don't even have access to the Ladder."

JS. Mary Corkery, o p. cit.
J6. Alic e DeWolff and Trudy Richardson, 1n a workshop on Alliances and
Coalitions, at the Summer School for Women Organizing.

J7. Ibid.
J8. An example of a potential "strange bedfellow" phenomenon to occur is
the pornography issue.
The media have already linked "moral majority" interests with feminist interests.
The goal of eradicating
pornography is the same, or at least, similar, but motivations
differ to the point that a coalition including these two interest
groups 1s an impossibility.

29. Debra Lewis, op. cit.
J9. Mary Corkery, op. cit.
JO. Two famous examples of actions organized and carried out by women
are the Women's Pe ntagon Action (November 17, 1980), [described in:
Frederique Delacost e and Fe lice Newman (eds.), Ii.B!:!.!_~.§.£~I~~i.~i.2!
B~2i.2!!~£~_!Q_~!!~-~i.2!~~£~· Minn eapo lis: Cleis Press, 1981.] and
the Greenham Common Women's Peace Camp in England.
A powerful coll ec ti o n of feminist writings on Nonviolence is:
Pam McAllister (ed.), B~~~!~i.~B_!!:!.~-~~~-Qi_~i.i~I~~i.~i.2~-!~i-~2~~

violence.

40. Alice Dewolff and Trudy Richardson, op. cit.

41. Saul Alinsky, B~!~2_iQ~_B.§.ii.£!!2• op. cit.
New York: Random House, 1972.
4J. Greta Nemiroff, op. cit.

Philadelphia: New Society Publish ers , 1982.

Jl. Debra Lewis, op. cit.
As an exa mple of symbolism, Lewis describes the Women's Pentagon
Action.
Elsewhere in her address she tells the story of a Victoria
group ca l led Angry Women Rising. Members spread chickenshit on
racks of p or nography magazines. The Greenham Common Women have been
particularly creative.
But Alberta, too, has its stories.
For exa mp 1e , some ye a r s a go wh en t he f i l m I!:!_~_§!Q~Y_Qi_Q ran in an Edmon ton th ea tre, women went to the show and cried out in pain and despair when "O" was hurt and violated.
Needless to say, the women
were accus e d of disturbing the entertainment of other viewers.

J2. Mary Corkery, "Models for Women Organizing" (address).
In: Canadian
Congress for Learning Opportunities for Women, "Setting the Stage to
Shape our Future: Proceedings from the Women Organizing for Action
Conference," Regina, 1981.
JJ, Ibid.
J4. Marilyn Ferguson, op. cit.
Examples of networks which are highly specialized are those described by Mary Corkery as being based on the "old boys" model.
Most
often, these networks have an Executive Committee and a general membership.
Corkery observes that, firstly, such a network "promotes
individualism, each woman gathering information in order to move up
the ladder in h e r career. Secondly, it is as exclusive as the 'old

44. Conference Committee, "Women Organize Alberta: A Discussion Paper."
Edmonton: Alberta Status of Women Action Committee, 1981.
45. A 1982 U.S. government study on nuclear survival recently came to
light (Q!!!~!-~i.!i.~~~' December 7, 198J). The Federal Emergency
Management Agency predicted that "farmers might be able to grow
enough food to feed the survivors of a nuclear attack that would
k i l l ha l f the Uni t e d St ates , pop u la t i on."
The amount o f "c r ops
available for harvest following nuclear attack is dependent on the
time of year of the attack," but land and workers would be available.
The study acknowledged that food processing and distribution
would be a major problem with half the population killed but this
problem would diminish because "the numbers of survivors during the
first 60 days following an attack drops over time.
Thus those who
are doomed to die will be consumers for (only) part of the time."

Higher levels of unemployment "will become socially acceptable" in the future, according to a discussion paper prepared for Premier Grant Devine and submitted last summer.
The paper said the government "may have to consider
policies which tend to reverse trends of increased labour
force participation among certain segments of the female
population • "
Married women,

living in high-income families, were cited
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as one example of the type of women who might have to be
discouraged from entering the labour market in greater
force.

47. Some comments of Alberta MLAs, during the "debate" on the proposed
Widows' Pension Act, !!~!:1.2~.!:~' April 15, 1983:
Dr. David Carter--P.C.--Calgary Egmont:
"But what it really boils down to is that government responsibility is one whereby we have to indulge in programs
when we encourage the individual responsibility of persons
in our society. Of course that deals with the whole spectrum of the population, and it also deals with persons who,
for one reason or another, are social welfare recipients.
. . . And so the government is able to further encourage
individual responsibility and, hopefully, self-sufficiency.
Out of that will come enhanced feelings of self-worth on
behalf (sic) of these persons."
John Batiuk--P.C.--Vegreville:
"I hope and trust that this program will not provide a disincentive for widows of 55 to think of marriage again . . •
I trust that even widows of 55 or shortly (sic) over could
still make good wives, so I hope this will not be a disincentive for that."
As a source of information, !:!~!:1.~~.!:.ci is invaluable.
Earlier during
the same Session (Hansard, March 22, 1983), a motion was introduced
by Walter Szwender~-?-:c:-.=--Edmonton Belmont--urging a policy that the
Crown commence prosecution in cases involving assault on a spouse.
During the "debate," John Gogo (P.C.--Lethbridge West), commented on
statistics which indicated that "wife batterers were disproportionately represented in three occupations--truck driver, police officer
and (medical) doctor:"
"One should be a little patient in accusing the truck
driver without perhaps recognizing the evidence or incidence of what happens · while he's away from home.
I don't
know."
Things may become a little confusing with respect to the Alberta
Government's stand on women's issues now that it has established a
Women's Secretariat, to be complemented by a Cabinet Committee on
Women's Issues and an Interdepartmental Committee on Women's Issues.
Apparently, the government is stalling on the establishment of an
Advisory Council on the Status of Women, alternately called by some
a Council on Women's Affairs.
Whether that is, in fact, something
to be or to not be thankful for is another story.
However, despite
extensive lobbying, in the past and more recently (see below), for
such a Council, the government has not seen fit to involve citizens
in women's affairs in any way at all. Of course, that need not make
us feel excluded.
We simply continue to involve ourselves as we
have done for years.
After all, government affairs are our affairs.
I would like to make two observations.

The first is that by April

17, 1985 all provincial legislation must be
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
to speculate that, amongst other things,
charged with the task of analyzing Alberta
pose. That would be a lofty undertaking.

brought in line with the
It would seem reasonable
the Secretariat will be
legislation for this pur-

The second observation is alarming.
In his News Release (February
25, 1984), the Hon. Dick Johnston, Minister of Advanced Education
and Responsible for the Status of Women, states that the announced
structures "signify the Government's intention to accelerate women's
integration into the mainstream of Alberta life." That, conceivably, includes our compliance with "privatization" and "down-sizing"
policies.
Before they decide whether we want to join the "mainstream," perhaps they should ask us if that's where we want to be .
As Virginia Woolf said:
We can best help you prevent war not by repeating your
words and following your methods but by finding new words
and creating new methods.
The government decided on the structures,
involvement and without consultation.

without

female citizens'

We had not been silent on the issue of women's involvement in government. A number of lobbying efforts by women's groups for government structures which can address the status of women are documented
in Joint Initiatives, a brief presented to Cabinet in 1976 by the
Alb~~t;-St_a_t_u~-;f-W~;en Action Committee:
Women of Uni farm lobbied for an Advisory Council in 1973 and
again in 1976.
The Civil Service Association, now the Alberta Union of Provincial Employees, asked for an Advisory Council in 1975.
ASWAC, in its 1976 brief, recommended:
a . t he s t r i k i n g o f a Cab i n e t Comm i t t e e on Eq u a l 0 p po rt u n i t y
(or Human Rights and Resources), and the appointment of a
Minister Responsible for the Status of Women;
b. the creation of an ad hoc Secretariat to the Committee on
Equal Opportunity, composed of relevant senior bureaucrats;
c. the creation of a new bureaucratic structure--a Women's
Secretariat;
d. the appointment of a Citizens' Council on the Status of
Women.
This lobby was continued for several years, without success.
The Social Issues Committee of the YWCA in Calgary initiated
the next round in 1981. Out of this grew the Coalition for a
Proposed Council on Women's Affairs, later becoming the Provincial Committee for a Proposed Council on Women's Affairs.
In 1982, the (then) Coalition submitted a proposal to government, asking for the establishment of an Alberta Council on
Women's Affairs.
Since then, the lobby has grown and discussions with MLAs and Cabinet Ministers grew. The government's
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cent." The article goes on to say that "if ther e is a ge nd e r gap
in Canadian politics, it may b e that wom e n are mo re 'progressive'
than men, more ready to supp o rt l ef t-of- ce ntre parti es, mo re int e rested perhaps in programs of social reform."
c.
Mac Lean's (Susan Riley, "The Politics of Gender," Fe bruary 20,
!9S4_f_p~ovides evidence of a similar trend o f party sensitivity
to the women's vote.
She doubts that the "gender gap" in voting
patterns is, as yet, significant. But its potential is growing
and has caught the attention of politicians.
These, of course, are national figures and national observations.
The qu es tion remains of whether these trends also apply to Alberta,
and to what extent it makes sense, now, to use them to our advantage.

6. Greta Nemiroff, "Power and the Empowerment of Women" (address).
In:
Canadian Congress for Learning Opportunities for Women, "Setting the
Stage to Shape Our Future: Proceedings from the Women Organizing for
Action Conference," Regina, 1981.
7 . I have de 1 i berate l y re fer red to Educ a t ion and sup po rt work as "a c tivities" rather than "actions," to distinguish them from actions
which engage directly with the entrenched powers. Some education is
also action.
Both education and support work are vital factors in
the building and maintaining of a mass movement and momentum.
8. Debra Lewis, "Creating the Feminist World" (address, at the Summer
School for Women Organizing, Water Valley, Alberta, June 1983).
9. For example, the Catholic Bishops' stand on government responsibility for growing unemployment as a result of technological change,
and their strategy of asking questions of all parties(§_!_~~~-~!!.~
!:!~i_!_, May 2, 19 84).
10. Marilyn Ferguson, 1~~-~g~~.Ei~~-~~~~Ei.E~£Y·
Company, l{j80.

Boston: Houghton Mifflin

11. The British suffragette movement is an example of three strategies
i n a c t i on a t t h e s a me t i me : h a r d - no s e d l ob by i n g , pu b l i c e d u c a t i on ,
and civil disobedience.
In ~~~~_!_~er_!~~~ou..!.£~.!: (New York: Albert
Knopf, 1975), Midge MacKenzie has documented the account of the
W.S.P.U., the Women's Social and Political Union, founded by Emmeline Pankhurst and her daughters Christabel and Sylvia. The WSPU
was the first and largest militant suffrage group in England.
Its challenge to Government to have the vote granted to women started in 1903 and lasted till 1914. During World War I, a split occurred in the WSPU.
But the battle for the vote continued, carried
on especially by the non-militant National Union of Women's Suffrage
Societies (NUWSS). In 1918, the vote was granted to women over 30
years of age. Ten years later, the age-limit was lowered to 21.
The WSPU, characterized by the strong long-term commitment of its
members, was well-organized around one very specific goal.
It was
also considered to be extremely militant.
The significant informa-

tion to b e weigh e d with resp ec t t o contemporary strategies and
me th o ds is that th e WSPU brought th e issu e t o a boiling point, but
in th e e nd, th e government found it more appr opria t e to negotiate
with non-militants rather than to give in to the WSPU.
Things have not changed much since the early 1900s.
A con t empora ry
WSPU equivalent will not have the ca pacity to mak e changes by itself.
But neither can a contemporary NUWSS expect to be successful
on its own.
With the knowledge that both forces are ne e ded, women
can strategize ~~..!.i~~.E~!~..!.Y to engage these two kinds of pressure
while making it appear, on the surface, for credibility's sake, that
the two forces are in disagreement and unconnected.
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APPENDIX A
0

BERIT AS--ORGANIZING WOMEN: A NINE-POINT STRATEGY

As we go marching, marching
we bring the greater days
The rising of the women means
the rising of the race.
No more the drudge and idler
ten that toil where one reposes,
But a sharing of life's glories:
Bread and roses! Bread and roses!
Our lives shall not be sweated from
birth until life closes;
Hearts starve as well as bodies;
Bread and roses! Bread and roses!
Poem by James Oppenheim
Music by Caroline Kohlsaat

In the Fall of 1980, the Canadian Congress for Learning Opportunities for Women (CCLOW) held a conference on organizing in Halifax, Nova
Scotia.

0

One of the keynote speakers was Berit As, a Norwegian feminist,

professor, politician, and activist .
ton, of CCLOW .

She was interviewed by Janet New-

A videotape of this interview was available for viewing

at the conference.
On tape,

0

Berit As addresses aspects of the context

10

which women

organize and then moves on to the Nine-Point Strategy.

These are,

essentially, nine points which women must take into consideration when
"organizing for success."
political success,

that

is,

0

As speaks primarily about organizing for
10

fairly conventional political settings.

But, every organized action by women is political, and the context in
which women organize remains fairly consistent in its features.

0

As -

Norwegian experience is definitely relevant to the Canadian context, and
the nine points can be applied to any form of political action.
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With respect to the latter, ~s sees women as tending not to have control

General Discussi on
The concept of "Women's Culture" is key to

~s· organ1z1ng elements.

She condens e s society's stereotypes of women and men

into a few words:

over these resources whereas men do, and as having more respect for
them,

whereas men tend to simply use them.

These differing behaviours

women ar e seen as nurturing and as having a service orientation; men are

and relationships are not necessarily innate but rather the results of a

seen as working with things and concerned with planning.

cultural and sex-specific socialization process.

Socialization,

which influences the minds of women and men, leads to division of labour
between the two sexes.
roles.

As a result,

Division of labour, in turn,

the gap between perceptions of roles of women and

men becomes increasingly larger.

planning on the human experience.

0

For men,

These concepts are connected to what is sometimes called a

as

our actions on what we are familiar with, and on our social and economic
In other words, our actions, our organizing, must be

based on what we know about ourselves, on our women's culture.

the point of departure is

Men tend to think in terms of cause and

women's culture or a men's culture.
dominant,

As sees women as basing our

To do this, we must base

We tend to ask what started a certain

thingf and what came out of it.
technology and politics.

ourselves, we will become a formidable force.

circumstances.

Life ex per i en ce is affected.

Life experience affects planning.

effect.

reinforces sex

0

Berit As makes the strong point that, if we as women can rely on

As the men's culture becomes more

it still does despite some superficial changes which are

basically reforms of the same system,

In summary and point
.

0

form,

these are the "nine points" identified

.

by Ber1t As as essential:
Pre-Conditions:
1. Find and incorporate into the action the linkage between tradition and action planned.

the women's culture becomes more
2. Make goals concrete.

invisible and this leads to loss of identity for women.
Common Factors:

0

When we organize for success, says As, we must build on our own
women's culture--which we may have to re-discover.
see around us,

We are taught,

and

the models which have sprung up from men's culture.

These models, more often than not, do not fit our women's culture.

3. Use the "Troika" concept: a wide-spread,
leadership shared by at least three women.
4. Where possible,
t i me periods .

rotating, combined

divide the action into shorter, more manageable

On
5. The total project should have a definite time-span.

these male terms, we look incompetent and we lose easily any confidence
Variable Factors:
we may have in ourselves.

The concept of leadership is a clear example.
6. Gear the methods and organizational structure to the goal.

Men use a pyramid model, with one leader, only, at the top.

Women tend
7. Mobilize and organize for~~££~~~·

to function much better in a model of shared and changing leadership.
Other differences can be observed in the ways women and men speak and

8. Ensure that there is an underlying model or theory about how
things should work.

communicate, and in the different relationships to technology and money.

9. Ensure that there is a "blue-print"--a strategy for action.
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ively "more concrete" than the former, and is an action in itself.
Working towards a goal such as peace requires, eve n for one group

Pre-Conditions:

only, a seemingly end le ss procession of actions, each with its goals,

1. Find and incorporate into the action the linkage between tradition
and action planned.

each conc r ete,

manageable, and visible.

ble dreams and visions,
Each community,

region,

or country is a

factor

which perhaps resem-

must be transformed into concrete steps to-

influencing the
wards

"pre-conditions" under which we work.

Goals,

that goal.

These steps must be based on the actual

practices

To understand the nature of
of women.

the area in which we work, and to determine the pre-conditions for
successful organizing, one of the early steps in our process of straCommon Fae tors:
tegy planning must be the description and analysis of the factors
operating on us and around us.

l

3. Use the "Troika" concept .

0

As Berit As explains, factors favl)

For a relatively small group,

Berit

As suggests at

least three

ourable to women's organizing in Scandinavia are a long history of
leaders who can work together or spell each other.
organizing,

a high

level of consciousness,

and

Built

into this

general male support

for women's causes, 2 all of which make for favourable pre-conditions.

strategy is the concept of situational leaders, with leadership aris-

ing naturally from factors such as time available,

knowledge of the

Another pre-condition for the creation of a strong revolutionary

3
. the existence
.
.
f orce o f women is
o f strong issues.

issue, and relevant skills.

This strategy is directly related to our

There is always a
women's culture.

For example, women still tend to move with their

tradition which influences the ways in which women can be involved.
husbands when they are transferred,

and women tend to be the parents

It is crucial to be aware of how women have organized before.
who care for sick children at home.
Our history tells of successes, failures, and backlashes.

By using the Troika strategy,

a

When we
leader can always be in place.

find the

linkage between our goals and history,

we can make intelli-

4. Divide the action into shorter, more manageable time periods.
gent decisions about whether and how to modify our goals, our strateBecause women are busy and have numerous commitments, we tend to
g1es, or our models, and how to communicate our knowledge to other
prefer to engage

in

short activities.

These may be short projects,

women.
or portions of or specific tasks within a longer project or within an
on-going organization.

2. Make goals concrete.

5. The total project should have a definite time-span.
In a sense,

all goals are concrete.

But there is a huge differKnowing that a project has a limited time-span helps us to stick

ence between working towards a goal such as peace or equal rights,
with
and

getting a political candidate elected.

Th e

l a tt e r

it.

It becomes more manageable.

It

is easier to point at

i s q ua l i t a t achievements.

Overload and burn-out are less likely to occur.
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Variable Factors:

in future organ1z1ng and provide each woman with the sense that some-

6. Gear the methods and organizational structure to the goal.

thing was gained, even if the theory or model did not work well.

Obvious as this strategy may seem, it
More often than not, we use "old" methods.
is already in place.
most

doned

because

Frequently, a structure

When the goal does not match the structure,

frequently the goal

other way around.

ts not always applied.

as women, we know only too well that there wi 11 always be another
chance to come up with something that works better.
9. Ensure that there is a "blue-print"--a strategy for action.
0

ts adapted to the structure instead of the

Sometimes goals and actions or projects are aban-

the existing organizational structure cannot accommo-

Berit As calls this one "tricky."

She stresses that the blue-

print must remain a secret, but the action must be open.

For one

thing, if we keep the strategy a secret, we may be able to use it
again.

date them.

And

Another reason

for secrecy

is

that disclosure

may backfire.

Q

7. Mobilize and organize for success.
To stay motivated,

As points out that women do not have the same kinds of resources or

we must determine what we mean by "success."

Obviously, to achieve the end-goal is a success.
it is not necessarily a failure.

skills,

improving skills,

successes.

But not achieving

Other goals, such as learning new

expanding a network can also be viewed as

The easiest projects or actions are those in which we
Often,

have a high measure of control over the outcome.

that means

instruments as men have.
able for men,

The use of strategies is considered accept-

but not for women.

This double standard requires that

we keep our blue-prints to ourselves.

This requirement,

0

says As,

is tricky because women generally do

not like to keep our strategies secret.

First, it reminds us too

much of mens politics and politicking.

Moreover, we have so few

that we have to set our sights relatively low with the result that we

successes to show for our work that we like to talk openly about what

do not make much of an impact.

we did and how we did it.

sights high.

To have an impact, we must set our

To not become discouraged, we must build in a set of

achievable goals which are meaningful to us.

I t is important that

the women involved in the action or project are aware of such "spinoff" goals.

Preferably,

all would have participated

what is considered a success,

in

determining

for the group as well as for themselves

Using the

nine points, she may be able to determine strengths and weaknesses in

ran smoothly?

8. Ensure that there lS an underlying model or theory.

ti on.

actions she has organized _or ln which she has participated.

the actions and reasons for why things went well or not so well.

as individuals.

This is connected to the former point about

It may be interesting for the reader to select a few projects or

success and motiva-

If a group has an underlying model or theory, it can derive

learnings from the action about how well things work.

This will help

Where were the stresses?

What was learned?

What

Why did women stay or drop out?

And how can future strategizing be strengthened?
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APPENDIX B

Notes to Appendix A

SAUL ALINSKY: RULES FOR ORGANIZING FOR ACTION
l. At the l981 Annual Conference of the Alberta Status of Women Action
Committee, with its theme "Women Organize Alberta," the Conference
Committee developed a workshop geared to sensitizing participants to
the importance of analyzing the environment in which we organize.
One of the hand-outs (part of the so-called "Orange Paper") listed
the factors of analysis to understand the particular community, region, or country in which the organizing takes place and for which
strategies must be devised.
These factors are: Geography/Ecology,
Demography, Technology, Economy, Social Stratifications, Culture, and
Politics.
Together, these factors cause the emergence of a comprehensive picture of what can influence our actions.

One day two, the next day four
Tomorrow there'll be a thousand more
Angry people in the streets.
Song by Rita MacNeil

First, there are no rules for revolution any more than
there are rules for love or rules for happiness, but there
are rules for radicals who change their world; th~~~ are
certain central concepts of action in human politics that
operate regardless of the scene or the time.
To know
these is basic to a pragmatic attack on the system. These
rules make the difference between being a realistic radical and being a rhetorical one who uses the tired old
words and slogans. .
1

2. Alberta women, of course, know that we cannot count on such a history
and general support in Alberta.
In our action-planning, we must take
into account the particular "Alberta environment," a context which we
know to be somewhat less than genuinely supportive.
3.

In the United States, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) is a strong
contemporary issue.
In Canada, the issue which currently appears to
bring women together most is violence against women, especially in
the blatant forms of physical abuse and pornography.
Another recent
example of a strong issue is the battle to entrench women's rights in
the Canadian Charter of Rights.
But none of the Canadian issues has
yet given rise to the kind of nation-wide mass mobilization of women
of all classes and races to get the ERA passed.
Lacking such a
national movement which unites Canadian women on such a large scale,
we must analyze the Canadian and Alberta context of struggling on
many diverse fronts, and understand the connections between the various general and single-interest women's (and other progressive)
organizations, as well as the potential for unification, unity, and
united action.

Saul Alinsky

is

perhaps

the most widely known contemporary North

Amer i can organ i z er o f the oppressed.

Hi s w r i t in gs, pa rt i cu 1 a r l y g~.:

have inspired other organizers for decades.

His rules,

indeed,

are

applicable in most, if not all, situations and are resisting erosion
over time .

Of all organizers surveyed, Alinsky has written the most

comprehensive literature and has provided something that approaches a
body of theory on organizing for action most closely.

It is for these

reasons that this Appendix lists the "Rules" identified by Alinsky.
There are, however, some major problems, perhaps the most fundamental one of which is that Alinsky organized for and with "people."
result,

women and our specific experiences of oppression are

or nearly invisible.

As a

invisible

Alinsky organizes as a man, and the social change

he envisages, by definition, benefits the male members of the oppressed
groups in the first place.

He also writes as a man, using male pronouns
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and

r e f e rrin g t o me n through o ut his writings.

sk y' s b oo k s will hav e t o hold their n o ses.
l e arn e d and

it

1s no t

Fe minists reading AlinYet,

there is much to be

imp o ssibl e to e ff e ct me ntal substitutions to make

wo me n ce ntral a s or gani ze rs,

or as th e group 1n whose interest organ1z-

ample

effective 1n bridging the wage gap between wom e n and me n.
contrary, the gap increases steadily.

Pra g matism 1s a culturally induced mal e trait.

c iat e d with wo me n's e xp e ri e nc e .

"th e e nd
qu e sti o n,
e nd s ,

On th e

Many women hav e abandon e d th e

liberal belief that "the system" is fundamentally on e which is fair and

These ar e me rely some main points about the parting o f wa y s betw ee n

Fo r so me f e minists, Alinsky ' s pushin g o f "pragmatism" may be an ob-

ists as o f fe n s iv e .

legislative reform with respect to equal pay has no t bee n

which "works."

in g tak es pl ace .

sta c l e .

is that

Mo re often than not,

Alinsky is c ar e ful

It is not assoit strikes feminthe expression

organizing.

F o r him,

the perennial

mine strategi e s

th e r e al and o nly qu e sti on regarding the ethics of means and

.
'f y t h e E~!:!~_c:_~-~!:
.
l
i s "D oe s this E~~!i. .C:. ~..!.~~ end JUSti
means.? "2

Ne v e rth e l ess , e v e n this qualification leads to strategies and tactics

f e minist principles of hon e sty,

d e moc rati c society will work.

be lieving that the system of a free

Granted,

pushed, but it will r e spond ultimately.

Nevertheless, many of Alinsky's

It will

for action to sift and sort through Alinsk y 's writings

to det e rmine what
the

be up to individual women and to those who deter-

tactics and strategies are appropriate and

trade-offs between women's experience,

attitudes,

t o weigh

integrit y ,

hopes

and beliefs, and anticipated effectiveness.

non-violence, and

An o th e r diff e r e nc e be tw ee n Alinsky and man y c ontemporary feminists
is that Alinsk y is an ar c h-liberal,

There are more.

strategies and tactics can be adapted to women's experience and ways of

to point out that

justifi e s th e means" is incorrect.

which ma y go a g ainst

Alinsky and f e minists.

1. One's concern with the ethics of means and ends varies inversel y with
one's personal interest in the issue.
One's concern with the ethics
of means and ends varies inversely with one's distance from the scen e
of conflict.

it may hav e to be challenged and
This may be so, but many femin-

ists ar e n o l o nger satisfied with or taken in by reform measures,
ing th e m as band-aids and tactics of co-optation.

view-

Alinsky posits that a

2. The judgement of the ethics of means is dependent upon the political
position of those sitting in judgement.
3. In war the end justifies almost any means.
4. Judgement must be made in the context of the times in which the
action occurred and not from any other chronological vantage point.

mass mo v e me nt of peopl e having r e ached the point of disillusionment with
past ways and values, constitutes a reformation.

He argues that,

s uch cir c umstan ce s, the time is ripe for revolution.
would argu e that it

under

Many feminists

5. Concern with ethics increases with the number of means available and
vice versa.
6. The less important the end to be considered,
in ethical evaluations of means.

the more one can afford

is the very fact that we live in a "free democratic"
7. Generally, success or failure is a mighty determinant of ethics.

society that prevents an authentic revolution of ways and values and
treatment of women as equals, and keeps us

forever tied to an inadequate

cycle o f r e forms which are not necessarily solutions.

An obvious ex-

8. The morality of a means depends upon whether the means is being employed at a time of imminent defeat or imminent victory.
9. Any effective means is automatically judged by the opposition as
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being unethical.

10. Constantly creating the new out of the old--the organtz e r finds her
goal in creation o f power for others to use.

10. You do what you can with what you have and clothe it with moral garments.
11. Goals must be phrased in general terms like "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity," "Of the Common Welfare," "Pursuit of Happiness" or "Bread
and Peace." The goal once named cannot be countermanded.

Tactics means doing what you can with what you have.
those consciously deliberate acts by which human

beings

Tactics are

live with each

other and deal with the world around them.
The items one looks

for

in identifying potential organizers and in

1. Power is not only what you have but what the enemy thinks you have.

appratstng the future possibilities of new organizers, and the pivot

2. Never go outside of the experience of your people.

points of any kind of educational curricula for organizers:

3. Wherever possible, go outside of the experience of the enemy.

1. Curiosity--the function of an organizer is to raise questions that
agitate, that break through the accepted pattern.

4. Make the enemy live up to their own book of rules.
S. Ridicule is woman's most potent weapon.

2.

Irreverence.

3.

Imagination--imagination is not only the fuel for the force that
keeps organizers organizing, it is also the basis for effective tactics and action.

6. A good tactic is one that your people enjoy.

4. A sense of humour--knowing that contradictions are the signposts of
progress she is ever on the alert for contradictions.
A sense of
humour helps her identify and make sense out of them.
The organizer
has a personal identity of her own that cannot be lost by abs or pt ion
or acceptance of any kind of group discipline or organization.

7. A tactic that drags on too long becomes a drag.
8. Keep the pressure on, with different tactics and actions, and utilL ze all events of the period for your purpose.
9. The threat is usually more terrifying than the thing itself.
10. The major premise for tactics is the development of operations that
will maintain a constant pressure upon the opposition.

5. A bit of a blurred vision of a better world.
6. An organized personality.
7. A well-integrated political schizoid--the organizer must be able to
split herself into two parts--one part in the area of action where
she polarizes the issue to 100 to nothing, and helps to lead her
forces into conflict, while the other part knows that when the time
comes for negotiations it really is only a 10 per cent difference-and yet both parts have to live comfortably with each other.
Only a
well-organized person can split and yet stay together.
But this is
what an organizer must do.

11. If you push a negative hard and deep enough it will break through
into its counterside (the positive).
12. The price of a successful attack is a constructive alternative.
13. Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it.
Readers are encouraged to read ~!:!..!.~~i~E_B~~i.£.~.!.~

9. A free and open mind, and political relativity--because of these
qualities she is unlikely to disintegrate into cynicism and disillusion, for she does not depend on illusion.

its entirety

for elaboration on and elucidation of the concepts underlying the rules.
A number of other concepts are also addressed,

8. Ego--ego is unreserved confidence in one's ability to do what she believes must be done.

in

are given,
action.

and examples of tactics

all of which may aid in strengthening women's organizing for
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APPENDIX C

Notes to Appendix B

UNORTHODOX AND INNOVATIVE ORGANIZING
1. Saul Alinsky, B~.!.~~_fo!_B~£i£~.!.~·

New York: Random House, 1972.
A little mouse got into the wires
At the Central Clearing House in Buenos Aires,
One little mouse
Short-circuited the computers
Says a press dispatch from Reuters
Hooray for the little mouse
That fucked up the Clearing House

2. Saul Alinsky, ibid.
3. All "Rules" are quoted from Saul Alinsky, g~_l~~-i~~-g~£i£~.!.~· All
references to men have been changed into references to women to make
reading more palatable. It is, of course, understood that references
to women are gender-free and apply to both sexes equally.

And set the Stock Exchange in a spin

And made the bankers cry
So much for the electronic brains
That run the world of bankers and airplanes
And if one little mouse
Can set them all awry,
Why not you and I?
Song by Malvina Reynolds

In 1980, a group of Canadians travelled to Mexico.
study tour, they met with a Mexican called Pepe.

During their

His strong, moving,

and terrifying words still echo in the heart and mind of the woman who
told of him.

This is Pepe's message:

You people are in the belly of the beast and the revolution is
going to happen, world-wide. There are going to be massive
uprisings against the capitalist system because it is a system
that continuously makes more people poor and more people rich.
At some point, the masses start accumulating over on the deficit side. And the rich are killing us: The beast has its
claws into Latin America. It's strangling us and clawing us
to death. And we're fighting back. You people are in the
belly of the beast and you get all the percs: your housing,
your education, your health care, your jobs are all secure and
nice compared to what we have. But if you people claw away in
the belly of the beast and give it a few internal ulcers and a
few hemorrhages, it's going to relax its grip a little bit on
us, and we're going to win, but we might win ten years earlier.
There might be less blood. There might be less torture. There
might be less disappearance than if you did nothing. But if I
had a choice to do your struggle or mine, I would take mine
every time. You have the most difficult struggle. Come down
to Latin America. Visit with us. Get re-energized. Get your
focus back. And go back and struggle because you are the Canadians who can make the difference in Canada for us down here.
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fails
Th e visitors

listen e d and understood

the

to us e her

imagination

ts Phyllis

S c hlafly,

of global co nnecti o ns, and of working in their o wn co untry--wh e r e it was

against th e Equal Rights Amendment.

in Latin Am e ri ca .

was

th e struggle

"b e tt e r" in Canada?

They got their shock when Pe pe continued:

it

now,

the novelty has worn off and the tactic

And he t o ld them:

That was four years ago.

obey its own rules."

throughout Canada have been rapidly catching up with Alberta.

follows that women o rgan1z1ng for change in Alberta face the toughest

· ·
o pp o s1t1on
possi"bl e .
of

a bit at the time.

educational purpose,

neo-conservative politics and

tickling,

and clawing in the belly of the beast to make

it r e lax its grip, not only on Latin America, but on Alberta itself.
But how do we do this?
helpful.

Alinsky suggests:

legal battles,
them."

.
k y , s 1 concep t s may b e
Some of Saul Alins

In discussing "polarization" he offers:

ately .

appli e s [her
situations."

·
·
·
l imagination,

in the battle.

To these [she]

an d [she] relates them tactically to specific

An example of someone who attempts to goad "the enemy" but

Not everyone may have enough money to take up

there are other ways of "throwing their own book at

legal or extra-legal,

inspiring •

the E!:i.!!£i.E.!~~

"Use the power of the law by making the establishment

notoriously incapable of effect-

1n this kind of action if it is done indiscrimin-

effect progress, not regression back into the dark ages.

He warns that ''there can be no prescriptions for particular situais

serve an

for a little while.

Its purpose is to help create social change, not chaos;

Very importantly,

.I t

by doing things which

keep "the system" pr e -occupied

There is no point

pose.

that the organizer must carry w1"th [h e r]

but

it,

Such actions may buy tim e,

Even letter-writing campaigns,

l. the real action is in the enemy's reaction;
2. the enemy properly goaded and guided in his reaction will
be your major strength;
3. tactics, like organization, like life, require that you
move with the action.

tions because the same situation rarely recurs.

and clawing can be done by "sticking

ing social change, may be effective as spokes in the wheel.

It also follows that we must do an enormous amount

scratching,

scratching,

spokes into the wheels" as a friend expresses
tie up systems,

However, Alberta ca n c laim the longest history of conservative ideology .
It

Perhaps tickling,

There 1 s no place 1n Canada where the beast has greater power
than in the provinc e of Alberta, where you people come from.
Alberta is the right-wing centre of capitalism in Canada.

eco nomics

is past its usefulness.

The element o f surprtse is missing.

He told them to go back and to learn about their own prov-

Since then,

That may have worked a f ew tim es but by

Do you know what Al-

Pe p e t o ld th e Albertans things about Alberta that many of them did

in ce .

Sh e steadfastly adds:

r ea lly
"This remark annoys f e minists."

not kn ow .

o rgani zer

Sch la fly b eg in s every speech by

thanking her husband Fred for letting her speak.
But

"b e tt e r"--t o support

Do you know what your oil companies do?
berta Oil is ? Do you know . .

a U. S.

importanc e of the words,

direct or indirect,

to help

Action may be

individual or collective.

it must sustain the actors in their own sense of pur-

The following are a few small seeds sown among the many already
sprouting and growing in Alberta.
.

. .

In the spirit of Pepe, may they be
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I~~-~~ii~~g~!!~~. 2
hurst,

Christabel Pankhurst, daughter of Emmeline Pank-

was arrested o n October 13,

1905 and later sentenced to one

week's imprisonment.
Outside the auditorium and behind the scenes, we were in the
grip of policemen and surrounded by stewards. The matter must
not, I knew, stay where it was. What we had done must be made
a decisive act of lasting import. We must, in fact, bring the
matter into Court, into prison. For simply disturbing the
meeting I should not be imprisoned.
I must use the infallible
means of getting arrested, I must "assault the police." But
how was I to do it? The police seemed to be skilled to frustrate my purpose. I could not strike them, my arms were being
held.
I could not even stamp on their toes--they seemed able
to prevent that. Yet I must bring myself under arrest. The
vote depended on it. There could be no compromise at that
moment of crisis. Lectures on the law flashed to my mind. I
could, even with all limbs helpless, commit a technical assault and so I found myself arrested and charged with "spitting at a policeman." It was not a real spit but only, shall
we call it, a "pout," a perfectly dry purse of the mouth. At
the police station they sent us home without bail, adjuring us
to appear next morning at a police court. Next morning we
found that the long, long newspaper silence as to women's suffrage was broken.

I~~-~~ii~~g~!!~~. 3

Emmeline Pankhurst's account of a great Liberal

meeting held in the Royal Albert Hall, December 21, 1905:
At the end of the meeting, Annie Kenney called out "Will the
Liberal Government give women the vote?"
At the same moment Theresa Billington let drop from a seat
directly above the platform a huge banner with the words:
"Will the Liberal Government give justice to working women?"
Just for a moment there was a gasping silence, the people
wanting to see what the Cabinet Ministers would do. They did
nothing. Then in the midst of uproar and conflicting shouts,
the women were seized and flung out of the hall.
This was the beginning of a campaign the like of which was
never known in England, or, for that matter, in any other
country. If we had been strong enough we should have opposed
the election of every Liberal candidate, but being limited
both in funds and in members we concentrated on one member of
the Government, Mr. Winston Churchill.
We attended every meeting addressed by Mr. Churchill. We
heckled him unmercifully; we spoiled his best points by flinging back such obvious retorts that the crowds roared with
laughter. We lifted our little white banners from unexpected
corners of the hall, exactly at the moment when an interruption was least desired. Sometimes our banners were torn from
o u r ha n d s a n d t r o d d en u n d e r fo o t . Some t i me s , a g a i n , th e c r o wd s
were with us, and we actually broke up the meeting. We did
not succeed in defeating Mr. Churchill, but he was returned by
a very small majority, the smallest of any of the Manchester
Liberal candidates.
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__________
_4
Th e Suffrag ____
e ttes.
.-

tells ab o ut

Sylvia Pankhurst, dau g hter of Emmeline Pankhurst,

th e April 25,

o f Commons .

1906 Women's Suffrag e Re s o lution

Discussi o n was delay e d.

in th e Hous e

Members o f th e Women's Social and

Political Union (WSPU) sat waiting in the women's gallery,

b e hind a

brass g rill e :
At last someone looked round and saw the police were already
in the gallery and we realised that we were to be taken away
in order that the Resolution might be talked about without
our having an opportunity to protest.
Irene Miller could no
longer be restrained.
She called out loudly, "Divide! Divide!"
as they do in the House of Commons, and "We re fuse to have our
Resolution talked out!" Then we all followed suit, and
Theresa Billington thrust a little white flag bearing the
words "Votes for Women" through the historic grille.
It was
a relief to thus give vent to the feelings of indignation
which we had been obliged to stifle during the whole of th e
evening, and though we were dragged roughly out of the gallery,
it was with a feeling almost of triumph that we cried shame
upon the men who had wasted hours in useless talk and pitiful
and pointless jokes.

~~~l-~li~~~y, 5
blacks.

on a tactic proposed t o deal with discriminati o n against

(He does not state whether the strategy was implem e nt e d, me rely

threatened,

or whether it was only a fantasy.) :

I suggested that we might buy one hundred seats for on e of
Rochester's symphony concerts.
We would select a conc e rt in
which the music was relatively quiet.
The hundred blacks wh o
would be given the tickets would first be treat e d to a threehour pre-concert dinner in the community, in which they would
be fed nothing but baked beans, and lots of them--with obvious
consequences.
Alinsky goes on to analyze the tactics.

The action would be out-

side of the experience of the establishment, take it by surprise, and
leave it helpless

in

finding a defence.

The action would be legal--the

law would be paralyzed as there is no law against the eating of beans
and its effects.

There would be a strong element of ridicule.

Al in sky emphasizes
any organizer knows,

that "tactics

like this one are not

just

cute;

as a particular tactic g rows out of the rules and

principles of revolution, that (he) must always analyze the merit of the
tactic and determine its strength and weaknesses in terms of these same
rules."

He also warns that "not only is pressure essential to compel

the establishment to make its initial concession,

but the pressure must

be maintained to make the establishment deliver."
Baked beans, states Alinsky,
so-wealthy blacks of Rochester.
symbolic of women's experience?

are within the experience of the notWhat variations on this

theme might be
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~.'.!.::'..!_~.!.i~~~y, 6 o n th e "universal principle that th e right things are al-

~~:::!_!__~.!.i~~~y, 7 on the rule that "the threat is often more effective than

ways d o ne for th e wrong reasons and the tactical rul e that negatives b e -

the tactic

co me positiv es ":

ment knows not only that you have the power to execute the tactic but

In its early history the organized black ghetto in the Woodlawn neighborhood in Chicago engaged in conflict with the
slum landlords.
It never picketed the local slum tenements or
the landlord's office .
It selected its blackest blacks and
bussed them out to the lily-white suburb of the slum landlord 's residence.
Their picket-signs, which said, "Did you
know that Jones, your neighbor, is a slum landlord?" were
completely irrelevant; th e point was that the pickets knew
Jones would be inundated with phone calls from his neighbors.
The neighbours did not want the blacks
th e disturbance.

in their neighbourhood,

plaited it

The tactic

Saturday, the store would be inundated with black shoppers.
nor

We ex-

slum

landlords.

It

also has more "respect-

able" corpo rati ons which are masters at making a pretty penny from
people's urgent needs

Not only

would these shoppers be extremely visible and keep away white shoppers,
but they would keep staff occupied for the whole day,

ending the day by

buying "everything in sight" to be delivered C.O.D.,
arrival of the merchandise,

delivery would be refused.

upon which,

for shelter.

Housing is a women's

issue.

premi-

ses.
Alinsky reports that the threat itself was sufficient to get the
department store to change its personnel

policies to

include blacks on

tactic may

the sales floor and in executive training.

He says that "this kind of

spark some ideas for strategies to improve women's access to reasonable

tactic can be used by the middle class, too.

Organized shopping, whole-

welfare policies and reduced shelter allowances.

housing.

Alinsky's

So are

on

The tac t i c was

legal as there would be no sit-in or unlawful occupation of the

for our own purposes."

Alberta has slums and

involved spreading the word to the management of a

department store--which hired blacks only in menial jobs--that on a busy

"The pressure that gave us our

positive power was the negative of racism in a white society.

but ~~.!Y if you are so organized that the establish-

that you definitely will":

According to Alinsky, the strategy worked and Jones

gave in to whatever the demands were.

itself,

It can perhaps also be applied in other areas of our lives.

sale buying plus charging and

returning everything on delivery,

would

add accounting costs to their attack on the retailer with the ominous
threat of continued repetition."

Alinsky adds: "This is far more effec-

tive than cancelling a charge account."
How many of us carry charge cards?

How many of us cut them up dur-

ing the 1982 Playboy/First Choice anti-porn protest,
message about its complicity?

Not enough,

the seriousness of our intentions.

to send Eaton's a

likely, to impress Eaton's of
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~~~l-~li.!2~~1'.·S on ''making banks Live up to their own public statements":
All banks want money and advertise for new savings and checkin~ accounts.
They even offer premium prizes to those who
will open accounts.
Opening a savings account in a bank is
more than a routine matter.
First, you sit down with one of
the multiple vice-presidents or employees and begin to fill
out forms and respond to questions for at least thirty minutes.
If a thousand or more people all moved in, each with $5 or SlO
to open up a savings account, the bank's floor functions would
be par a l y zed .
Ag a i n , as in the case of the sh op - i n , t he pol ice would be immob i lized .
There is no illegal occupation .
The bank is in a difficult position.
It knows what is happening, but still does no t want to antagonize would-be depositors .
The bank's public image would be destroyed if some thousand
would - be depositors were arrested or forcibly ejected from the
premises . . . Fo l lowing this, the people can return in a few
days and close their accounts, and then return again later to
open new accounts . This is what I would ca l l a middle class
guerilla tactic .
Many

institutions still have not

learned, let alone incorpo r ated in

their policies, the fact that women are individua l s in our own right .
Alinsky's example,

with variations,

can be used as a strategy to force

changes in a variety of established institutions .
also form our own institutions.
Credit Union which,

Ottawa,

Of course, we can

for example, has a Women's

much to the chagrin of some men,

only serves women.

This Credit Union a l so p r ovides a training ground for women who need to
develop ''ma r k et ab le s k i l ls . ' '

Clients get dogma
with their diapers
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. (AP) - Care fo r
a bit of dogma with your diapers?
If it bothers you to mix Reaganomics and
rash remedies, gun control and the benefits of
breastfeeding, or the nuclear arms race and
temper tantrums, you are probably not a
potential customer of Nan Scott's diaper
service.
For the most part, her regulars don' t mind.
Besides getting a fresh weekly supply of white
cotton diapers, they also get Scott's views on

life.
· They know that she doesn't think much of
President Reagan, fears the "Superbaby" trend,
favors gun control and the Equal Rights
Amendment and finds no redeeming qualities
in disposable diapers.

Every other month, the 59-year-old Dy-Dee
Wash owner and mother of five writes an eigbtpage newsletter that includes everything from
advice on how to get rid of diaper rash to
names of parent support groups to an essay on
whatever strikes her fancy.
In recent newsletters, she bas castigated
Reagan for "selling us fairy talcs from his
l 950s-vintage mind," compared disposable
diapers to the short-lived paper underwear for
adults - " I would guess adults didn't like
wearing paper underpants any more than
babies do" - and decried the push to create
" Superbabies."
" I've seen too many children 'messed up' by
their parents' ambition, their parents' image of
what their children should look like, act like,
be," she said.
She also offered a list of child-abuse
prevention and treatment centres and provided
her usual list of support groups, poison-control
centres, infant-care classes and want ads for
babysitters and baby items.
While she bas received letters telling her to
"stick to diapers," Scott refuses.
"I have chosen deliberately to take a stand
because I'm appalled at bow other business
people put blinders on and say, 'All I want to
do is make money.' "
A Woman ' s Cultural Med iu m. 9
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Making our environment porn-free. 11

Jobless seek
helping hand
in legislature
Among the mayors, school kids
and other notables getting deskthumping introductions in the legislature these . days are small
groups of unemployed Albertans.
It's all · part of a plan to give a
face to the province's 120,000
unemployed in the minds of ~be
MLAs, says Amie Vibe, a spokesman for the new Committee £Qr
the Unemployed.
_ .
NOP MLAs have been intr9~
ducing unemployed people in ~~
public gallery for the · past four
days and Vibe said he's noticed tqe
desk-thumping welcome from ~e
government members has "b{en
getting less and less loud."
"When the day comes that none
of them thump their desks, then
we'll know we're getting some-.
where."

How to get the attention of
. l ators. l 0
the l eg1s

Early in November/83, women attending the Women and Therapy
Conference at the Holiday Inn, Don Valley, in Toronto, found
advertisements for closed-circuit television "porn" movies in
their rooms and a mass of pornographic magazines on the newsstand in the lobby. Some of the women asked the manager to
remove the television equipment from their rooms and explained
their objections to the offensive material on the newsstand.
When the manager said that nothing would be done, the women
organized a workshop which resulted in two steps being taken:
(1) The women collected money, bought

the offending magazines
(The Toronto Star reports they contained examples of
vi~~;-t 0 ki'd'di;-porn" and a photograph of a naked woman,
legs spread, strapped into an electric chair.), and held a
"tear up" of the magazines before CBC television cameras
in the hotel lobby.

(2) The women wrote to the hotel manager protesting the pornography in the hotel and calling for a national boycott of
the family hotel chain until it is "porn"-free.
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Making money work for us.
In January of 1983,
lished at Magliocco Base,
web).

12

.
.
I3
Pro-c h oice
sym b o l ism.

the first

Italian Women's Peace Camp was estab-

Sicily.

Its name is La Ragnatela (The Spider-

Women spun a web across the base's main gate, closing it down for

fa u r hours.

A ft er more act ions , some of wh i ch met w i th po l i c e v i o le n c e,

the women were forced out of their location.

A permanent camp site had

to be found .
The

answer

was

property

ownership,

that

most

sacred of concepts,

piece

of abort ion

legislation.

Women

organized

~~~!.~~!:i..e!.--"La Ragnatela" was closed by the authorities about a year

The women are organizing to fight

the erosion of their property

a

fast

and

hard-hitting symbolic protest .
Lying on their backs in a circle around the War Monument in the
heart of Amsterdam,

women held knitting needles

10

their hands .

helped to tell the tale of women

Their

Tomato ketchup

forced to have back-alley abortions and

bleeding to death . . • another kind of "war"--lest we forget .

[In June of 1983, women] found a piece of land with a small
house on it right next to the base and in the range of a possible runway extension.
On June 25, o n the day of the full
moon, 28 women signed the sales contract for 4200 square
metres of land . . . After much discussion . • • we finally decided to form an association, ca lled 'La Ragnatela,' which we
are using only to buy land, so that all women are legally
joint land-owners.
We hope the land w i 11 be owned by !.!2~~-=sands of women • • . Should an expropriation of the land be
~tt~~pt~d~-th~ association would be notified and only the
women present at the signing of the contract would be individually notified--so it would be up to all of us to make our
resistance felt.

rights.

regressive

light-coloured slacks were bright-red around the crotch.

more valued and protected than human life:

later.

In December of 1980, the Gov e rnment of the Netherlands adopted a
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A Letter to the Editor: 14

GREENHAM COMMON

Dear Editor:

Au g . 2 7 , l 9 8 1

March of 40 women, 4 men and some children leaves
Cardiff.

Se pt. 5

Cardiff march arrives at Greenham Common.
Women
chain themselves to main gate and a Peace Camp is
set up.

Dec. 21

Women successfully prevent workmen from laying
sewage pipes to increase the capacity of the base
for 1300 extra USAF personnel.

Dec. 28

Second Peace Camp (Molesworth) started.

I have recently received threatening letters from a terrorist
group which asks that I contribute money for construction of clangerous weapons.

This group makes certain claims which in the past

led me to send thousands of dollars to pay for its militaristic
programs.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The group claimed:

It was concerned with peace and freedom.
It would provide protection for me and my family.
It was my duty to make these payments, and
It was free from personal responsibility for how this money
was spent in individual cases.

Last year, for the first time, I realized that these claims
were fraudulent and I refused to make further payments.

Jan.

Festival and 24-hour blockade at Greenham.
About
10,000 people turn up. As a result of the blockade, 10 women have since served time in prison.

May 27

First eviction from Common Land (Newbury Counci 1).
Caravans and tents moved nearer the A339 onto Ministry of Transport land. Four women were arrested
and served sentences in Holloway.

June 6

Greenham women speak at massive Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament rally in Hyde Park.

June 7

About 80 women symbolically "die," blocking all
roads to the Stock Exchange in London.

June 8

Several women arrested for keening near the House
of Commons.
Police dropped charges against half
of them in October.

Aug. 6

Hiroshima Day. Women laid 100,000 stones on Newbury War Memorial to represent and commemorate the
victims of the first atomic bomb: "little Boy."

Aug. 9

Nagasaki Day.
While women
Gate, other women entered the
and presented in silence the
Thousandth Crane, symbol of a
tim's hope for world peace.

Aug. 27

Nineteen women occupied the sentry box and surrounding plinth, in protest against the illegality
of Cruise Missiles.
Women were charged with "behaviour likely to cause a breach of the peace."

serious extortion efforts have been made.
However, again this year I have been solicited to send money.
In the meantime, I have ascertained that the organization which
calls itself the United States of America, already has in its possession 423 B-52 and 73 FB-111 bombers with 3,800 nuclear warheads. •
Dear friends, I hope you may be alerted not to support this
terrorist organization.

They depend on your cooperation and money

and usually try to collect it on April 15.

They now possess a tot-

al of 30,000 nuclear bombs and each day manufacture three more at
Amarillo, Texas.
Peace is not bought by bombs but by a spirit of repentance,
forgiveness, and love for enemies.
John Schuchardt.

Camp took the decision to be women only, to increase the effectiveness of its non-violent opposition to Cruise.

Mar. 21

Although

there were threats of "penalties" I am happy to report that no more

1982

blockaded the Main
base by another gate
commander with the
young girl bomb vic-
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Sept . 29

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Caravans and t e nt s ev i c t e d and r e moved from Ministry of rransport Land. Ministr y dumps rocks and
so i L, o s t e ns i b l y as pa rt of a
2 5 , 0 00 Lands cap i n g
v e nture, t o pr e vent th e women from returning.
Wo men start a 24 -h our Lon g t e rm "picnic" on Common
Land outside the Main Gat e , sleeping und e r plastic
--n o t e nts or "constructi o ns" permitted.

5

Thirteen women arrested tr ying to stop th e Laying
of sewage pipes successfully stopped in Dec/81.
Charge is "behavi o ur likely to cause a br eac h of
the peace."

l5

Sentry Box trial.
days.

I7

Sewag e Pipe trial.
14 days.

Dec. 6 & 7

Wom e n to go to pr 1 son for 14

Press exc lud e d fr om trial.
o utside.
Mar.

31

Women hold moc k trial

Easter Blockade.

Apr.

Teddy Bears· Picnic.
Women and kids in animal
costumes climb over fence and play on runway.

May I

Chi ldren·s party on Common.
through holes in fence .

May 10

Birth of Jay Greenham,

May 12

Eviction at Main Gate Camp.

May 24

Silent vigil and

Wom en e nter base

in a bender in the bushes.
All cars impound e d.

fasts at each gate .

More women to go to prison for

"Ke e ning" trial in London.
Case against some
women dismissed; others given "conditional d i s charge."

Retaliation by

the "authorities" and military

personnel,

destruc-

t ion of parts of the women's camp, and persona 1 abuse aimed at women has
Dec .

12

Mo r e than 30,000 women embrace the 9-mi le perimeter f e nce of the base and decorate it with symbols of lif e .

steadily

increased.

The Greenham Common women continue their

and non-violent action
Dec.

13

Blockade of all gates .
Some women remove part of
fence, go inside to plant seeds and leave candles.

Dec.

27

2 1 women who registered to vot e in the Greenham
ward go to court to answer challenge from local
prospective Tory councillor.

Jan.

1,

Jan.

14

Women win the "right to vote" case.

Jan.

17

Women lobby MPs and occupy part of the House of
Commons.

Feb.

7

Minister of Defence, Heseltine, visits base and
Newbury Counci 1 offices.
Women in snake costumes
invade base.
Blockade of Counci 1 offices.

Feb.

15 & 16

Silos trial--44 women sent to Holloway prison for
14 days.

1983

At dawn women climb over fence and dance on top of
silos. 44 are arrested, charged with "breach of
the peace."

Mar. 8

International Women's Day.

Mar.

High Court grants Newbury District Council an injunction to prevent women from remaining on the
"common." Camp moves a few meters to M.O.T. land.

9

for peace.

symbolic
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Notes to Appendix C
Women in a squatters' settlement in Guernavaca (Mexico) were beaten
by their husbands for going to women's meetings at night, because
their job was to stay at home and to take care of the children.
The women did not try to convince the men that going to the meetings was a good thing for them to do. Instead, they organized when
bus fares went up.
Women organized against the increase.
Who knew
the bus routes?
Women. Who knew the bus drivers?
Who knew the
sympathetic drivers, and who knew the routes and who knew the drivers not to try this on because there would be too much violence?
Who knew the City Hall process of how bus fares increased?
It was
the women because they were scared to death that the increase was
going to affect the economy of the family drastically.

1.

Saul Alinsky, _g!:'.l~~-i~E __g~~i.£~..!.~·

2. Midge MacKenzie,
3.

New York:

§_!:_~~..!.~~E_!.~_§.!:_~~..!.~~E·

Random House,

1972.

New York: Albert Knopf,

1975.

Ibid.

4. lb id.
5. Saul Alinsky, op. cit.
6. Ibid.

So they followed the process.
They planned and they did their sitins.
Some 400 women would try to get on a single bus.
And when
they couldn't get in, they just surrounded it so the bus couldn't
move. The next bus came, and another, and another . • • the women
had seven or eight buses all lined up surrounded by women, women on
top, women hanging out the windows. They immobilized the whole bus
system of Guernavaca.

7.

Ibid.

8. lb id.

10. ~~~~~!.~~l~~E~~_!_, November 22,
The men started saying, we never thought of that. And the women
said, that's because you don't take the kids to the bus everyday.
Another thing the Guernavaca women did was going on strike.
They
said, we're not going to get water anymore.
We've been walking
down the side of the mountain, getting water and bringing it back
up to do the laundry, the cooking, the cleaning. And they said to
the men, we're not hauling water anymore. Then the men had to go
down the mountain and start carrying up the water, because water
was needed.
Finally, the men began to understand women's experience because the
women started to make it visible through one method or another.
Had they sat down with those men, they would never have gotten
through.
So they said, fine, we'll let them do it, and we'll let
them see how much we know.
And that's what I mean by real creative action.

1983.

11. "Anger and Action." In: ~l!:~E!.~-~~~~~' Alberta Women's Bureau Newsletter, January-March 1984, Vol. 3, No. 3.
12. ~i.~~~i_~, October 1983.

14. Donald D. Kaufman, I!:!.~-I~~-Qi..!.~~~~~-~E~Yi~g_.f~E_R~~£~~~yi_~g __for
War.
Kitchener, Ontario: Herald Press, 1978.
15. Un-referenced Information Sheet, undated.
16. A story, told by someone who heard the story.
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